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AbstratIn the dissertation we introdue a family of graph transformators whih forbrevity we all strutural reursions and then examine some of their mathe-matial properties. The pratial importane of strutural reursions omesfrom their usability in the �eld of semi-strutured and XML databases, wheredata is modelled by labelled graphs and trees respetively.First, a more general de�nition of strutural reursions is introduedwhih resembles to the de�nition of tree automata [12℄. This de�nition isfar from being trivial, sine the evaluation of onditions should be developedelaborately owing to the presene of yles. Then �ve di�erent lasses ofstrutural reursions are di�erentiated and their expressive power is om-pared. Afterwards, the usual operations, i.e., omplement, union and inter-setion are de�ned over strutural reursions.Next, in order to understand the funtioning of strutural reursions ina deeper level they are ompared with two well known types of automata,namely non-deterministi �nite state string automata and alternating treeautomata. In these omparisons strutural reursions are onsidered as a-eptors, whih means that only the emptiness or non-emptiness of the resultis of importane. It is shown that strutural reursions an be simulated byalternating tree automata and vie versa. However, despite this strong on-netion there are several important di�erenes between the two formalisms.Finally, the usual stati analytial questions, i.e., the problems of empti-ness and ontainment, are addressed for the di�erent lasses of struturalreursions. The omplexity of the problems ranges from PTIME throughoNP-ompleteness and ΣkP -hardness to DEXPTIME-ompleteness.
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1 INTRODUCTION1 IntrodutionIn the dissertation we introdue a family of graph transformators whih forbrevity we all strutural reursions and then examine some of their mathe-matial properties. The pratial importane of strutural reursions omesfrom their usability in the �eld of semi-strutured and XML databases, wheredata is modelled by labelled graphs and trees respetively. In general stru-tural reursions are applied on suh (mathematial) objets that are built upby ertain onstrutors. For example in propositional logi these onstru-tors are the logial onnetives ¬,∧,∨. In this ontext a mapping ζ overpropositional formulae an be de�ned as a strutural reursion. First ζ is de-�ned over the propositional variables. For a omplex formula ¬P or P1ϑP2,
ζ(¬P ), ζ(P1ϑP2) is de�ned by ombining the values of ζ(P ) and ζ(P1), ζ(P2)respetively [31℄ (ϑ ∈ {∧,∨}).In the ontext of databases strutural reursions working on sets werereommended as a query language alternative in the early 90's to be able tooverstep the limitations of the relational data model, and to move towardto the expressive apability of a relational query language embedded into ageneral purpose programming language [7℄. In the following years struturalreursions were used to query (nested) olletions based on sets [10℄, bags[23℄ and lists [17℄. However, in these works a more general form of struturalreursions was introdued than that of used here. Namely, for an element ofsuh a olletion an arbitrary funtion interpreted over these elements maybe alled that obeys some ertain restritions like ommutativity and idem-potene [29℄. As it has been summarized in [27℄ suh strutural reursionslead to highly expressive query languages. For instane in [10℄ it was shownthat strutural reursion on nested relations is equivalent with the powersetalgebra of Abiteboul and Beeri [1℄.In [9℄ strutural reursions were applied to proess unordered trees andgraphs. Here, query language UnQL was introdued and reommended asan alternative with many advantageous properties to handle semi-strutureddata. Strutural reursions formed the basis of the algebra UnCal of UnQL.1



1 INTRODUCTIONThe de�nition of the strutural reursions formulated in this dissertation(without onditions) is inspired by the de�nition given in this paper. Theslight varianes in the syntax will be indiated on the appropriate plaes.The semantis will be de�ned in a di�erent manner, though the equivaleneof the approahes ould be proven.Beside strutural reursions UnCal onsisted of graph onstrutors anda onditional branhing in if-then-else form. In the ondition the non-emptiness of an UnCal query ould be tested. In [18℄ this possibility wasextended to be able to take the Boolean-ombination of suh heks. Fur-thermore, in [27℄ the aforementioned approahes were synthesized to developa language with whih both embedded lists and ordered trees an be handled.In ontrast to UnCal in our version of strutural reursions if-then-elseonditions are moved inside strutural reursions. What is more, althoughstrutural reursions are graph transformators in this ontext, in most ofour previous works as well as here we have been fousing on the question ofonstruting, hene strutural reursions have being onsidered rather as aspeial kind of automaton whih aepts its input if a non-empty output isreturned.In the following paragraphs our previous papers as well as the new resultsof this dissertation are summarized.Our previous and reent results. In [4℄ we introdued a new way ofde�ning the semantis of strutural reursions. A strutural reursion om-prises strutural funtions whih may all eah other. In our semantis wemake use of a speial kind of shema graph with whih the interations ofstrutural funtions are displayed. It is similar in nature to the graph repre-sentation of non-deterministi �nite state string automata, where the nodesrepresent states, while the edges transitions from one state into another asa result of a symbol. We alled this representation of strutural reursionsoperational graph and although several details have been hanged sine the�rst de�nition the basi idea is still preserved in this dissertation. The input2



1 INTRODUCTIONdata graph is interseted with the operational graph and the result of thisoperation is used then to onstrut the �nal result. An edge of this inter-setion illustrates that the orresponding edge of the input is proessed bythe strutural funtion represented by the starting node of the orrespondingedge in the operational graph and then the strutural funtion representedby the endnode is alled. Note that in our data model edge-labelled graphsare used.We also showed how strutural reursions an intertwine with restri-tions imposed on the struture of the data. These are expressed by means ofshema graphs [8℄ and sine the operational graphs are also speial shemagraphs using intersetion ertain onstraints an be inorporated into thestrutural reursion. In some senarios this an lead to signi�ant optimiza-tion. The onnetion between data and shema graphs is based on simulation,in whih nodes of a data graph are mapped to nodes of a shema graph andthus "types" an be assigned to the edges of the data graph. With this teh-nique one an presribe the allowable labels of the outgoing edges of an edgeof a ertain type. By de�ning a slightly di�erent variant of the simulationwe desribed how the same idea ould be used to speify the ompulsory la-bels that the outgoing edges of an edge have to have. Our method based onintersetion also proved to be useful in the typing question, where the stru-ture of the output is restrited. Here we examined both kinds of restritingmehanisms. Finally, the emptiness question was also addressed and it wasshown to remain tratable, i.e., solvable in polynomial time, both for typedand untyped data.In [19℄ we extended strutural reursions with onditions in whih theBoolean ombination of not-isempty and isempty logial funtions and equal-ity omparisons an be taken. Applying a (non-)isempty funtion one anhek whether a strutural funtion returns a (non-)empty output or not. Inan equality omparison the equality of a given onstant and the label of theedge being proessed an be heked. The onditions are formulated in anif-then-else style. Using these enhaned strutural reursions a ore fragment3



1 INTRODUCTIONof XPath 1.0 [13℄ was simulated. We have also explained, in a similar fashionas in [4℄, how Doument Type De�nitions (DTD) [6℄ and Extended Dou-ment Type De�nitions (EDTD) [24℄ an be inorporated into the simulatingstrutural reursions. In the XPath expressions only axis hild, parent,desendant, anestor were allowed to apply. Sine strutural reursionsproess the data in a top-down manner, in order to simulate the funtioningof upward axis parent, anestor registers were introdued. A register isof the form Xa
f1

= Xa
f2

and this example spei�es that only those edges ashould be onsidered in the onstrution of the output that are proessed byboth f1 and f2. The use of the registers is only neessary when there are atleast two upward axis s.t. the �rst one is not immediately followed by theseond one but there is a downward axes between them. In suh ases byusing a strutural reursion the output an be obtained by a single traverseof the input data graph whih again may result in onsiderable optimizationin ertain ases.In general our simulation o�ers an e�ient implementation working intime O(|D||Q|), where |D| denotes the size of the data, whereas |Q| the sizeof the query. This oinides with the speed of the algorithm developed byGottlob et al. [15℄.In [22℄ this simulation was extended to a ore fragment of XSLT 1.0 [11℄.Here we made use of the formal model of XSLT o�ered in [5℄. The preseneof variables whose values are given by means of XPath expressions made thesimulation rather intriate. In this ase the implementation entailed by thisrepresentation works in time O(|D2||Q|2).In our next paper [20℄ we foused on the usual stati analytial questions,namely the questions of emptiness and ontainment. In the �rst ase for agiven strutural reursion f it is asked whether there is a data graph I s.t.
f(I) is not empty. In the seond ase, for two strutural reursions f and git is heked whether there is a data graph for whih g returns a non-empty,while f an empty output. In this dissertation a variant of this question willalso be addressed. This distintion is inspired by a similar di�erentiation in4



1 INTRODUCTIONthe ontext of XPath expressions [28℄. In [20℄ we only examined a fragment ofstrutural reursions in whih the onditions onsisted of a single not-isemptylogial funtion. In other words, neither isempty logial funtions nor equal-ity omparisons were allowed to use. On the other hand we distinguished twoases on the basis that whether the appliation of the else-branhes is permit-ted or not. We found that in the seond ase the emptiness question an beanswered in quadrati time, while the problem of ontainment is oNP-hard.In the �rst ase we showed how the two problems an be redued to eahother in polynomial time and proved that both questions are PSPACE-hardin general.In this dissertation the previous researh is extended in several di�erentways. First of all the isempty logial funtions are also involved in the inves-tigations. Seondly, in the onditions arbitrary Boolean ombination of thenot-isempty, isempty onditions may be formulated. Thirdly, in [20℄ stru-tural reursions worked as "edge rewriters". More preisely, they ould eitherhange the label of the proessed edge or they ould delete it. In both asesthey ould also invoke another strutural funtion to proess the subgraphunder the atual edge. In ontrast, in this ase as a result of traversing anedge an arbitrary forest may be onstruted, furthermore, arbitrary numberof strutural funtions may be alled as well. Note that in [9℄ struturalreursions were also de�ned in this more general way. In the simulation ofXPath and XSLT we also used this variant [19, 22℄. Here, several interestingsublasses of strutural reursions of this type are examined. The summaryof our results is to be found in Figure 1.In the table SR(n.i., i., el) denotes the most general lass of struturalreursions, where not-isempty, isempty and else-branhes are all allowed touse. The meaning of lasses SR(), SR(n.i.), SR(n.i., i) is similar. In additionin SR(n.i.,∨) only disjuntions may be applied in the onditions, whereas in
SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) the onditions may be embedded up to the kth level. Exeptfrom the question of ontainment in SR(n.i.) and the questions of emptinessand ontainment in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) all problems enumerated in the table are5



1 INTRODUCTIONEMPTINESS CONTAINMENTdeterministi PTIME PTIME
SR() PTIME oNP
SR(n.i.,∨) PTIME oNP
SR(n.i.) PTIME PSPACE-hard
SR(n.i., i.,≤ k) ΣkP -hard ΠkP -hard
SR(n.i., i.) DEXPTIME DEXPTIME
SR(n.i., i., el) DEXPTIME DEXPTIMEFigure 1: The summary of the results of this dissertation with respet to theemptiness and ontainment problems.omplete for the orresponding omplexity lasses.In [21℄ we extended XPath expressions with named expressions by meansof whih a name an be assigned to an XPath expression, and then thisname an be used wherever a loation step may our. Named expressionsmay ontain other named expressions or themselves, whih gives rise to anew kind of reursivity di�erent from the reursivity already involved inaxis desendant, anestor et. The idea was inspired by the possibility ofde�ning funtions in XQuery, whih may all other user-de�ned funtions intheir body. Named expressions an be regarded as a simpli�ed version ofuser-de�ned funtions in the ontext of XPath.Going into details it was proven that it is not possible to write suh anXPath expression that selets eah node of a path of arbitrary length inwhih a and b nodes follow eah other in turn. On the other hand in thefollowing XQuery funtion F the XPath expression of the for lause seletexatly these nodes, when F invokes itself reursively.define funtion F($x){ for $y in $x/(hild::a | hild:: b)return <r>{string($y/�id), F($y)}</r>} 6



1 INTRODUCTIONThe orresponding XPath query with named expressions is as follows
F : { (self :: ∗|(child :: a|child :: b)/F).}It is not di�ult to see that self :: ∗/F selets the same nodes of an inputas the preeding XQuery funtion in its for lause.In our work only downward axis were taken into onsideration, howeverthe use of negation was permitted in the prediates. First, we lari�ed therelationship between the di�erent types of reursions inluding transitive lo-sure, then we explained how XPath expressions with named expressions anbe simulated with strutural reursions and vie versa. The possibility ofthis two-way rewriting enabled us to diretly use the aforementioned statianalytial results to the appropriate lasses of the extended XPath expres-sions.Reverting to the ontent of this dissertation besides the omplexity resultsthe relationship between strutural reursions and di�erent types of automatais also disussed. In these omparisons strutural reursions are onsidered asaeptors, whih means that only the emptiness or non-emptiness of the re-sult is of importane. First, the onnetion between the strutural reursionswithout onditions and the non-deterministi �nite state string automata islari�ed. Seondly, it is shown that in the general ase strutural reursionsan be simulated by alternating tree automata [12℄ and vie versa. Thisrelationship may enable us to apply the omplexity results of Figure 1. tothe appropriate lasses of the latter formalism. However, the details are notgiven here.On the other hand, despite this strong onnetion there are several im-portant di�erenes between the two formalisms. Firstly, strutural reursionsproess edge-labelled graphs with possible yles, while alternating tree au-tomata work on node-labelled trees. More importantly, strutural reursionsare applied on suh data graphs where the number of the outgoing edges ofan arbitrary node is not limited, in addition no order is de�ned among theseedges, whereas alternating tree automata only aept ranked ordered treesas inputs. This seond di�erene distinguishes strutural reursions from7



1 INTRODUCTIONunranked tree automata [12℄ as well, sine the latter although also workson unranked trees, these trees should be ordered too. However, in manytheoretial investigations [2℄ as well as in pratial appliations it is more ad-vantageous to handle unordered data espeially in the �eld of databases. Alltogether these di�erenes underlie the importane of strutural reursionsof their own and make them a signi�ant andidate whenever a pratialappliation working on graphs is to be modeled formally.The dissertation is organized in the following way. In Setion 2 the basinotions are explained. First, the de�nitions of string automata and alter-nating tree automata are given. Then the data model on whih struturalreursions work and the relating onepts are desribed. Lastly, struturalreursions without onditions are introdued. The semantis is based on themore general and usual meaning of strutural reursions and it is only appli-able on trees. In Setion 3 the semantis of strutural reursions is de�nedin a di�erent way enabling the proess of yles. This de�nition relies onoperational graphs. After proving the equivalene of the two approahes it isshown how the operational graphs should be extended to be able to handleonditions. In Setion 4 �rst the di�erent lasses of strutural reursions (f.Figure 1.) are ompared in terms of expressive power. Seondly, an extensionof the simulation relation is introdued with whih among others the ontain-ment of strutural reursions an be haraterized. Finally, in the third partof this setion two algorithms are developed onstruting data trees from datagraphs whih in ertain aspets behave in the same way as the original datagraphs. The intersetion, union and omplement of strutural reursions arede�ned then in Setion 5. The relationship with the previously mentionedautomata is lari�ed in Setion 6. In Setion 7 the emptiness whereas inSetion 8 the ontainment problem is addressed. The onlusions are drawnin the last setion. In order to improve the readability of the main text themost intriate proofs are plaed in the Appendix attahed to the end of thiswork.All of the results of this work and the aforementioned papers [4℄[19℄[22℄[20℄[21℄8



2 PRELIMINARIESare my own, however, I am deeply indebted for my o-writer olleagues An-drás Benzúr and Attila Kiss for their useful omments and advie.2 Preliminaries2.1 AutomataFinite state (string) automata. Let Σ be a �nite set of onstants. Σ∗denotes the set of �nite strings of symbols from Σ. A non-deterministi, �nitestate string automaton is a tuple A = (Q,Σ, QI , Qf ,Φ), where Q is the �niteset of states, QI , Qf ⊆ Q are the sets of initial and �nal states and Φ is theset of transition rules. A transition rule is of the form:
a(q1) → q2, where a ∈ Σ, q1, q2 ∈ Q.A run of A on word w = (a1 . . . an) ∈ Σ∗ is a sequene of states qi1 , . . . , qin+1s.t. qi1 is an initial state, and aj(qij ) → qij+1

is a transition rule (1 ≤ j ≤ n).A run is aepting, if qin+1
is in Qf . A �nite state string automaton isdeterministi, if there are no two transition rules in Φ with the same left-hand side [16℄. In the sequel, �nite state non-deterministi automata will bereferred as NDFSA-s.Node-labelled, ranked data trees. In a node-labelled, ranked treethe nodes are represented as �nite lists over natural numbers, N∗, where Ndenotes the set of natural numbers. Furthermore, every node is allowed tohave only a limited number of outgoing edges. This number depends on thelabel of the node in question.Formally, a ranked alphabet is a ouple
Υ = (Ω, Arity),where Ω is a �nite set of onstants and Arity is a funtion from Ω to N. Thearity of symbol υ ∈ Ω is denoted by Arity(υ). The set of Υ-trees, in notation

T Υ
node, is indutively de�ned as follows [12℄:9



2 PRELIMINARIES(i) every u ∈ Ω is an Υ-tree, where Arity(u) = 0,(ii) if Arity(u) = n and t1, . . . , tn ∈ T Υ
node, then u(t1, . . . , tn) is an Υ-tree,

n ≥ 1.Here, node in the subsript indiates, that these trees are node-labelled. Asit has been already mentioned nodes are represented as �nite lists of naturalnumbers. In detail, the set of nodes of t denoted by V.t is de�ned as follows:if t = u(t1, . . . , tn), where u ∈ Ω, n ≥ 0, then
V.t = {ǫ} ∪ {iv | i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, v ∈ V.ti}.Here, ǫ denotes the empty list and it is the root of t in this ase. A node v of

ti is substituted with iv. Thus, for example the root of t2, whih was ǫ beforethis onstrution, is substituted with 2, while the �rst hild of this root,whih was 1, is substituted with 21 et. With labt(u) we denote the label ofnode u in t. An example of a node labelled tree over ranked alphabet {a, b},
Arity(a) = 2, Arity(b) = 0, an be found in Figure 2.(a). The symbols inparenthesis indiate the labels of the orresponding nodes.Alternating tree automata. This de�nition of the alternating treeautomata is based on the de�nition given in [12℄. Let P be a set of symbols.With B+(P ) we denote the set of positive propositional formulas over P . Forexample

q1 ∨ q2 ∧ q3 ∈ B+({q1, q2, q3}).An alternating automaton over ranked alphabet Υ = (Ω, Arity) is a tuple
A = (Q,Υ, I,Ψ), where Q is the �nite set of states, I ⊆ Q is the set of initialstates, and Ψ is the set of transition rules, whih, here, are mappings:

(Q,Ω) → B+(Q× N) ∪ {true, false}.Remark 2.1. Here and in the rest of this work we use the term mapping ina broader sense. Namely, a mapping may assign several di�erent values toa member of its domain. In other words, a mapping is not neessarily afuntion. 10



2 PRELIMINARIESReverting to the introdution of the alternating tree automata for anarbitrary υ ∈ Ω, if Arity(υ) > 0, (q, υ) is always mapped into B+(Q ×

{1, . . . , Arity(υ)}). On the other hand, if Arity(υ) = 0, true or false isassigned to (q, υ). Informally, the intended meaning of the rule:
(q, a) → (q1, 2) ∧ (q3, 1) ∨ (q2, 3)is that after proessing an a labelled node in state q, the orrespondingtree will be aepted, if the seond and �rst branh in states q1, q3 are bothaepted, or the third branh in state q2 is aepted. Here Arity(a) = 3. Notethat this de�nition is given in a top-down manner, whih is more onvenientin the alternating ase.A run of an automaton A on tree t is a node-labelled tree λ, whose labelsare from (Q × N∗) ∪ {true, false}. Informally, node label (q, 11) in a runrepresents that node 11 of the input tree was proessed in state q. Formally,suppose that for node u of λ, labλ(u) = (q, w) and labt(w) = v, then(i) if Arity(v) > 0, then u.j ∈ V.λ, labλ(u.j) = (qij , w.kj), where (q, v) →

φ ∈ Φ, (qij , kj) is in φ, {(qi1, k1), . . . , (qin , kn)} ⊆ Q× {1 . . .Arity(v)}.(ii) if Arity(v) = 0, then u.1 ∈ V.λ, labλ(u.1) = φ, where (q, v) → φ ∈ Φ,
φ ∈ {true, false}.Here, for sake of transpareny u.j has been used for denoting the jth hild of

u instead of uj.Example 2.2. An example for automaton ({q1, q2, q3},Υ, {q1},Ψ) an be foundin Figure 2.(b)-(). Here Ω is {a, b, c} with Arity(a) = 2, Arity(b) = 1,
Arity(c) = 0 and Ψ onsists of the following rules:
(q1, a) → (q2, 1) ∧ (q3, 2) ∨ (q2, 2) (q2, a) → (q3, 1) ∨ (q1, 2) (q3, a) → (q3, 1)

(q1, b) → (q2, 1) (q2, b) → (q2, 1) (q3, b) → (q3, 1)

(q1, c) → false (q2, c) → false (q3, c) → trueNote that the nodes of λ are also from N∗.11



2 PRELIMINARIESIn the evaluation of the run λ we assign truth values to the nodes in abottom-up manner. This funtion is denoted Λ (Λ : V.λ → {true, false}).If a node of λ is of ase (ii), then it has a hild with a true or false label.We assign the orresponding truth value to this node. For node u of ase (i)onsider its hildren one after the other. Keeping the notations of ase (i),suppose that for the jth hild, u.j, a truth value has been already assigned.Assume that labλ(u.j) = (qij , w.kj), whih means that (qij , kj) ours in φ atleast one. Substitute this (these) instane(s) of (qij , w.kj) with the assignedtruth value of u.j. If at the end φ beomes true, then assign true to u.Similarly, if φ beomes false, then assign false to u. The algorithm stops,if a truth value to the root of λ is assigned, or no other truth value an beassigned to any of the nodes of λ.A run is aepting, (i) if labλ(ǫ) = (qi, ǫ), qi ∈ I, (ii) Λ(ǫ) = true. In otherwords the run should start with an initial state, and the evaluation shouldassign true to the root of λ. For an example onsider Figure 2.(d).The omplement of an alternating tree automaton an be onstruted asfollows [12℄. For A = (Q,Υ, QI ,Ψ) onsider Ã = (Q̃,Υ, Q̃I , Ψ̃). Here, eahstate qi of A has a orrespondene q̃i in Ã. Moreover, Q̃I ontains q̃i, if qi is in
QI . In Ψ̃ eah transitional rule (qi, a) → φ should be hanged to (q̃i, a) → φ̃,where φ̃ is(i) ¬φ, if φ ∈ {true, false}.(ii) Otherwise, eah (qj , k) in φ is hanged to (q̃j , k), then eah onjuntionis substituted with a disjuntion and eah disjuntion with a onjun-tion.2.2 The data model of strutural reursionsData graphs. Originally, ontrast to the XML tree model, where thenodes are labelled, in the ontext of semistrutured databases struturalreursions were de�ned on edge-labelled graphs [9℄. In this dissertation wedeided to adhere to this tradition. 12
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B DFigure 2: (a) A node-labelled tree. (b) A node-labelled tree. () A run of thealternating tree automaton of Example 2.2. on the tree on (b). (d) The evaluationof the run on (). (e) An example of eliminating ε edges. (f) The union of datagraphs. (g) A data tree. (h) A data tree with leaf labels.Let Σ be a reursively enumerable set of onstants. Then a data graph Iis a triplet I = (V, E, v0), where V is the set of nodes, E ⊂ V × Σ × V isthe set of labelled, direted edges and v0 is the distinguished root [9℄. In thesequel data graphs will also be alled instanes. The sets of nodes and edgesof an instane I will be denoted V.I, E.I. Furthermore, in what follows werespetively denote DΣ
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2 PRELIMINARIESwe denote that the leaves are labelled with labels from set B. Note that noorder has been de�ned among the edges or the nodes of the data graphs.Basi notions of graphs. A sequene of subsequent edges of a graph,
a1 . . . an in notation, is alled path. By yle we mean a path whose �rst andlast node are the same. Looping edges will also be onsidered as yles. Inwhat follows we will only onsider onneted graphs as data graphs. Thismeans that all nodes of the data graph, possibly with the exeption of the rootitself, is reahable from the root. A subgraph Î of a data graph I = (V,E, v0)is a triple (V̂ , Ê, v̂0), where V̂ ⊆ V , Ê ⊆ E, v̂0 ∈ V̂ . Again, we will take intoonsideration only onneted subgraphs. By pregraph we mean a subgraph,whose root is the same as that of the original graph. Two edges having thesame starting node are alled neighbours. Edge e1 is a hild of edge e2 and
e2 is a parent of e1, if the starting node of e1 is the same as the end node of
e2. S A root-edged instane has only one outgoing edge from the root. Thisedge will be referred as the root edge.

ε edges. ε edges are introdued in order to make the explanations moretransparent. By means of them graphs will be onneted by the ontration ofertain nodes of these graphs. At the end of the onstrutions ε edges shouldalways be eliminated. The elimination is aomplished in the following way:in an arbitrary instane I let (u, ε, v) ∈ E.I be an ε edge. For every edge
(v, a, w) ∈ E.I (the starting node is the same as the end node of (u, ε, v))add (u, a, w) to E.I. Afterwards the preeding (v, a, w) edges and (u, ε, v)should be deleted. As an example onsider Figure 2.(e).Union. Let I1, I2 be arbitrary instanes and let u be a new node di�er-ent from all of the nodes of I1 and I2. Add ε edges from u to the roots of I1and I2 and then eliminate these ε edges. The resulting graph is de�ned tobe the union of I1 and I2 [9℄. For a graphial representation onsider Figure2.(f). 14



2 PRELIMINARIESData trees and semistrutured data expressions. Beside the de�-nition given earlier for data graphs data trees an be represented in a di�erentway. Namely, they an be built up using three onstrutors: the empty graph
{} onsisting of a node only, the singleton set {l : t}, whih is a direted ledge with subtree t in its end node, and the aforementioned union opera-tion. This representation is alled the ssd-expression of the tree [3℄ (ssd:semistrutured data). As an example onsider

{a : {c : {}} ∪ {d : {}}} ∪ {b : {e : {}}},whih is the ssd-expression of the tree in Figure 2.(g).The subtrees of a data tree t are de�ned as follows:(i) t is a subtree of t.(ii) If t = t1 ∪ . . . ∪ tn, then ti is a subtree of t (1 ≤ i ≤ n).(iii) If t = {a : t̂}, then t̂ is also a subtree of t.We also introdue the disjuntive union [9℄ of trees, t1 ⊕ t2, whih as itsname suggests, returns a forest onstituted by t1 and t2.Finally, in the de�nition of the strutural reursions speial data trees willbe used, whose leaves may be labelled as well. To represent suh trees freessd-expressions are introdued, in whih the empty graph an be substitutedwith a label. As an example onsider the data tree on Figure 2.(h), whosefree ssd-expression is as follows:
{a : {c : {B}} ∪ {d : {D}}} ∪ {b : {e : {}}}.In the sequel we will blur the distintion between (free) ssd-expressions anddata trees (with leaf labels).Shema graphs. Originally, shema graphs were introdued in orderto be able to impose restritions on the struture of data graphs [8℄. Here,they will be used to represent the struture of strutural reursions, i.e., how15



2 PRELIMINARIES
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Figure 3: (a) A data graph. (b) A data graph. () The intersetion of the datagraphs of (a) and (b). (d) The �nal result of this intersetion.the strutural funtions of a strutural reursion all eah other. Severalbene�ene of this representation will be explored. For example using thisrepresentation we will be able to haraterize those data graphs on whih agiven strutural reursion returns a non-empty output.Formally, shema graphs are rooted, direted graphs, whose edges arelabelled with formulas, whih are onjugations of possibly negated prediatesof the form: a(x) (a ∈ Σ) or ⊤(x). The former prediates will be alledonstant prediates. We �x an interpretation IΣ throughout this dissertation,in whih a(x) beomes true i� x = a and ⊤(x) is satis�ed by all onstantsin Σ. Note that the evaluation of p over this �xed interpretation an beaomplished in linear time. Here, the size of a formula is the number of itsprediates. With IΣ |= p(a) we denote that a (a ∈ Σ) satis�es formula p.Remark 2.3. Note that, if we blur the distintion between a and a(x), theninstanes an be taken as shema graphs.A shema graph is alled deterministi, if for all pairs of neighbouringedges, with labels p1 and p2, there is not any a ∈ Σ s.t. IΣ |= p1(a) ∧ p2(a).Furthermore, a shema graph is semi-deterministi, if either p1 is the sameas p2 syntatially, or there is not any a ∈ Σ s.t. IΣ |= p1(a) ∧ p2(a).Simulation. For two shema graphs S1, S2 a mapping µ : V.S1 → V.S2is alled simulation [8℄, if the followings hold:(i) if u is the root of S1, then µ(u) is the root of S2.16



2 PRELIMINARIES(ii) For all edge e = (u1, p1, v1) ∈ E.S1 and for all u2 ∈ µ(u1), v2 ∈ µ(v1)

(u2, p2, v2) ∈ E.S2 s.t. for all a ∈ Σ to whih IΣ |= p1(a), IΣ |= p2(a)also holds. As a shorthand notation with µ(e) we will denote the set ofthe aforementioned edges (u2, p2, v2).An example an be found in Figure 4.In [8℄ simulations were used to establish a onnetion between data graphsand shema graphs and to impose restritions on the struture of the datagraphs. Namely, if there is a simulation µ from instane I to shema graph
S, then an arbitrary node u of I may only have an outgoing a-labelled edge,if µ(u) also has an a-labelled outgoing edge. In Setion 4 a generalization ofsimulation will be de�ned.Equivalene. Two instanes I1, I2 will be onsidered equivalent, if thereis a simulation from I1 to I2 whose inverse is also a simulation [9℄. Thesesimulations are alled bisimulations. In [25℄ it was shown that there is alwaysa maximal bisimulation between two instanes, what is more it an be foundin time O(m log(m+ n)), where m = |E.I1|+ |E.I2| and n = |V.I1|+ |V.I2|.Intersetion of shema graphs. The intersetion of shema graphswere introdued in order to ath those restritions that both operands ofthe intersetion presribe [8℄.Formally, let S1, S2 be two shema graphs. The intersetion of S1 and S2,
S1 ⊓ S2 is de�ned as follows:
V.S1 ⊓ S2 := {(u, v) | u ∈ V.S1, v ∈ V.S2},

E.S1 ⊓ S2 := {((u1, u2), p1 ∧ p2, (v1, v2)) | (u1, p1, v1) ∈ E.S1, (u2, p2, v2) ∈ E.S2}.The root of S1⊓S2 is (u0, v0), where u0, v0 are the roots of S1 and S2 respe-tively. Edges with unsatis�able formulas should be eliminated. Note that inour �xed interpretation the unsatis�ability of suh formulas an be deidedin linear time again. As for data graphs we will onsider only the subgraphthat is reahable from the root through direted edges. An example for the17
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Figure 4: An example for simulation.
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ): strutural funtion, γi ∈ Γ: a transformation rule,
L = {f1(t), . . . , fn(t)}: set of labels, t ∈ T Σ

γi ::= (t1 ∪ t2) = fi(t1) ∪ fi(t2) | ({}) = {} | ({a : t}) = R |

({∗ : t}) = Rd

R ::= frst, where frst ∈ F∆(L)

Rd ::= frst, where frst ∈ F∆∪{∗}(L)Figure 5: The syntax of transformation rules.intersetion of shema graphs an be found in Figure 3.(a)-(d). It is easyto see that the intersetion is an assoiative and ommutative operation.Sometimes for edges ei ∈ E.Si (i = 1, 2) we will denote (e1, e2) their pair in
E.S1 ⊓ S2.The anestor image of S1 ⊓ S2 in S1, here it is denoted G, is de�ned asfollows:

V.G := {u | u ∈ V.S1, ∃v ∈ V.S2 s.t. (u, v) ∈ V.S1 ⊓ S2},

E.G := {e1 | e1 ∈ E.S1, ∃e2 ∈ E.S2 s.t. (e1, e2) ∈ E.S1 ⊓ S2}.For node (u1, u2) ∈ V.S1 ⊓ S2, edge (e1, e2) ∈ E.S1 ⊓ S2, u1 and e1 are alsoalled anestor images in S1.2.3 Strutural reursions with natural semantisThis de�nition of strutural reursions is based on the usual interpretationof strutural reursions (f. Setion 1) [9℄, however, it is only appliable ontrees. 18



2 PRELIMINARIESA strutural reursion is a tuple f = (F,Σ, FI ,Γ), where F = {f1, . . . , fn}is the set of strutural funtions, FI = {fi1 , . . . , fik} is the set of initialstrutural funtions and Γ is the set of transformation rules. A struturalreursion proesses a data tree in a top-down manner. FI gives those stru-tural funtions, whih begin this proessing. Note that in our previous works[22, 4, 19, 20℄ FI onsisted of a single strutural funtion f1. On the ontrary,in [9℄ FI was equal to F , i.e., every strutural funtion was onsidered to beinitial as well. Thus, FI was not given expliitly there (besides the notionof transformation rules was also not introdued). Our approah here is be-tween these two extremes and it is inspired by the de�nition of alternatingtree automata.Example 2.4. As an example onsider f = ({f1, f2}, {f1},Γ) that opies thesubgraphs under the Ann edges. Γ onsists of the following rules:
f1 : (t1 ∪ t2) = f1(t1) ∪ f1(t2) f2 : (t1 ∪ t2)= f2(t1) ∪ f2(t2)

f1 : ({Ann : t})= {Ann : f2(t)} f2 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f2(t)}

f1 : ({∗ : t}) = f1(t) f2 : ({}) = {}.
f1 : ({}) = {}In the sequel with γi,a we denote the transformation rule for struturalfuntion fi and singleton {a : t} (or edge a). Similarly, γi,∗ denotes thetransformation rule for the default ase.In what follows, we brie�y explain the meaning of the di�erent transfor-mation rules.(i) If t = t1 ∪ t2, then both t1 and t2 should be proessed, and the unionof the results should be taken (fi(t1) ∪ fi(t2)). Note that if

t = {a1 : t1, . . . , ak : tk},then it does not matter how we split t into branhes, fi will be alledon every subtree {aj : tj} (1 ≤ j ≤ k).19



2 PRELIMINARIES(ii) If t = {θ : t̃}, θ ∈ Σ ∪ {∗}, then a forest in F∆(L) or in F∆∪{∗}(L)(the edge-labels are from set ∆ or ∆ ∪ {∗}, besides the leaves maybe labelled with elements of L) is onstruted. Here, ∗ stands for thedefault ase, L = (f1(t), . . . , fn(t)). This forest is represented by itsssd-expression. For example in γ1,Ann, {Ann : f2(t)} shows that as aresult of alling f1 on an Ann edge followed by subtree t an Ann edgeshould be onstruted and its end node should be labelled with f2(t).On the other hand γ2,∗ says that in the default ase an edge with thesame label that is being proessed should be onstruted. Finally, f1(t)in γ1,∗ shows that only a node is to be onstruted with label f1(t).(iii) If t = {}, then an empty graph should be onstruted.Calls like f1(f2(t)), f({a : {b : t}}) are not allowed. Note that these re-stritions together with rule (iii) guarantee termination.Remark 2.5. For onstrutors ∪, {} the transformation rules are always thesame for all strutural funtions, thus they will be omitted in the sequel.The syntax of transformation rules an be found in Figure 5. γi denotesa transformation rule belonging to strutural funtion fi. As we have seen,when a tree is proessed by a strutural funtion, its ssd-expression is on-sidered. In a transformation rule it is given how a strutural funtion shouldwork when it enounters a given onstrutor in the ssd-expression. Whena strutural funtion proesses a singleton it reates a forest in F∆(L). In[4, 20℄ only the onstrution of single edges were allowed. We introdued thisextension in [22℄ in order to be able to simulate a ore language of XSLT.However, this more general approah is not our invention sine it has beenalready developed in [9℄.For strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi1, . . . , fik},Γ) the seman-tis of its strutural funtions is de�ned in Figure 6. The semanti funtion
εnat assigns a forest in F∆ to eah pair of a strutural funtion and a treein T Σ (the edges are labelled with elements of Σ). In the supersript natabbreviates natural. If the tree is the union of two trees, or it is the empty20



2 PRELIMINARIES
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi1, . . . , fik},Γ) is a strutural reursion,
εnat : {f1, . . . , fn} × T Σ → F∆

εnatJfi(t1 ∪ t2)K = εnatJfi(t1)K ∪ ε
natJfi(t2)K

εnatJfi({a : t})K = εnatJfrstK, frst is onstruted in γi,a or if γi,a is notgiven, then in γi,∗. If neither γi,a, nor γi,∗ are given,then εnatJfi({a : t})K is the empty graph.
εnatJfi({})K = {}Figure 6: The natural semantis of strutural funtions.graph, then the semantis is de�ned in a straightforward way. If this treeis a singleton{a : t}, then for strutural funtion fi �rst the appropriatetransformation rule should be found. This is γi,a or, if it is not given, then

γi,∗. If neither γi,a nor γi,∗ are given, then the semanti funtion assigns theempty graph to fi and {a : t}. Otherwise, suppose that forest frst is to beonstruted on the right hand side of the preeding transformation rule. InFigure 6. εnatJfrstK is a shorthand notation. If a leaf is labelled with fj(t),then it should be substituted with εnatJfj(t)K. More preisely, the roots ofthe trees of forest εnatJfj(t)K should be ontrated, and then this new rootshould be ontrated with the leaf of frst labelled with fj(t). Furthermore, if
frst is onstruted in the default transformation rule (γi,∗), then edge labels
∗ should be hanged to edge label a. Consider the following example:

εnatJ{a : f1(t)} ∪ {b : f2(t)}K = {a : εnatJf1(t)K} ∪ {b : εnatJf2(t)K}.Then, the result of alling strutural reursion f on tree t, in notation
Jf(t)Knat, is de�ned to be

εnatJfi1(t)K ⊕ . . .⊕ εnatJfik(t)K.Here fi1 , . . . , fik are the initial strutural funtions of f . This way of evalu-ation will be referred as the natural semantis of strutural reursions.Remark 2.6. Note that under this semantis the size of the output maygrow too large. Namely, onsider the following strutural reursion f withtransformation rules: 21



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
f1 : ({a : t})= {a : {{a : f1(t)} ∪ {a : f1(t)}}}

({∗ : t})= f1(t).In Figure 8.(b)-() one an see how a simple path of a edges results an outputof exponential size.3 Strutural reursions with operational seman-tisHere, the semantis of strutural reursions are given in a di�erent way to beable to handle arbitrary data graphs. This de�nition was introdued in our�rst paper [4℄. However, till now we have not proven the equivalene of thenatural and operational semantis in any of our previous works. At the endof Setion 3.1 this gap will be �lled. Afterwards, in Setion 3.2 if-then-elsestatements will be introdued, in whose onditions the Boolean ombinationof onditions isempty and not-isempty an be taken. This extension wasintrodued in [19℄ and to the best of our knowledge this is our own invention.In what follows strutural reursions without onditions will be alled simplestrutural reursions.3.1 Simple strutural reursionsInformally, in the operational semantis eah yle of a data graph will betraversed only one. In [9℄, when the semantis was extended to handle ar-bitrary data graphs the same onsideration was in the bakground. Two dif-ferent approahes were developed there, whose equivalene was also proven.Here, we elaborate a third way of de�ning the semantis whih is based onthe intersetion of a graph representing the strutural reursion and the datagraph being proessed. The equivalene of this alternative and the previouslymentioned de�nitions ould be shown, however, the proof is omitted owingto the lengthy and re�ned details. 22



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSFurthermore, sine the syntax of transformation rules does not hangehere, it should be noted that in a transformation rule
fi : ({t1 ∪ t2}) = fi(t1) ∪ fi(t2),where fi denotes a strutural funtion, data graphs t1 and t2 may have om-mon nodes and edges, in fat, it may happen that exept from one edge fromboth data graphs, the rest of the edges oinides.Operational graphs. First, operational graphs are de�ned [4℄, whih willrepresent the "relationships" among strutural funtions. For strutural re-ursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) we denote its operational graph with Uf .In Uf for eah fi we assign a node with label fi (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Besides, wetake another node wend. The edges of Uf are given with respet to the trans-formation rules given for singletons. As a warm-up onsider transformationrule:

fi : ({a : t}) = {b : fj(t)}.Here an a(x) edge is added from fi to fj . The intended meaning is obvious,we represent that as a result of proessing singleton {a : t} fi alls fj .Formally, for transformation rule
({θ : t}) = frst (frst ∈ F∆∪{∗}(L), θ ∈ Σ ∪ {∗})an (fi, p, fj) edge is added from node fi to node fj , if fj(t) is among the labelsof the leaves of frst. Here, if θ = a, then p = a(x) (a ∈ Σ). Otherwise, if

θ = ∗,
p = ¬a1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬al(x),where a1, . . . , al are the symbols ourring in the non-default transformationrules for singletons of fi. If there are no suh transformation rules, then

p = ⊤(x). Remember that in our �xed interpretation ⊤(x) is satis�ed byall onstants in Σ. Furthermore, if fj(t) appears more than one among thelabels, then a separate edge (fi, p, fj) is added to represent eah ourrene.23



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSIf frst has no leaf labels, i.e., no strutural funtion is alled, then an
(fi, p, wend) edge is added. If frst is the empty graph, then no edges areadded at all.Nodes labelled with strutural funtions from FI are de�ned to be theroots of Uf . Note that operational graphs are very similar to the graphrepresentation of NDFSA-s.Example 3.1. As an example the operational graph of strutural reursion
f = ({f1, f2, f3}, {a, b, c, d}, {f1, f2},Γ) an be seen in Figure 7.(a).
f1 : ({a : t})= {b : {{a : f2(t)} ∪ {c : f3(t)}}} f2 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f2(t)}

({∗ : t})= f1(t)

f3 : ({∗ : t})= {c : {}}Here the nodes with labels f1, f2 are the roots of Uf .In order to evaluate f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) on a given input I theintersetion of Uf and I should be taken. Clearly, operational graphs may beonsidered as shema graphs. Additionally, as we have already mentioned, in-stanes an be taken as shema graphs as well, hene the intersetion de�nedfor shema graphs an be applied here.The intuition is straightforward. For instane, edge
((fi, u), p(x) ∧ a(x), (fj, v))in E.Uf ⊓ I represents that edge (u, a, v) is proessed by fi, and then fj isalled. In the sequel whenever we say that fi proesses edge (u, a, v), formallywe mean that there is an edge (fi, p, φ) in Uf s.t. ((fi, u), p(x) ∧ a(x), (φ, v))is in E.Uf ⊓ I (φ ∈ {f1, . . . , fn, wend}). Note that aording to the de�nitionof the intersetion of shema graphs, if p(x)∧a(x) is not satis�able, then theaforementioned edge should be deleted. Moreover, this formula an be simplysubstituted with a(x) or sloppily a. As an example for the intersetion of theoperational graph of Example 3.1. and an instane onsider Figure 7.(a)-().The size of an operational graph Uf , in notation |Uf |, is de�ned to be

max{|V.Uf |, |E.Uf |}. 24
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3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSformation rules of gj , then it should be oupled with the default rule, sine
a(x) ∧ ¬b1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬bk(x) is surely satis�able, beause a is di�erent fromeah bl (1 ≤ l ≤ k). Here ¬b1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬bk(x) is the formula of the edge(s)representing the default transformation rule of gj. Furthermore, the defaultrules should also be oupled, sine a formula of the form

¬a1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ar(x) ∧ ¬b1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬bk(x)is always satis�able. Remember that we have assumed that Σ ontains in-�nite number of elements. Here ¬a1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬ar(x) is the formula of therepresenting edge(s) of the default transformation rule of fi.All in all, eah transformation rule of f should be oupled with eahtransformation rule of g. Eah suh step requires onstant time. The numberof the transformation rules of a strutural reursion is learly less than equalthan the size of its operational graph. �Corollary 3.3. Let f be a strutural reursion and I an instane, then Uf⊓Ian be onstruted in time |Uf ||I|, where |I| = max{|V.I|, |E.I|}Constrution of the result. As we have already seen, when an edgeof the input is proessed by a transformation rule, then a forest with possibleleaf labels is to be onstruted. In order to be able to onstrut the �nalresult we should desribe how these forests should be onneted to eah other.Consider Example 3.1. again. If an edge (u, a, v) is proessed aording to
f1, then tree

t̂ = {b : {{a : {f2(t)}} ∪ {c : {f3(t)}}}},should be onstruted. However, in this ase, the leaves are labelled with
(1, f2, v) and (1, f3, v), i.e., the subgraph on whih f2 and f3 are to be alledis represented by its root v. The �rst number of the label, in this ase 1,represents that t̂ belongs to the result of f1 alled on the input. Rememberthat f has two initial strutural funtions f1 and f2. (However, when f2 isalled on an input �rst, then sine f2 only alls itself, f1 will be never alledduring this onstrution.) Besides, the root of t̂ should also be labelled with26



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
(1, f1, u) . The labels of the leaves indiate that the results of f2 and f3applied on the subgraph under (u, a, v) should be onneted to t̂. Similarly,the label of the root shows that to whih fragments of the result t̂ shouldbe onneted. The onnetion of these fragments is aomplished through εedges. As an example, onsider Figure 7.(a)-(e). Note that here, when f1is applied to (1, d, 2), only a node is onstruted with two labels (f. Figure7.(d)).Formally, onsider strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ). Sup-pose that (u, a, v) is proessed by fi, and as a onsequene forest frst ∈

F∆∪{∗}(L) should be onstruted. Suppose that this forest will be in thatsubgraph of the �nal result whih belongs to initial strutural funtion fj. Inthe onstrution an instane of frst should be taken, the ∗ labels should besubstituted, with a, the root should be labelled with (j, fi, u) and every leaflabel fk(t) should be hanged to (j, fk, v). The result is alled basi forest.After the onstrution of the basi forests, the union of those of themshould be taken, whose roots have the same label. In other words, for eahsuh group a new node should be added to the result, and it should beonneted to the aforementioned roots with ε edges. In the next step thelabelled leaves of the forests should be onneted with ε edges to the rootswith the same label. Finally the ε edges should be eliminated. An examplean be found in Figure 7.(d)-(e).If for a given instane I, Uf ⊓ I does not ontain any edges, reall thatin an intersetion only those edges are onsidered whih are reahable froma root, then f(I) is de�ned to be the empty graph.This semantis will be alled operational semantis, and the result ofalling strutural reursion f on data graph I is denoted Jf(I)Kop.Example 3.4. Consider now the strutural reursion of Remark 2.6. Figure8.(a)-(e) shows how operational semantis avoids outputs of exponential sizeby allowing the presene of undireted yles. It is easy to see however thatthe result of the natural semantis applied for the same strutural reursionand data tree in Remark 2.6. is equivalent to the output of the operational27
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3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ): strutural reursion, γi: transformation rule,
C: ondition, L = {f1(t), . . . , fn(t)}, t ∈ T Σ,i., n.i. respetively stands for isempty, not isempty
γi ::= (t1 ∪ t2) = fi(t1) ∪ fi(t2) | ({}) = {} | ({a : t}) = R |

({∗ : t}) = Rd |

({a : t}) = if C then R1 else R2 |

({∗ : t}) = if C then Rd
1; else Rd

2

R ::= frst, where frst ∈ F∆(L)

Rd ::= frst, where frst ∈ F∆∪{∗}(L)

C ::= i.(fj(t)) | n.i.(fj(t)) | (C1 ∧ C2) | (C1 ∨ C2)Figure 9: The syntax of transformation rules of strutural reursions withonditions.set of strutural funtions is to be applied in the next step. We suppose againthat the results of strutural reursions will be elements of D∆ (data graphswhose edge labels are from ∆). First, we de�ne logial funtion
empty : D∆ → {true, false}.It returns true i� its parameter is the empty graph. It will be applied onstrutural funtions alled on data graphs. In the onditions the Booleanombination of suh "atomi" onditions will be taken. The negation ofempty is not isempty. Obviously, by using tautologies

¬(A ∧ B) ∼ ¬A ∨ ¬B and ¬(A ∨ B) ∼ ¬A ∧ ¬Beah ondition an be rewritten into an equivalent form without negationoperators, in whih only funtions empty and not isempty may our. Inwhat follows we will always use this form of the onditions.3.3 SyntaxThe syntax of strutural reursions with onditions an be found in Figure9. As one an see, onditions an be given in transformation rules in if-then-29



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSelse statements. Both in the then- and else-branhes, as in the ase of simplestrutural reursions, forests in F∆(L) or in the default ase F∆∪{∗}(L) anbe onstruted. A transformation rule may not ontain any onditions. Inthis ase its syntax is the same as it was given for simple strutural reursions.Example 3.6. Consider strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2, f3},Σ, {f1},Γ) asan example, whih opies a subtree {a : t} if the a edge has an Ann hild.Here n.i. abbreviates not-isempty.
f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {a : f3(t)} f2 : ({Ann : t})= {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t})= f1(t) ({∗ : t}) = {}.
f3 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f3(t)}3.4 SemantisOperational graphs. As in the previous setion we represent the relation-ships among strutural funtions with operational graphs. A transformationrule without a ondition will be represented in the same way as formerly,whereas for transformation rule

({a : t}) = if n.i.(fj(t)) then fk(t) else fl(t),an a(x) edge will be added from fi to fj and two other a(x) edges to fk and
fl. These edges will be alled premise, then- and else-edge respetively.Formally, let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be a strutural reursion withonditions. In Uf again for eah fi we assign a node with label fi (1 ≤ i ≤ n).Besides, we take another node wend. The edges of Uf are given with respetto the transformation rules given for singletons. For a transformation rulewithout a ondition the onstrution works exatly in the same way as forsimple strutural reursions. On the other hand, for transformation rule witha ondition:

({θ : t}) = if C then frst1 else frst230



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSif n.i.(fj(t)) ours in C, then edge (fi, p, fj) should be added. Suh edgeswill be alled premises. Here, again, if θ = a, then p = a(x). Otherwise, if
θ = ∗,

p = ¬a1(x) ∧ . . . ∧ ¬al(x),where a1, . . . , al are the symbols appearing in non-default transformationrules of fi. If there are no suh rows in the de�nition, then p = ⊤(x).Furthermore, edge (fi, p, fk) should also be added, if fk(t) ours amongthe leaf labels of frst1 or frst2. In the �rst ase it is alled then-edge, in theseond else-edge. The premise, then- and else-edges together will be alledonditional edges. If leaf label fk(t) appears more than one in frsts, aseparate (fi, p, fk) edge should be added for eah suh ourrene (s = 1, 2).Again edge (fi, p, wend) is added, if the leaves of frsts are not labelled.Example 3.7. The operational graph of strutural reursion
({f1, . . . , f5},Σ, {f1},Γ)an be found in Figure 10.(a). Its transformation rules are as follows:

f1 : ({a : t})= if i.(f2(t)) then {f5(t)} f4 : ({c : t}) = {c : {}}else {b : {}}

f5 : ({∗ : t}) = {∗ : {}}

f2 : ({b : t})= if n.i.(f3(t)) then {f4(t)}else {b : {}}

f3 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {a : {}}

({c : t})= {c : {}}In what follows, for transformation rule γi,ϑ, with Form(γi,ϑ) we denotethe formula of its ondition (Boolean ombination of i. and n.i. ondi-tions) (ϑ ∈ Σ∪ {∗}). Furthermore Pr(γi,ϑ), Th(γi,ϑ), El(γi,ϑ) will denote thepremises, then- and else-edges belonging to γi,ϑ. In what follows, for trans-formation rule γi,ϑ, with Form(γi,ϑ) we denote the formula of its ondition(Boolean ombination of i. and n.i. onditions) (ϑ ∈ Σ ∪ {∗}). Furthermore31
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3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS
Pr(γi,ϑ), Th(γi,ϑ), El(γi,ϑ) will denote the premises, then- and else-edges be-longing to γi,ϑ, while Frst(γi,ϑ) denotes the forest onstruted in this trans-formation rule.Proessing the input. Let f be a strutural reursions and I an in-stane. In the onstrution of f(I) in the �rst step the intersetion of Uf and
I should be taken. In this intersetion an edge is a premise, (then-, else-,onstrutor edge), if its anestor image in Uf is also a premise (then-, else-,onstrutor edge).Evaluation of the onditions. In the next step, in Uf ⊓ I we delete thepremises and those then- and else-edges, whose ondition is not satis�ed.Note that for a ondition

Cond = if C then frst1 else frst2and for an edge eI of I, if (ef , eI) is in E.Uf ⊓ I s.t. ef is a onditionaledge of Cond, then eI is also oupled with the rest of the onditional edgesof Cond. The set of these edges of Uf ⊓ I will be referred as CondeI . Theonditional edges of Cond may be paired with other edges of I therefore to beable to deide whether ondition C is satis�ed by the appropriate subgraphan instane of C should be assigned to eah suh edge pair sets. The instaneassigned to eI is denoted CeI .(i) If from a premise pr = (ef , eI) of Uf ⊓ I, where ef , eI are edges of
Uf , I respetively, a onstrutor edge is reahable through a direted pathnot ontaining any onditional edges, this means that a non-empty outputwill be onstruted. Thus, if pr belongs to a n.i. ondition, it should besubstituted with onstant true in CeI . If CeI beomes true, then learly, thethen-branh should be exeuted, hene exept for the then-edges, we deleteall other onditional edges belonging to CondeI . The rest of the remainingthen-edges of CondeI are onsidered as normal (non-onditional) edges inthe further steps of the algorithm. Note that the aforementioned path maytraverse yles. 33



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSIf pr belongs to an i. ondition, then it is substituted with onstant
false. If CeI beomes false, then the else-edges are kept and the rest ofthe ondition edges belonging to CondeI are deleted. In Figure 10.() then.i. ondition of ((f2, 2), b, (f3, 3)) is satis�ed, while in the seond step thei. ondition of ((f1, 1), a, (f2, 2)) is not satis�ed (Figure 10.(d)). The �nalresult of ondition evaluation an be found in Figure 10.(e), here, sine (f1, 1)is the root, only edge ((f1, 1), a, (wend, 2)) should be onsidered. Note thatin the example the operational graph of Example 3.7. has been used.(ii) If there are neither onstrutor, nor onditional edges reahable from
pr, then there is no further possibility for onstrution. Hene the appropri-ate i. ondition is substituted with true, while the n.i. ondition is substi-tuted with false. Again, as in the previous ase, if CeI beomes false, theelse-edges, otherwise the then-edges are kept and onsidered as normal edgesfurther on.(iii) However, it may happen that steps (i), (ii) annot be applied andthere are still premises in the graph. Obviously, in this ase from eahpremise at least another premise is reahable through a direted path with-out any onditional edge, onsequently some of the premises must form y-les. Consider a maximal strongly onneted subgraph of the interset (thenon-evaluated part of Uf ⊓ I) without any then- or else-edges from whihno other premise is reahable through a direted path without onditionaledges. Then the truth values of the premises � or rather the represented i.or n.i. ondition � of this strongly onneted subgraph mutually depend oneah other. Sine there is no esape from this in�nite irle of dependenies,there does not remain any possibility for onstrution, hene the representedi. onditions should beome true, whereas the n.i. onditions should beome
false. If as a result of this step a ondition beomes true or false, then itspremises and its then- or else-edges should be deleted in the same way asin the previously desribed steps. The remaining else- or then-edges shouldbe onsidered as normal edges in further steps of the algorithm. Note thathere it was important that no other premise was reahable through a di-34



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSreted path without onditional edges from the examined strongly onnetedomponent. An example an be found in Figure 10.(f)-(i). In Figure 10.(g)premises ((f2, 2), a, (f3, 3)), ((f3, 3), b, (f2, 2)) form a yle, furthermore, nei-ther step (i) not step (ii) an be applied. For a more omplex example on-sider Figure 10.(j)-(l). Here, it is assumed that eah edge of the operationalgraph is a premise. In the interset (Figure 10.(l)) in the �rst step only yle
((f3, 3), a, (f4, 4)), ((f4, 4), b, (f3, 3)) should be proessed in the way given inthis paragraph. Afterwards, the remaining then- or else-edges may o�er anexit from the trap of yle ((f1, 1), a, (f2, 2)), ((f2, 2), b, (f1, 1)).To �nd the maximal strongly onneted omponents Tarjan's algorithm[30℄ an be applied. In the algorithm the input graph is traversed in a depth-�rst searh order. To eah node a depth searh index is assigned, whihnumbers the nodes onseutively in the order in whih they are disovered.In addition, another value lowlink is given to eah node that is equal to thesmallest depth searh index of a node reahable from the node in questionthrough a direted path. Note that for eah node the lowlink value is alwaysless than or equal to the depth searh index. At the end of the traverse allnodes of a strongly onneted omponent have the same lowlink value. Itan be shown that the algorithm requires O(|V.G| + |E.G|) steps, where Gdenotes the input graph of the algorithm.Now, in order to �nd those strongly onneted omponents from whihno other strongly onneted omponent is reahable through a direted pathonsider an auxiliary graph G′ whose nodes represent maximal strongly on-neted omponents of the former graph G. For two nodes u1, u2 of G′ add anedge from u1 to u2, if in the represented maximal strongly onneted om-ponents U1, U2 there are two nodes v1, v2 belonging to U1, U2 respetively s.t.there is an edge from v1 to v2. Then, learly, G′ is a direted ayli graph.What is more, from the strongly onneted omponents represented by theleaves no other strongly omponent is reahable. It is easy to see that G′ anbe onstruted in O(|E.G|) time.Thus, when step (iii) is to be aomplished on the non-evaluated subgraph35



3 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS WITH OPERATIONAL SEMANTICSof Uf ⊓ I onsider a opy of this graph, delete the then- and else-edges andapply the former algorithm for the remaining graph. For those premises thatbelong to a maximal strongly onneted omponent from whih no otherstrongly onneted omponent an be reahed through a direted path, as ithas been already desribed, the represented i. onditions should beome true,while the n.i. onditions should beome false. Note that if suh a maximalstrongly onneted omponent does not ontain any premises, then its nodesshould be deleted and the "leaf" maximal strongly onneted omponents ofthe next level should be onsidered.Constrution of the result. The evaluation of the onditions stops,when there are no premises left. Sine the resulting graph is without ondi-tional edges, the onstrution of the �nal result an be aomplished exatlyin the same way as for simple strutural reursions.Number of steps. Remember that |f | = max{|V.Uf |, |E.Uf |}, |I| =
max{|V.I|, |E.I|}. By Corollary 3.3. Uf ⊓I an be onstruted in |f ||I| time.The size of Uf ⊓ I is O(|f ||I|). One iteration of the ondition evaluationalgorithm onsists of onsidering the premises onseutively and hekingwhether step (i) or (ii) an be applied to them. If it is so, then the appropriatetruth value should be substituted into the orresponding formula. If neitherstep (i) nor (ii) an be applied to any of the premises, then step (iii) shouldbe aomplished. It is easy to see that in one iteration at least one premiseis deleted. Sine the number of premises is at most |f ||I|, the number ofiterations is also at most |f ||I|.Step (i) and (ii) an be aomplished by applying a breadth-�rst searhstarting from the premises, i.e., the �rst level onsists of the premises, theseond level onsists of those edges that has a premise parent et. During thetraverse to eah edge a list of premises is added from whih it is reahablethrough a direted path. In the �rst step we assume that eah premise isreahable from itself. Then for an arbitrary edge this list an be onstrutedby appending the lists of its non-onditional parent edges. At the end of a36



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTStraverse if a premise ours in a list of a non-onditional onstrutor edge,then it ful�lls the requirement of step (i). On the other hand, if it does notappear in any of the lists belonging to a onstrutor, then- or else-edge, thenit satis�es the ondition of step (ii). Clearly, this part of the algorithm anbe aomplished in O(|f ||I|) steps all together. Besides, we have alreadymentioned that step (iii) also requires O(|f ||I|) time. Finally, the result anbe onstruted in O(|f ||I|) time. All in all the following statement has beenproven.Proposition 3.8. For an arbitrary strutural funtion f and instane I,
f(I) an be onstruted in O(|f |2|I|2) time.Remark 3.9. Note that the steps of the ondition evaluation algorithm anbe applied without any hanges to operational graphs as well. This versionof the algorithm will be used in the solution of the emptiness problem inSetion 7.Remark 3.10. Sometimes instead of strutural reursion

f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ)strutural reursion ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) will be onsidered, whih di�ersfrom f only in the set of initial strutural funtions. This is analogous tothat ase when instead of instane I instane I ′ is taken, whose node andedge set is the same as that of I only its root has been hosen to be di�erent.4 Basi notions and statementsIn the rest of this dissertation strutural reursions are treated as aeptors.This means that only the fat of a onstrution is of importane and the shapeor other properties of the onstruted graph are not taken into aount. InSetion 4.1 the usual stati analytial questions are de�ned in the ontext ofstrutural reursions. In [28℄ two types of ontainment were introdued forXPath expressions. Here, these de�nitions are reformulated and it will also37



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSbe proven that the related stati analytial questions an be redued to eahother in polynomial time. This result has been already published in [21℄,however, the proof given here slightly improves the proof explained there.In Setion 4.2 �ve di�erent lasses of strutural reursions are introduedand their expressive power is ompared. In Setion 4.3 a mapping betweenoperational graphs or intersetions of operational graphs and instanes will beintrodued, whih generalizes the simulation relation between shema graphs.By means of this relation we will be able to haraterize the ontainmentof strutural reursions. Finally, in Setion 4.4 an algorithm is developed,with whih from an instane resulting a non-empty output for a struturalreursion a tree an be onstruted also returning a non-empty result forthe same strutural reursion. In the seond part a re�nement of the formeralgorithm is desribed, whose output data tree simulates the behaviour ofthe input data graph, when it is proessed by a given strutural reursion(whih is also an element of the input).Complete strutural reursions. However, before going into the de-tails in order to ease the explanations the de�nition of omplete struturalreursions is introdued, whih was inspired by a similar notion of tree au-tomata [12℄.Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn}),Σ, FI ,Γ) be a strutural reursion. The set ofonstants appearing in the transformation rules is de�ned as follows:
Σf := {a | a ∈ Σ, ∃i s.t. γi,a ∈ Γ, 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.De�nition 4.1. Keeping the preeding notation, we all f omplete, if(i) eah strutural funtion has a transformation rule for the default ase,(ii) eah strutural funtion has a transformation rule for eah onstant in

Σf .The algorithm that makes a strutural reursion omplete an be foundin Figure 11. First, if a strutural reursion does not have a transformation38



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS

/* f = ({f1, . . . , fn}),Σ, FI ,Γ) is a strutural funtion,
f comp = ({f comp

1 , . . . , f
comp
n }),Σ, F comp

I ,Γcomp) is the result. */Complete_Strutural_Reursion(f)
{

f comp := f;for i = 1 . . . niff comp
i does not have a transformation rule for the default ase,then define γ(fcomp

i ,∗) to be {∗ : t} = {};add γ(fcomp
i ,∗) to Γcomp;for eah onstant a in Σfiff comp

i does not have a transformation rule for a, thendefine γ(fcomp
i

,a) to be {a : t} = ϑ;(here ϑ denotes the right side of γ(fcomp
i ,∗))add γ(fcomp

i
,a) to Γcomp;return f comp;

} Figure 11: The algorithm of making a strutural reursion omplete.
39



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSrule for the default ase, then it is added. All of these default transformationrules are without onditions, no strutural funtion is alled inside them andnothing is onstruted. Afterwards the onstants of Σf are onsidered oneafter the other. If the aforementioned strutural funtion does not have atransformation rule for a onstant, then it is reated. These transformationrules work in the same way as the transformation rule for the default ase.The subsequent proposition is trivial, therefore its proof is omitted.Proposition 4.2. For a strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn}),Σ, FI ,Γ) in
SR(n.i., i., el) denote f comp the result of the Complete_Strutural_Reursionalgorithm applied on f . Then, for an arbitrary instane I, f(I) is not empty
⇔ f comp(I) is not empty.4.1 Stati analytial questionsDe�nition 4.3. Let f be a strutural reursion. The question of whetherthere is an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty is alled the problem of empti-ness.De�nition 4.4. For given strutural reursions f1, f2 we say that f1 ontains
f2, if for all instanes I, from the non-emptiness of f2(I) the non-emptinessof f1(I) follows. The question that whether f1 ontains f2 is alled the prob-lem of ontainment.De�nition 4.5. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γf) be a strutural reursion,
I an instane and e an edge of I.(i) We say that fi onstruts on edge e = (u, a, v), if ((fi, u), a, (ϕ, v))remains in Uf ⊓ I after ondition elimination, and in the appropriatetransformation rule of fi (γi,a or γi,∗) at least one edge is onstruted

(ϕ ∈ {f1, . . . , fn, wend}).(ii) Furthermore, f onstruts on e, if at least one of its strutural funtiononstruts on e. 40



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSDe�nition 4.6. For given strutural reursions f1, f2 we say that f1 stritlyontains f2, if for all instanes I, the set of those edges of I on whih f2onstruts is ontained by the set of those edges of I on whih f1 onstruts.The question that whether f1 ontains f2 is alled the problem of strit on-tainment.De�nition 4.7. Two strutural reursions f1, f2 are (stritly) equivalent, if
f1 (stritly) ontains f2 and f2 (stritly) ontains f1.In the rest of this subsetion the relationship between the two types ofontainment is lari�ed. It will be shown that the related stati analytialproblems an be redued to eah other in polynomial time.Let f and g be strutural reursions with initial strutural funtions
{fi1 , . . . , fik} and {gj1, . . . , gjs}. Suppose �rst that we have an algorithmwhih for two arbitrary strutural reursions deides whether the �rst stritlyontains the seond. Then onsider two additional strutural funtions f0 and
g0 with the following transformation rules:
f0 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(fi1(t)) ∨ . . .∨ n.i.(fik(t)) then {ψ : {}}

g0 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(gj1(t)) ∨ . . .∨ n.i.(gjs(t)) then {ψ : {}}.Extend f and g with f0 and g0 respetively s.t. they are de�ned to be theonly initial strutural funtions of the new strutural reursions. Denotethem f ′ and g′.Proposition 4.8. For arbitrary strutural reursions f and g, f ontains g
⇔ f ′ stritly ontains g′.Proof. Note that �rst if f ′ or g′ onstruts on edge e of an instane I, then
e must be an outgoing a-labelled edge from the root followed by an instane
I ′ s.t. f or g returns a non-empty output for I ′. Assume now that f ′ stritlyontains g′, however, there is an instane Î s.t. g(Î) in not empty, whereas
f(Î) is empty. Then the previous observation shows that g′ onstruts on the41



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSroot edge of {a : Î}, while f ′ returns the empty graph for the same output,whih is a ontradition. The proof of the reverse diretion is similar. �Seondly, suppose that we have an algorithm whih deides the ontain-ment problem for strutural reursions. To show how this algorithm anbe applied to solve the strit ontainment problem a transformed version ofstrutural reursions will be used again. However, in this ase the details area bit trikier.Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.).In the �rst step f should be extended with a opy of eah of its struturalfuntions, i.e., for eah strutural funtion fi another strutural funtion f̆iis taken, whose transformation rules are the same as that of fi's (1 ≤ i ≤ n).Next, the transformation rules should be hanged for both kinds of struturalfuntions. In the transformation rules of the opies eah ourrene of astrutural funtion fj should be substituted with f̆j (1 ≤ j ≤ n). For theoriginal strutural funtions only the onditions should be hanged in thisway.Let ♯ be a symbol now that is di�erent from all elements of Σ. We de�nea new strutural funtion f♯, whose single transformation rule is as follows:
f♯ : ({♯ : t})= {ψ : {}}.This transformation rule is intended to be the only transformation rule of thenew strutural reursion through whih a onstrution an be done outsidethe onditions. To aomplish this modi�ation onsider those transforma-tion rules of the original strutural funtions in whih a non-empty graphis onstruted. In the substitute of suh a rule nothing will be onstruted,however, if a strutural funtion is alled in the original transformation rule,then it should also be alled in the new version as well as f♯. Afterwards toeah strutural funtion di�erent from f♯ an extra transformation rule han-dling ♯ edges should be added, whih is without any ondition, and in whihnothing is to be onstruted. Denote f̆ this new strutural reursion. As anexample onsider f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1},Γ) with transformation rules:42



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS
f1 : ({a : t})= {a : f1(t)} ∪ {b : f2(t)} f2 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f1(t)}.

({∗ : t})= if n.i.(f1(t)) then f2(t)Then f̆ = ({f1, f2, f̆1, f̆2, f♯},Σ ∪ {♯}, {f1}, Γ̆) and the transformation rulesare as follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= f1(t) ∪ f2(t) ∪ f♯(t) f2 : ({♯ : t})= {}

({♯ : t})= {} ({∗ : t})= f1(t) ∪ f♯(t)

({∗ : t})= if n.i.(f̆1(t)) then f2(t)
f̆1 : ({a : t})= {a : f̆1(t)} ∪ {b : f̆2(t)} f̆2 : ({♯ : t})= {}

({♯ : t})= {} ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f̆1(t)}.
({∗ : t})= if n.i.(f̆1(t)) then f̆2(t)To be able to desribe the onnetion between f and f̆ the original in-stanes in DΣ on whih f works should be extended with ♯ edges. For anarbitrary instane I in DΣ denote I♯ the instane whih is onstruted byadding an edge ♯ to every node of I. The endnode of suh a new edge shouldbe always di�erent from the rest of the nodes. For edge e of I, denote e♯ the ♯edge, whih has been added to the endnode of e. Note that I annot ontainany edges ♯, sine its edge labels are taken from Σ. In this subsetion I♯ willbe alled ♯-hedgehog.Lemma 4.9. Let f be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el) and I anarbitrary instane. Then(i) f onstruts on edge e of I ⇔ f̆ onstruts on e♯ in I♯.(ii) Let e be an arbitrary edge ♯ in I♯. Consider an arbitrary set of edges
♯ in I♯, whih does not ontain e, delete these edges and denote I ′♯ theresult. Then f̆ onstruts on e for I♯ ⇔ f̆ onstruts on e for I ′♯.43



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSProof. (i) Suppose that f onstruts on e. This means that f has a transfor-mation rule γ by whih e is proessed during the omputation of f(I). Then
e is also proessed by the orrespondene of γ, when f̆ is invoked on I. Asa result f♯ is alled on e♯ and �nally an edge ψ is onstruted. The proof ofthe reverse diretion is similar.(ii) Note that the presene of edges ♯ do not a�et the behaviour of theonditions in the intersetion of Uf̆ and an instane, sine only the opystrutural funtions (f̆i) are reahable from a premise, whih never all f♯and stop the omputation returning the empty graph whenever an edge ♯ isproessed. Furthermore, if there is a path to a onstrutor edge in Uf̆ ⊓ I♯,then its orrespondene obviously exist in Uf̆ ⊓ I ′♯. All together this meansthat a ondition is satis�ed in Uf̆ ⊓ I♯ i� its orrespondene is also satis�edin Uf̆ ⊓ I

′
♯.Suppose now that f̆ onstruts on e. This means that there is a pathfrom a root to an edge (ef , e) in Uf̆ ⊓ I♯ after ondition elimination, wherein the transformation rule whih ef represents a non-empty graph is on-struted. We have just proven that the orrespondene of this path doesexist in Uf̆ ⊓ I ′♯, what is more its onditional edges are all kept during theondition elimination. In other words, f̆ onstruts on e for I ′♯. The reversediretion an be proven in the same way. �By means of the subsequent lemmas it will be shown that if for struturalreursions f, g f̆ does not stritly ontain ğ, then a ounter example an befound even among the ♯-hedgehogs.Lemma 4.10. Let I be an arbitrary instane in DΣ∪{♯} and f an arbitrarystrutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el). Delete all edges ♯ of I and denote I ′the resulting instane.(i) If for an edge e of I with label ♯ its starting node is not reahable fromthe root of I ′, then f̆ does not onstrut on e, when it is invoked on I.(ii) Let e1 be an edge of I s.t. in I ′♯ there is an edge ♯ with the same startingnode as e1, where I ′♯ denotes the ♯-hedgehog onstruted from I ′. Then44



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS
f̆ onstruts on e1 for I ⇔ f̆ onstruts on e2 for I ′♯.Proof. (i) From the onstrution of f̆ follows that whenever an edge ♯ isproessed, the omputation stops on the orresponding branh. In this asethis means that even if e is oupled with an edge ef of Uf in Uf ⊓ I, (ef , e)will not be reahable from any root of the intersetion. Consequently, evenif a non-empty graph is onstruted through (ef , e), it will not be reahablefrom any of the roots of the �nal result, hene by de�nition it does not belongto this result.(ii) Suppose �rst that f̆ onstruts on e1. Sine f̆ only onstruts on edges

♯, e1 is a ♯-labelled edge. Apart from e1 leave all edges ♯ of I and denote I1 theresult. By applying a similar reasoning to that of used in the proof of Lemma4.9. it an be shown that f̆ still onstruts on e for I1. Exept from e2 deletenow all edges ♯ of I ′♯ and denote I2 the result. Note that the only di�erenebetween I1 and I2 is that the endnodes of e1 and e2 may not oinide, sinethe endnode of e2 should be di�erent from the rest of the nodes of I2, whilethe endnode of e1 may not ful�ll this requirement. Nevertheless, this slightdi�erene is without any partiular importane, thus f̆ will onstrut on e2for I2. From Lemma 4.9. it follows that f̆ also onstruts on e2 when it isalled on I ′♯. The reverse diretion an be proven in a similar way. �Lemma 4.11. Let f, g be strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i., el). Then, ifthere is an instane I1 in DΣ∪{♯} and edge e1 of I1 s.t. f̆ does not onstruton e1, while ğ does, then there is a ♯-hedgehog I2 and an edge e2 of I2 forwhih f̆ still does not onstrut on e2, whereas ğ does.Proof. Statement (i) of Lemma 4.10. implies that sine ğ onstruts on e1,if all edges ♯ were deleted from I1 the starting node of e1 would be stillreahable from the root of this new instane. Consequently, the ♯-hedgehogof this instane ontains an edge ♯ with the same staring node as that of e1.The statement follows now from statement (ii) of Lemma 4.10. �Proposition 4.12. Let f and g be arbitrary strutural reursions. Then fstritly ontains g ⇔ f̆ ontains ğ. 45



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSProof. From statement (i) of Lemma 4.9. it follows that f stritly ontains
g if and only if f̆ stritly ontains ğ. In what follows we prove that f̆ stritlyontains ğ if and only if f̆ ontains ğ, whih obviously implies the proposition.Suppose that f̆ ontains ğ and there is an instane I and edge e of I s.t.
g onstruts on e, whereas f does not. By Lemma 4.11. we may assumethat I is a ♯-hedgehog. Exept from e leave all ♯ edges of I and denote I ′ theresulting instane. Statement (ii) of Lemma 4.9. entails that g still onstrutson e, when it is invoked on I ′, hene f(I ′) annot be empty. However, e is theonly ♯ edge of I ′, thus, sine there is no other possibility, f must onstruton e. This ontradition shows that for f̆ and ğ from ontainment the stritontainment follows. The reverse diretion trivially holds. �4.2 Classes of strutural reursionsWith SR(n.i., i., el) we denote the lass of those strutural reursions, inwhih n.i., i. onditions and else-branhes may all appear in the transfor-mation rules. Similarly, SR(n.i., i.) denotes the lass of those struturalreursions, in whih both n.i. and i. onditions are allowed to our in thetransformation rules, while none of them may ontain any else-branh. Be-sides, notations SR(n.i.) and SR() will also be used, whose meaning shouldbe self-desribing in the light of the previous explanation.De�nition 4.13. A strutural reursion in SR() is alled deterministi, if(i) it has only one initial strutural funtion,(ii) at most one strutural funtion is alled in eah transformation rule.For strutural reursion f denote L(f) the lass of those instanes in DΣ(instanes whose edges are labelled with elements of Σ) for whih f returnsa non-empty output. It is easy to see that for an arbitrary sublass H of DΣthere does not neessarily exist a strutural reursion f s.t. L(f) is equal to
H. 46



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSProposition 4.14. Let H be a set of two elements
{a : {}} and {a : {}} ∪ {a : {}} ∪ {a : {}}.Then there is not any strutural reursion f s.t. L(f) would be equal to H.Proof. Sine f(t1∪ t2) is f(t1)∪ f(t2), if for an arbitrary strutural reursion

f L(f) ontains {a : {}}, then L(f) must ontain {a : {}} ∪ {a : {}} aswell. �In what follows we ompare the expressive power of strutural reursionsbelonging to the just de�ned lasses, if we onsider them as aeptors. It willturn out that for eah strutural reursion f in SR() there is a determinististrutural reursion g s.t. L(f) = L(g). Moreover, in this sense the expressivepower of lass SR(n.i.) is stronger than the expressive power of lass SR(),and SR(n.i., i.) is more expressive than SR(n.i.). Finally, SR(n.i., i.el) and
SR(n.i., i.) will be proven to be equally expressive.Deterministi strutural reursions and SR(). First, we show thathow the funtioning of several strutural funtions an be simulated by a sin-gle strutural funtion. For strutural funtions fi1 , . . . , fik , we denote with
fi1,...,ik this representing strutural funtion. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ)be a strutural reursion in SR(), by Proposition 4.2. we may assume that fis omplete. If it is not so, then in the �rst step f should be made omplete.Let ϑ be a symbol in Σ ∪ {∗} s.t. there is a strutural funtion fi of f thathas a transformation rule for ϑ. Note that in this ase sine f is omplete allstrutural funtions of f have a transformation rule for ϑ. Consider a set ofthese strutural funtions fi1 , . . . , fik and suppose that in the transformationrules strutural funtions fj1, . . . , fjs are alled (fjo is not neessarily alledin every transformation rule) (1 ≤ o ≤ s). Then, if a non-empty graph is on-struted in at least one of the aforementioned transformation rules, then in
γi1,...,ik,ϑ (the transformation rule of fi1,...,ik for ϑ) edge {ψ : fj1,...,js(t)} shouldbe onstruted. Otherwise, if nothing is onstruted in these transformationrules, then simply strutural funtion fj1,...,js should be alled.47



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSNow, in order to simulate f with a deterministi strutural reursiononstrut eah strutural funtion fj1,...,js, where {j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}. Ifthe initial strutural funtions of f are fi1 , . . . , fik , then de�ne fi1,...,ik to bethe initial strutural funtion in the simulation. Denote Det(f) the resultingstrutural reursion. Clearly, Det(f) is deterministi, on the other hand itssize is exponential in the size of f .Example 4.15. Consider strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1, f2},Γ),whose transformation rules are as follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= {b : f1(t)} ∪ {c : f2(t)} f2 : ({b : t})= f1(t)

({∗ : t})= f1(t) ({∗ : t})= {∗ : f2(t)}ThenDet(f) = ({f1, f2, f1,2},Σ, {f1,2},Γ), where the transformation rulesare the following:
f1 : ({a : t})= {ψ : f1,2(t)} f2 : ({a : t})= {ψ : f2(t)}

({b : t})= f1(t) ({b : t})= f1(t)

({∗ : t})= f1(t) ({∗ : t})= {ψ : f2(t)}

f1,2 : ({a : t})= {ψ : f1,2(t)}

({b : t})= f1(t)

({∗ : t})= {ψ : f1,2(t)}.Proposition 4.16. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be an arbitrary struturalreursion in SR(). Then L(f) = L(Det(f)).The proof of the proposition an be found in the Appendix (A.4.2).Remark 4.17. Note that for strutural reursions f and g, L(f) = L(g) ifand only if f is equivalent to g.
48



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS
SR(n.i.) and SR().Lemma 4.18. Let f be an arbitrary strutural reursion in SR() and I aninstane. Then f(I) is not empty ⇔ there is a path pa of I, whose root isthe same as that of I s.t. f(pa) is also not empty.Proof. Suppose �rst that f(I) is not empty. Then there is a path pa′ fromthe root of Uf ⊓ I to a onstrutor edge. Let pa be the anestor image of thispath in I. Obviously, Uf ⊓ pa still ontains pa′ as a pregraph, hene f(pa) isnon-empty. The reverse diretion is trivial. �Proposition 4.19. There is a strutural reursion f in SR(n.i.) for whihthere is not any strutural reursion g in SR() s.t. L(f) = L(g).Proof. Consider strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2, f3},Σ, {f1},Γ), whose trans-formation rules are as follows:

f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then f3(t) f2 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}

f3 : ({c : t})= {ψ : {}}.It is not di�ult to see that if I is in L(f), then its root should have anoutgoing edge a with hildren edges b and c. In other words L(f) does notontain any paths. On the other hand, Lemma 4.18. implies that for everystrutural reursion g in SR(), if L(g) is not empty, then it should ontain apath. �

SR(n.i., i.) and SR(n.i.) In Proposition 4.27. we will show that non-emptiness is a monotonous property for strutural reursions without isemptyonditions, i.e., if an instane I1 results a non-empty output for a struturalreursion in SR(n.i.), then every instane I2 ontaining I1 as a pregraphresults a non-empty output.On the other hand, for strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1},Γ) withtransformation rules: 49



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS
f1 : ({a : t})= if i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}} f2 : ({∗ : t})= {ψ : {}}

{a : {}} results an edge ψ, whereas {a : {b : {}}} results the empty graph.This example proves the following statement:Proposition 4.20. There is a strutural reursion f in SR(n.i., i.) for whihthere is not any strutural reursion g in SR(n.i.) s.t. L(f) = L(g).Finally, in Corollary 5.11. in Setion 5.1. it will be proven that for eahstrutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el) a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.)an be onstruted whih returns a non-empty output for the same set ofinstanes.4.3 Operational homomorphismIn this subsetion a mapping between operational graphs or intersetionsof operational graphs and instanes will be introdued, whih generalizesthe simulation relation between shema graphs. Afterwards, by means ofthis relation a neessary and su�ient ondition will be formulated for theontainment of strutural reursions.First, an auxiliary notion is introdued whih for two propositional for-mulae establish a onnetion between two subsets of their variables that de-termine the truth value of the formulae in a somewhat similar manner. Let Fbe a propositional formula with variablesX1, . . . , Xn and X̂ ⊆ {X1, . . . , Xn}.
Int(F, X̂):= {I | I is an interpretation over {X1, . . . , Xn} s.t. I(F ) anbe alulated by using solely the truth values of Xi, Xi ∈ X̂}.Here, I(F ) denotes the truth value of F for interpretation I.De�nition 4.21. Let F1, F2 be two propositional formulae with variables
X1, . . . , Xn and Y1, . . . , Ym. A mapping ϕ : X̂ → Ŷ (X̂ ⊆ {X1, . . .Xn}, Ŷ ⊆

{Y1, . . . , Ym}) is alled truth preserving with respet to F1, F2, X̂, Ŷ , if for allinterpretations I1 in Int(F1, X̂) and interpretation I2 over Y1, . . . , Ym, where50



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSfor Yj ∈ Ŷ I2(Yj) is true i� there is at least one Xi ∈ X̂ s.t. Yj ∈ ρ(Xi) and
I1(Xi) is also true, I2 ∈ Int(F2, Ŷ ) and I1(F1) = I2(F2) (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤

m).As an example onsider F1 = X1 ∨ X2, F2 = (Y1 ∧ Y2) ∨ Y3 ∨ Y4.Here ϕ, ϕ(X1) = {Y1, Y2}, ϕ(X2) = Y3, is truth preserving with respetto F1, F2, {X1, X2}, {Y1, Y2, Y3}.De�nition 4.22. For two graphs G1 and G2 that are either operationalgraphs or intersetions of an operational graph and an instane, a mapping
ρ : V.G1 → V.G2 is alled operational homomorphism, if the followings hold:(i) ρ(u) is a root of G2, if u is a root of G1.(ii) For all edge e = (u1, p1, v1) ∈ E.G1, ρ(e) = (u2, p2, v2) ∈ E.G2 s.t. forall a ∈ Σ, if p1(a) is true, then p2(a) is also true. Here, u2 ∈ ρ(u1),

v2 ∈ ρ(v1).(iii) If e ∈ E.G1 is a premise, then-, else- edge belonging to an i. (n.i.)ondition, then ρ(e) is also premise, then-, else-edge in G2 belonging toan i. (n.i.) ondition. What is more, if e is a onstrutor edge, then
ρ(e) is also a onstrutor edge.(iv) Suppose that for transformation rule γ1, Pr(γ1) = {pr1, . . . prn}. De-note γ2 a transformation rule to whih an element of ρ(pr1) belongs.Then relation ϕ, ϕ(pri) = ρ(pri) 1 ≤ i ≤ n, is truth preserving withrespet to Form(γ1), Form(γ2), {pr1, . . . prn}, {ρ(pr1), . . . , ρ(prn)}.Note that in the de�nition with a slight abuse of notions premises aretreated as propositional variables. As a notational onveniene for path pa =

(u1, a1, v1) . . . (um, am, vm),
(ρ(u1), a1, ρ(v1)) . . . (ρ(um), am, ρ(vm))will be denoted by ρ(pa), where ρ is an operational homomorphism.The following lemma establishes the onnetion between simulation andoperational homomorphism. 51



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSLemma 4.23. Let f be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el) and I1, I2instanes s.t. there exists a simulation µ from I1 to I2. Then there alsoexists an operational homomorphism ρ from Uf ⊓ I1 to Uf ⊓ I2.Proof. ρ is de�ned as follows: for a given node u1 of I1 and for all nodes u2of I2 where µ(u1) = u2

ρ((uf , u1)) := (uf , u2), where (uf , u1) ∈ V.Uf ⊓ I1.We have to show that onditions (i)-(iv) of De�nition 4.22. apply to ρ.(i) If (uf , u1) ∈ V.Uf ⊓ I1 is a root, then uf , u1, u2 are also roots of
Uf , I1, I2 respetively, where u2 ∈ µ(u1). Consequently, (uf , u2) is a root of
Uf ⊓ I2.(ii)-(iii) For edge e = ((uf , u1), p ∧ a, (vf , v1)) ∈ E.Uf ⊓ I1,

ef = (uf , p, vf), e2 = (u2, a, v2), u2 ∈ µ(u1), v2 ∈ µ(v1)are also edges in Uf and I2. With a straightforward indution it an beshown that (ef , e2) ∈ ρ(e) is an edge in Uf ⊓ I2. What is more, if e is apremise (then-, else-, onstrutor edge), then ef and as a diret onsequene
(ef , e2) is also a premise (then-, else-, onstrutor edge). In addition, if e isa onditional edge belonging to an i. (n.i.) ondition, then ρ(e) also belongsto an i. (n.i.) ondition.(iv) Suppose that edge e = (ef , e1) in Uf ⊓ I1 is a premise belonging totransformation rule γ. Then with a similar reasoning to that of the previ-ous ase it an be shown that (ef , e2) ∈ ρ(e) also belongs to γ, hene thisondition trivially holds. �Next we show how the ontainment of strutural reursions in SR(n.i.)an be haraterized by operational homomorphism.Lemma 4.24. For strutural reursions f1, f2 in SR(n.i.), instanes I1, I2,if there is an operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 ⊓I1 to V.Uf2 ⊓I2, thenfor an arbitrary then-edge th ∈ E.Uf1 ⊓ I1, if th is kept in the nth step ofondition evaluation, then ρ(th) is also kept in the mth step, where m ≤ n.52



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSProof. Without loss of generality we may suppose that ρ is a funtion. Weprove the statement by using indution on n. Suppose �rst that n = 1. De-note γ1, γ2 the transformation rules whih th and ρ(th) respetively belongsto. Sine th is kept, Form(γ1) is satis�ed, i.e., there is a subset pr1, . . . prkof Pr(γ1) s.t. there is a path from pri to a onstrutor edge that does notontain any onditional edges (1 ≤ i ≤ k). Using indution on the lengthof pai by means of onditions (ii)-(iii) of De�nition 4.22. it an be proventhat ρ(pai) is also a path from premise ρ(pri) to a onstrutor edge withoutonditional edges, i.e., ρ(pri) also beomes true. By ondition (iv) of De�-nition 4.22. a truth preserving mapping an be given from pri to ρ(pri). If
I1, I2 are interpretations over Pr(γ1) and Pr(γ2) respetively that assign a
true value to eah pri, ρ(pri), then learly the onditions of De�nition 4.21.are all satis�ed, hene, sine Form(γ1) beomes true over I1, Form(γ2) alsobeomes true over I2, onsequently ρ(th) is also be kept.Note that there may be premises in Uf2 ⊓ I2 that beome true and theyhave no anestor image aording to ρ. Consequently, there may be then-edges that have been kept after the �rst step in Uf2⊓I2, however, at this stageof the algorithm it annot be deided yet, if their anestor images aordingto ρ should be kept or not. Our lemma states that these then-edges will alsobe kept in a later step.In order to prove the general ase we formulate an additional statement.We slightly modify the algorithm of ondition evaluation in ase of Uf2⊓I2 s.t.in the kth step we do not delete those premises and then-edges in E.Uf2 ⊓ I2whih should be deleted, but it annot be deided whether their anestorimages aording to ρ should be deleted or not. (†) Then for G1, G2, where
Gi denotes Ufi ⊓ Ii, after the kth step of this modi�ed ondition evaluation,an operational homomorphism an be de�ned from V.G1 to V.G2 (i = 1, 2).Indeed, the de�nition of this relation is quite simple, namely ρ should berestrited to those nodes of G1 that are still reahable from a root. It iseasy to see that onditions (i)-(iv) of De�nition 4.22. remain true for thisrestrition. 53



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSSuppose now that the statement of the lemma holds for n = k and supposethat n = k + 1 (k ≥ 1). Sine there is an operational homomorphism from
V.G1 to V.G2, where G1, G2 denote the graphs of statement (†) after the kthstep of ondition evaluation, the proof of this ase an be given exatly inthe same way as in the base ase. This onludes the proof. �Theorem 4.25. For strutural reursions f1, f2 in SR(n.i.), instanes I1, I2,if there is an operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 ⊓I1 to V.Uf2 ⊓I2, thenfrom the non-emptiness of f1(I1) the non-emptiness of f2(I2) follows.Proof. Sine f1(I) is non-empty, we know that there is a path pa from a rootto a onstrutor edge in V.Uf1 ⊓ I1 after ondition evaluation. It is easy toshow that before ondition evaluation ρ(pa) is also a path from a root to aonstrutor edge in V.Uf2 ⊓ I2. Furthermore, if th ∈ E.pa was a then-edgebefore ondition evaluation, then ρ(th) was also a then-edge in ρ(pa). Sine
th has been kept, from Lemma 4.24. it follows that ρ(th) has also been kept.Hene, none of the edges of ρ(pa) has been deleted, whih means that f2(I)is also non-empty. �Corollary 4.26. Let f1, f2 be two strutural reursions in SR(n.i.). If thereis an operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 to V.Uf2, then f2 ontains f1.Proof. Let I be an arbitrary instane s.t. f1(I) is not empty. In order toprove the statement, we should show that f2(I) is also non-empty. We de�ne
ρ̂ : V.Uf1 ⊓ I → V.Uf2 ⊓ I as follows. Let u1, uI be arbitrary nodes of Uf1 , Irespetively s.t. (u1, uI) is in V.Uf1 ⊓I. For all node u2 in Uf2 , where ρ(u1) =
u2, ρ̂((u1, uI)) := (u2, uI). Obviously, ρ̂ ful�lls the requirements of onditions(i)-(iii) in De�nition 4.22. Sine premise (epr, eI) ∈ E.Ufi ⊓ I belongs to thesame transformation rule as epr, ondition (iv) also holds straightforwardlyfor ρ̂ (i = 1, 2). This means that ρ̂ is an operational homomorphism, henefrom Theorem 4.25. the non-emptiness of f2(I) follows. �Using Theorem 4.25. we prove that non-emptiness is a monotonous prop-erty for strutural reursions in SR(n.i.).54



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSProposition 4.27. For a strutural reursion f in SR(n.i.) and two in-stanes I1, I2, where I1 is a pregraph of I2, from the non-emptiness of f(I1)the non-emptiness of f(I2) follows.Proof. Trivially, sine I1 is a pregraph of I2 a simulation an be given from I1to I2. Hene, by Lemma 4.23. an operational homomorphism an be de�nedfrom Uf ⊓ I1 to Uf ⊓ I2. The statement of the proposition follows now fromTheorem 4.25. �The subsequent two examples highlight that Corollary 4.26. and Proposi-tion 4.27. do not hold for strutural reursions with else branhes in general.A ounter example for Theorem 4.25. ould be given in a similar manner.It an also be shown that neither of the aforementioned statements hold forstrutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.).Example 4.28. The transformation rules of f = ({f1, f2, f3},Σ, {f1},Γf) areas follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then f3(t) f3 : ({∗ : t}) = f3(t)else {a : f1(t)}

f2 : ({∗ : t})= {}.For g = ({g1, g2, g3},Σ, {g1},Γg) the transformation rules for g1, g3 are thesame as for f1, f3 (only strutural funtions fi are hanged to gi (i = 1, 3)).Strutural funtion g2 has a single transformation rule:
g2 : ({∗ : t})= {ψ : {}}.The operational graph of f an be found in Figure 12.(a). It is easy tosee that aside from the node labels the operational graph of g has the samestruture. Clearly, ρ : V.Uf → V.Ug is an operational homomorphism, where

ρ(f1) = g1, ρ(f2) = g2, ρ(f3) = g3, ρ(w
f
end) = wg

end.55



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSObviously, for instane I = {a : {b : {}}}, f(I) is not empty, while g(I) isempty.Example 4.29. Here, g is the same as in the previous example.
I1 := {a : {}}, I2 := {a : {b : {}}}.Straightforwardly, I1 is a pregraph of I2, yet, g(I1) is non-empty, while g(I2)is empty.Next we show how the previous reasonings should be extended to be ableto haraterize the ontainment of strutural reursions SR(n.i., i., el). Theproof of the following lemma is very similar to that of Lemma 4.24., thereforeit is plaed in the Appendix (A 4.3.).Lemma 4.30. For strutural reursions f1, f2 in SR(n.i., i., el), instanes

I1, I2, if there is a surjetive operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 ⊓ I1 to
V.Uf2 ⊓ I2 s.t. the inverse of ρ, ρ−1, is also an operational homomorphism,then for an arbitrary then- or else-edge e ∈ E.Uf1 ⊓ I1, if e is deleted in the
nth step of ondition evaluation, then ρ(e) is also deleted in this step.Again, the subsequent theorem and its orollary an be proven in similarmanner as their ounterparts Theorem 4.25. and Corollary 4.26.Theorem 4.31. For strutural reursions f1, f2 in SR(n.i., i., el), instanes
I1, I2, if there is a surjetive operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 ⊓ I1to V.Uf2 ⊓ I2 s.t. the its inverse is also an operational homomorphism, thenfrom the non-emptiness of f1(I) the non-emptiness of f2(I) follows and vieversa.Corollary 4.32. Let f1, f2 be two strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i., el). Ifthere is a surjetive operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 to V.Uf2 s.t. itsinverse is also an operational homomorphism, then f1 is equivalent to f2.

56



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS
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4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS/* f = ({f1, . . . , fn}),Σ, FI ,Γ) is a strutural reursion,
I is an instane,
pa= e1 . . . em is a path from a root to a onstrutor edge in

Uf ⊓ I s.t. none of its edges is deleted in the ondition evaluation,
ei = ((ufji , ui), ai, (ufji+1

, ui+1)) ∈ E.pa (1 ≤ i ≤ m, j1, . . . , jm+1 ∈ {1, . . . n})),if ei is a then-edge (ei ∈ Th(γ)), then pri1, . . . , pr
i
ki

denote thosepremises in Pr(γ) belonging to n.i. onditions that beomes true,
n.i.paij denote the path through whih prij beomes true,
n.i.paij does not ontain prij (1 ≤ j ≤ ki),if ei is an else-edge (ei ∈ El(γ)), then pri1, . . . , pr

i
si

denotethe premises belonging to i. onditions that beomes false,
i.paij denote the path through whih prij beomes false,
i.paij does not ontain prij, (1 ≤ j ≤ si),

f i = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fji},Γ) (Remark 3.10.),
Iui has the same nodes and edges as I, ui is designated as the root,
T_C abbreviates Tree_Construtor. */Tree_Construtor(f, I, pa)

{ for i = 1 . . . nif (ei is a then-edge) then
aux_Treei := {ei : T_C(f i, Iui ,n.i. pai1) ∪ . . . ∪ T_C(f i, Iui ,n.i. paiki)};else if (ei is an else-edge) then
aux_Treei := {ei : T_C(f i, Iui ,i. pai1) ∪ . . . ∪ T_C(f i, Iui ,i. paisi)};else
aux_Treei := ei;for i = 1..n− 1add an ε edge from the end node of ei in aux_Treei to thestarting node of ei+1 in aux_Treei+1;eliminate the ε edges from the result of the previous for loop;

Itree:= the result after this elimination;return Itree;
}Figure 13: The algorithm that for strutural reursion f , instane I, where
f(I) is non-empty, onstruts a tree Itree to whih f(Itree) is also non-empty.58



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSThe pseudo ode of the algorithm an be found in Figure 13. The stru-tural reursion f and the instane I on whih f returns a non-empty resultare parts of the input. Informally, in the onstrution an appropriate pre-graph of I is taken and its yles are substituted with paths that one anonstrut by traversing these yles one or more times.More preisely, a path pa = e1 . . . em from a root of Uf⊓I to a onstrutoredge is hosen through whih an edge is onstruted in f(I), i.e., none of itsthen- or else-edges are deleted during the ondition elimination. If ei is athen edge, with
n.i.pai1, . . . ,

n.i. paiki (1 ≤ i ≤ m)we denote those paths through whih the n.i. onditions of the ondition of
ei that beome true in the evaluation are satis�ed. Here, n.i.paikj does notontain the premise representing the orresponding n.i. ondition (1 ≤ j ≤

ki). Similarly, if ei is an else-edge, then
i.pai1, . . . ,

i. paisidenote those paths through whih the i. onditions of the ondition of eithat beome false in the evaluation are falsi�ed. Again, i.paikj does notontain the premises representing these i. onditions (1 ≤ j ≤ si). Withthe appropriately modi�ed strutural reursion (see Figure 13. for the exatdetails), the method is alled reursively on eah n.i.paij ,
i. pair and the resultsof these alls are onneted together in an appropriate order to get the �nalresult Itree (1 ≤ j ≤ ki, 1 ≤ r ≤ si). Basially, the aforementioned paths arestraightened, i.e., if in n.i.paij (i.paij) some yles are traversed one or moretimes, then these yles are substituted with these traversals.Example 4.33. Consider strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2, f3},Σ, {f1},Γ),whose transformation rules are as follows:

f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then f3(t) f3 : ({b : t}) = {b : {}}

f2 : ({a : t})= if i.(f3(t)) then {}else f3(t). 59



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSThe operational graph of f an be found in Figure 12.(b). The intersetionof Uf and the instane I of Figure 12.() an be seen in Figure 12.(d). InFigure 12.(e)-(h) one an trak the steps of the Tree_Construtor algorithmalled on f , I and the path of (e). Clearly, this path is from the root of
Uf ⊓I and it ends in a onstrutor edge. It ontains a single onditional edge
((f1, 1), a, (f3, 1)). The orresponding n.i. ondition is satis�ed by the pathof (f), here we omitted the premise. This path ontains a single onditionaledge ((f1, 1), a, (f3, 1)), whih happens to be an else-edge. The orrespondingi. ondition beomes false through the path of (g), where the premise wasomitted again. This path is a single non-onditional edge, hene when theTree_Construtor algorithm is alled, it returns an edge with the samelabel. This is appended under the else-edge of (f), onsider (g), and theresult of this onstrution is appended to the endnode of the then-edge of(e). The �nal result an be seen in (i).Lemma 4.34. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f and instane I towhih f(I) is not empty,(i) Itree is a tree,(ii) |Itree| is in O(|Uf |

2|I|)k, where k denotes the number of steps neessaryto aomplish ondition evaluation in Uf ⊓ I.Proof. Throughout the proof the notation of the Tree_Construtor algo-rithm is used. The statement is proven by applying indution on k. Firstsuppose that k = 0. This means that pa is without then- or else-edges, hene
Itree = pa. Clearly, both (i) and (ii) hold here.Suppose now that the statement is true for k ≤ n and k := n + 1.Aording to our supposition, eah T_C is a tree, hene aux_Treei is alsoa tree, where T_C is either T_C(f i, Iui,n.i. paij) or T_C(f i, Iui,i. pair) or ei.When they are onneted, obviously, the result remains a tree. This proves(i). On the other hand the size of T_C isO(|Uf |

2|I|)k−1, thus |Aux_Treei| ≤
|Uf | ∗ O(|Uf |

2|I|)k−1. Sine |pa| ≤ |Uf ||I|, |Itree| is in O(|Uf |
2|I|)k. Thisonludes the proof. �60



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSCorollary 4.35. Keeping the above notations |Itree| is in O(|Uf |
2|I|)|Uf |Proof. Straightforwardly, k ≤ Uf (where k denotes the number of steps ne-essary to aomplish ondition evaluation in Uf ⊓ I). �This means that if we onsider ombined omplexity, i.e., the sizes of both

Uf and I are taken into aount, then there is an exponential growth in thesize of Uf . At �rst glane, this seems to be unaeptable from a pratialpoint of view, but we would like to emphasize that in what follows Itree willbe never onstruted, only the fat of its existene will be used.Next we prove that f(Itree) is not empty, if f(I) is not empty.Lemma 4.36. Let f and I be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el) and aninstane s.t. f(I) is not empty. Then there is an operational homomorphism
ρ from V.Uf ⊓ Itree to Uf ⊓ I.Proof. Reall that the nodes of Itree is taken from the nodes of Uf ⊓ I. With
µ : V.Itree → V.I we denote the mapping assigning to eah (uf , uI) ∈ V.Itreeits anestor image uI in V.I. In what follows we prove that µ is a simulationfrom Itree to I, then the statement will follow from Lemma 4.23.If (uf , uI) is a root of Itree, then µ((uf , uI)) = uI is the root of I. Thusondition (i) of the de�nition of simulation on Page 16 is satis�ed.(ii) For an arbitrary edge ((uf , uI), p ∧ a, (vf , vI)) of Itree,

µ(((uf , uI), p ∧ a, (vf , vI))) = (uI , a, vI)is obviously an edge of I. �Lemma 4.37. Let f and I be a strutural reursion and an instane s.t.
f(I) is not empty. Denote ρ the operational homomorphism given by Lemma4.36. Then, if a then- or else-edge eI having an anestor image aording to
ρ is kept in the ondition evaluation over Uf ⊓ I, then ρ−1(eI) = etree is alsokept in Uf ⊓ Itree.Proof. Suppose that the lemma does not hold for edge eI ∈ E.Uf ⊓ I, and inthe previous steps of the ondition evaluation over Uf ⊓ I none of the edges61



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTShave violated the statement. In the proof γ will denote the ondition whih
eI belongs to.Assume �rst that eI is a then-edge. Sine this is the �rst step, when thestatement of the lemma is violated, for eah path from the starting node of
eI to a onstrutor edge that satis�es a premise in Pr(γ) belonging to a n.i.ondition, its orrespondene still exists in Uf ⊓ Itree under the starting nodeof etree. (Remember the aux_Tree onstruted for eI ontains these paths.)Thus, the anestor images of these premises aording to ρ are also satis�ed.On the other hand, if there is a path pa through premise pr belonging to anarbitrary i. ondition in Uf ⊓Itree to a onstrutor edge whih is without on-ditional edges at one point of the ondition evaluation, i.e., the i. onditionbeomes false, then from our supposition follows that ρ(pa) is also withoutonditional edges at that point of the ondition evaluation over Uf ⊓I. Sine
ρ is an operational homomorphism, ρ(pr) also belongs to an i. ondition and
ρ(pa) also ends in a onstrutor edge, hene ρ(pr) also beomes false. Fromthis it follows that if a premise in Pr(γ) belonging to an i. ondition beomes
true, then its anestor image also beomes true. All together, we get that ifa premise of any kind in Pr(γ) beomes true, then its orrespondene alsobeomes true. This means that the orrespondene of γ in Uf ⊓ Itree is alsosatis�ed, onsequently etree should also be kept, whih is a ontradition.If eI is an else-edge, we have to prove that if a premise in Pr(γ) be-omes false, then its orrespondene also beomes false. Consider �rstthose premises of Pr(γ), whih belongs to an i. ondition and beomes false.Again, an aux_Tree has been onstruted ontaining the orrespondenesof those paths that results a non-empty result. Thus, from our supposition itfollows that the anestor images of the aforementioned premises also beome
false. On the other hand, in a similar way as in the previous ase, it an beshown that if a premise in Pr(γ) belonging to a n.i. ondition beomes false,then its orrespondene annot evaluate to true. All in all, etree should bekept in this ase as well. �Theorem 4.38. For strutural reursion f and instane I, from the non-62



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSemptiness of f(I) the non-emptiness of f(Itree) follows. In other words: ifthere is an instane on whih a strutural reursion returns a non-emptyoutput, then there should be a tree whih also results a non-empty output forthis strutural reursion.Proof. Suppose that the Tree_Construtor algorithm has been alled with
pa, whih, remember, is a path from a root of Uf ⊓ I to a onstrutor edge,whose onditional edges are all kept in the ondition evaluation. Clearly,
ρ−1(pa) is also a path from a root to a onstrutor edge in Uf⊓Itree. Aordingto Lemma 4.37. its onditional edges are also kept during the onditionevaluation, whih by de�nition means that the result of f(Itree) is not empty.

�Remark 4.39. Sine aux_Treei-s are onneted to the endnode of ei-s (on-sider Figure 13.), the result of the Tree_Construtor algorithm is alwaysroot-edged.Remark 4.40. Denote Out(G, a, u) the number of outgoing a edges from node
u of graph G. Then from the onstrution of aux_Tree-s it learly followsthat for eah node (fi, u) of Itree,

Out(Itree, a, (fi, u)) ≤ Out(Uf , a, fi).The generalized algorithm. Using the just developed tehniques wegive another algorithm, Tree_Simulator (Figure 14.), onstruting a treewith whih, for a given strutural reursion f and instane I, the run of theondition evaluation over Uf ⊓ I an be simulated (in the spirit of Lemma4.37.). In this ase, however, any pregraph of I an be used for the onstru-tion, and the resulting tree not neessarily returns a non-empty output for
f . We start with a tree Ipar to whih there exists a simulation µ from Iparto I. Aording to Lemma 4.23. there is an operational homomorphism ρfrom Uf ⊓ Ipar to Uf ⊓ I. In the algorithm we onsider the steps of ondition63



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS/* f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) is a strutural reursion,
I is an instane,
Ipar is a tree data graph to whih possibly subtrees are added,and Tree_Simulator is alled with this new tree data graph,
µ is a simulation from Ipar to I,
ρ is an operational homomorphism from Uf ⊓ Ipar to Uf ⊓ Igiven by Lemma 4.23.,
M is the number of steps of the ondition evaluation over Uf ⊓ I,
γ is the ondition to whih ρ(e) belongs,in (†) pa1, . . . , pak are paths in Uf ⊓ I from the end nodes ofpremises of Pr(γ) belonging to n.i. onditions that satisfythese premises and do not have an anestor image aording to

ρ in Uf ⊓ Ipar,in (‡) pa1, . . . , pak are paths of Uf ⊓ I from the end nodes ofpremises of Pr(γ) belonging to i. onditions that makesthese premisesfalse and do not have an anestor image aording to
ρ in Uf ⊓ Ipar,

u1, . . . , uk denote the starting nodes of pa1, . . . , pak,
f ij = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fij},Γ), where fij is the strutural funtions alledon the first edge of paj (1 ≤ j ≤ k),
Iui has the same nodes and edges as I, ui is designated to be the root,
T_C abbreviates Tree_Construtor (Figure 13.),
µnew denotes the simulation from Inew to I (see Lemma 4.41). */Tree_Simulator(f, I, Ipar, µ)

{ for i = 1..Mexeute the ith step of ondition evaluation over Uf ⊓ I and Uf ⊓ Ipar;if during this exeution there is an edge e = (ef , epar) s.t.
(†) e is an else-edge in Uf ⊓ Ipar, e is kept, while ρ(e) is deleted or
(‡) e is a then-edge s.t. it is kept, while ρ(e) is deleted, then

aux_Tree := T_C(f i1 , Iu1 , pa1) ∪ . . . ∪ T_C(f ik , Iuk , pak);onnet the root of aux_Tree to the endnode of epar,denote Inew this new tree;return Tree_Simulator(f, I, Inew, µnew);return Ipar;
} Figure 14: The Tree_Simulator algorithm.
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4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSevaluations over these graphs one after the other. In (†) we handle thatase, when a then-edge e in Uf ⊓ Ipar is deleted, while its ounterpart ρ(e) iskept. Note that this does not neessarily happen in the same step. Denote
γ1, γ2 the transformation rules whih e and ρ(e) respetively belongs to. Thedeletion of e and the non-deletion of ρ(e) means that there are paths frompremises of Pr(γ2) belonging to n.i. onditions to onstrutor edges withoutounterparts in Uf ⊓ Ipar. Sine our aim is to simulate the run of onditionevaluation on Uf ⊓ I, Ipar should be extended in suh a way that in theintersetion of Uf and the new tree these ounterparts ould not be missing.Thus, the Tree_Construtor algorithm is invoked on the aforementionedpaths, whose role, remember, is to onstrut trees from those data graphsthat results a non-empty output for a strutural reursion. Afterwards theresults of these alls are appended under the appropriate node of Ipar.In (‡) reversely e is kept and ρ(e) is deleted. This means that there arepaths from premises of Pr(γ2) belonging to i. onditions to onstrutor edgeswithout ounterparts in Uf ⊓Ipar, whih make these premises false. In otherwords, in this respet the situation is the same as was in (†). Again, theTree_Construtor algorithm is alled with these paths, and the result isonneted to the appropriate edge of Ipar.With this new tree Inew the Tree_Simulator algorithm is alled again.In this ase ondition (†), (‡) will not apply to the orrespondene of e in
Uf ⊓ Inew, hene at the end of the omputation the ondition evaluation of
Uf ⊓ I an be simulated with the �nal result.Formally, the following statements should be proven.Lemma 4.41. Keeping the notations of the Tree_Simulator algorithm,there exists a simulation µnew from Inew to I.Proof. Inew onsists of two parts, Ipar and aux_Tree. We know that thereis a simulation µ from Ipar to I. From the struture of the Tree_Constru-tor algorithm it turns out that aux_Tree is onstruted using the edges of
Uf ⊓ I. De�ne relation µ̂, with whih µ will be extended, from V.aux_Tree65



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSto V.I in the following way: µ̂((uf , uI)) := uI . Let
((uf , uI), a, (vf , vI))be an edge in aux_Tree. Then

(♭) µ̂(((uf , uI), a, (vf , vI))) = µ((uI , a, vI))is also an edge in I. Reall that aux_Tree is onneted to the end node ofan edge of Ipar. In other words, nodes u and u0 are ontrated, where u, u0respetively denote this end node and the root of aux_Tree. It is easy tosee that µ(u) and µ̂(u0) is the same node (in I). Hene µ an be extendedwith µ̂. Denote µnew this new mapping.We show now that µnew ful�lls requirements (i)-(ii) of the de�nition ofsimulation on page 16. Sine the root of Ipar, w0, and Inew is the same, and
µnew(w0) is equal to µ(w0), ondition (i) trivially holds. Condition (ii) followsfrom observation (♭) and from the fat that µ is also a simulation. �Lemma 4.42. The Tree_Simulator algorithm terminates.Proof. Keeping again the notations of the algorithm, onsider Uf ⊓ Inew.Aording to Lemma 4.37. ondition (†) or (‡) does not apply to any ofthe edges having an anestor image in aux_Tree, where remember Inew isonstruted from Ipar and aux_Tree. Furthermore, onsider that edge of
Uf ⊓ Ipar whih ful�lled the requirements of (†) or (‡). Again, from Lemma4.37. it follows that in this ase the orrespondene of e in Uf ⊓ Inew doesneither satisfy (†) nor (‡). Hene, after eah step, the number of those edgesthat satisfy ondition (†) or (‡) dereases. Note that there are not any edgesthat would satisfy both (†) and (‡). �Lemma 4.43. Keeping the notations of the Tree_Simulator algorithm, Inewis a tree.Proof. The statement trivially follows from the fat that both Ipar and aux_Treeare trees. �66



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTSLemma 4.44. Let f be a strutural reursion and I, Ipar instanes s.t. thereis a simulation from Ipar to I. Denote Itree the result of the Tree_Simulatoralgorithm applied on f, I, Ipar. Then, if a then- or else-edge eI is kept duringondition evaluation in Uf ⊓ I, then etree = ρ−1(eI) is also kept in Uf ⊓ Itree.Here, ρ denotes the operational homomorphism given by the simulation ofLemma 4.41.Proof. Essentially, the proof works in the same way as the proof of Lemma4.37. As there, suppose that the lemma does not hold for edge eI ∈ E.Uf ⊓I,and in the previous steps of ondition evaluation none of the edges have vio-lated the statement. Denote γ1, γ2 the ondition to whih etree, eI respetivelybelongs.Suppose �rst that eI is a then-edge. Then etree ful�lls the requirementsof ondition (†), thus in one of the instantiations of the Tree_Construtoralgorithm the appropriate subtree aux_Tree has been onneted under theanestor image of etree aording to Ipar. From the result of Lemma 4.37. itfollows that if a premise in Pr(γ2) belonging to a n.i. ondition is satis�ed,then its anestor image aording to ρ is also satis�ed. On the other hand,in the same way as in the proof of Lemma 4.37. one an show that if apremise pr in Pr(γ1) belonging to an i. ondition beomes false, then ρ(pr)also beomes false. All together we get that if a premise of any kind in
Pr(γ2) beomes true, then its anestor image aording to ρ also beomes
true. This again implies that if eI is kept, then etree should also be kept,whih is a ontradition.The proof of the other ase, when eI is an else-edge, an be given alongthe same lines as for the similar ase in Lemma 4.37., hene we omit thedetails. �Proposition 4.45. Let f be a strutural reursion, I an arbitrary instaneand Ipar a data tree from whih there is a simulation µ to I. Denote Itree theresult of the Tree_Simulator algorithm alled on f, I, Ipar, µ.1. Then, from the emptiness of f(I) the emptiness of f(Itree) follows.67



4 BASIC NOTIONS AND STATEMENTS2. Denote I ′ the image of Ipar aording to µ in I. Then, if Uf ⊓ I ′(whih is learly a pregraph of Uf ⊓ I) ontains a path from the rootto a onstrutor edge whose edges are kept in ondition elimination in
Uf ⊓ I, then f(Itree) is not empty.Proof. (i) Suppose that on the ontrary there is a path from a root of Uf⊓Itreeto a onstrutor edge after ondition evaluation, i.e., the result of f(Itree) isnot empty. Sine there is an operational homomorphism from Uf ⊓ Itree to

Uf ⊓ I this path did exist in Uf ⊓ I before ondition evaluation. Aordingto Lemma 4.44. none of its edges is deleted during ondition evaluation,otherwise the orresponding edge of the path in Uf ⊓ Itree would also bedeleted, whih entails the non-emptiness of f(I). A ontradition.The proof of statement (ii) an be given in a similar way. �Remark 4.46. Similarly to Remark 4.39. the result of the Tree_Simulatorwill be always root-edged.Remark 4.47. Again, similarly to Remark 4.40., if data graph Ipar, to whihalgorithm Tree_Simulator is �rstly initialized, is deterministi, i.e., eah ofits neighbouring edges has a di�erent label, then
Out(Ipar, a, (fi, u)) ≤ Out(Uf , a, fi),where remember Out(G, a, u) denotes the number of outgoing a edges fromnode u of graph G. This is again obvious from the onstrution of aux_Tree-s in the algorithm.Remark 4.48. Note that in both algorithms aux_Tree-s are de�ned in thesame way and in the same situation. Thus, if Tree_Simulator is alled witha path in Uf ⊓ I from the root to a onstrutor edge, whose edges are keptduring ondition evaluation, remember that Tree_Construtor is alwaysalled with suh paths, then the two algorithms onstrut the same tree.
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5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS5 Operations on strutural reursionsIn this setion the usual operations [12℄: omplement, intersetion and unionare introdued for strutural reursions. As it has been already mentionedthroughout this dissertation strutural reursions are treated as aeptors,whih means that only the fat of onstrution is of importane, other prop-erties of the result will not be taken into onsideration. The de�nitions ofoperations are formulated with this in mind.5.1 Complement5.1.1 Complement of strutural reursions in (SR(n.i., i.)).In order to be able to de�ne the omplement strutural reursions shouldbe transformed into a speial equivalent form, the onditional form. Here,in the transformation rules at most a single edge will be onstruted, andall alls of strutural funtions outside the onditions will be moved into theonditions. Beside its role, the onditional form of strutural reursions willbe widely used in the sequel.The seond modi�ation, the removal of the alls of the strutural fun-tions into the onditions, is ahieved by assigning a formula to a forests on-struted in a transformation rule. Formally, let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ)be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.). For a transformation rule γ thisformula is denoted FoForm(γ). Suppose that fi1 , . . . , fik are the struturalfuntions that are alled in Frst(γ). Then FoForm(γ) isn.i.(fi1) ∨ . . . ∨ n.i.(fik),where ({i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . n}). Clearly, FoForm(γ) beomes true, if atleast one of the alled strutural funtions results a onstrution.The onditional form of f is denoted f cf = ({f cf
1 , . . . , f

cf
n },Σ, F cf

I ,Γcf).As the notation shows eah strutural funtion of f has its ounterpart in
f cf , besides f cf

i is in F cf
I , if fi is in FI . For transformation rule γi,a, γcfi,a isde�ned as follows (a ∈ Σ ∪ {∗}): 69



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS1. if γi,a is without a ondition, then(i) if there is a onstrution, then
Form(γcfi,a) is not given, Frst(γcfi,a) = {ψ : {}}.(ii) If there is no onstrution, but at least one strutural funtion isalled, then

Form(γcfi,a) = FoForm(γi,a), F rst(γ
cf
i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(iii) If there is neither onstrution, nor strutural funtions are alled,then

Form(γcfi,a) is not given, Frst(γcfi,a) = {}.2. If γi,a is with a ondition, then(i) if there is a onstrution, then
Form(γcfi,a) = Form(γi,a), F rst(γ

cf
i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(ii) If there is no onstrution, but at least one strutural funtion isalled, then

Form(γcfi,a) = Form(γi,a) ∧ FoForm(γi,a), F rst(γ
cf
i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(iii) If there is neither onstrution, nor strutural funtions are alled,then

Form(γcfi,a) is not given, Frst(γcfi,a) = {}.The rationale behind the rewriting rules is quite obvious. For examplein rule 2.(ii), if the ondition and the formula of the forest of γi,a are bothsatis�ed, whih guarantees that the then-branh is to be exeuted and asa result at least an edge is onstruted, then a ψ edge onstruted in theonditional form. The next proposition trivially holds:70



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSProposition 5.1. Let f be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.) and I anarbitrary instane. Then f(I) is not empty ⇔ f cf(I) is not empty.Remark 5.2. It is easy to see that f and f cf are not equivalent to eah otherin general.Remark 5.3. Clearly, for an arbitrary strutural reursion f , |f cf | ≤ c|f |,where remember, |f | was de�ned as max{|V.Uf |, |E.Uf |} and 0 < c ≤ 2.Now we show that if only the non-emptiness of the result is in question,then we may substitute the initial strutural funtions with a single stru-tural funtion. For strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) onsiderits onditional form. Suppose that f cf
i1
, . . . , f cf

ik
are the initial strutural fun-tions of f ({i1, . . . , ik} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}). Denote fone the strutural funtion,with whih we will substitute f cf

i1
, . . . , f cf

ik
. The transformation rules of foneare de�ned as follows. Let a be a symbol in Σ ∪ {∗}, and assume that

f cf
j1
, . . . , f cf

js
are those initial strutural funtions that have a transformationrule for a, in whih a ψ-edge is onstruted ({j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {i1, . . . , ik}). Then

Form(γone,a) := Form(γcfj1,a) ∨ . . . ∨ Form(γcfjs,a), F rst(γone,a) := {ψ : {}}.Here Form(γcfjo,a) is true, if γcfjo,a does not have a ondition (1 ≤ o ≤ s). Inthe next step fone should be added to the set of strutural funtions and Γshould be extended with its transformation rules. Furthermore, fone shouldbe de�ned to be the only initial strutural funtion. Denote f one the resultingstrutural reursion. The subsequent proposition is straightforward.Proposition 5.4. Let f be a strutural reursion and I an arbitrary instane.Then f(I) is not empty ⇔ f one(I) is not empty.De�nition 5.5. When a strutural reursion f is in onditional form and ithas a single initial strutural funtion, then we say that it is in onditionalnormal form (CNF). If f is also omplete, then it is in omplete onditionalnormal form (CCNF). 71



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSRemark 5.6. In Propositions 4.2., 5.1. and 5.4. it has been shown thatto every strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.) there is an equivalent struturalreursion in CCNF. Later in this subsetion this result will be extended toall strutural reursions.After these preparations the omplement of a strutural reursion an bede�ned. For the de�nition of the transformation rules of the omplement,the negation of a formula of a transformation rule is introdued. Considerthe formula Form(γ) of an arbitrary transformation rule γ. In ¬Form(γ)applying rules:
¬(A ∧B) ≡ ¬A ∨ ¬B, ¬(A ∨ B) ≡ ¬A ∧ ¬B(here A,B are propositional formulas) �rst the negations are moved diretlybefore the n.i., i. onditions. Afterwards ¬n.i.(fj(t)) is substituted withi.(fj(t)) and ¬i.(fj(t)) with n.i.(fj(t)).Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.).In the rewriting we will assume that f is in CCNF. If it is not so, then �rst

f should be rewritten into CCNF. In the omplement strutural reursion
f̃ = ({f̃i, f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {f̃i}, Γ̃)only one extra strutural funtion f̃i is added to the set of strutural fun-tions (Γ is extended with the transformation rules of f̃i), whih is de�nedto be the single initial strutural funtion. In the de�nition of f̃i only thetransformation rules of fi are onsidered, where fi is the initial struturalfuntion of f .Understandably, γ̃i,a will be de�ned in the opposite way as γcfi,a was. Ifthere is a ondition in γcfi,a, then the negation of this ondition will be taken.On the other hand, if there is no ondition in γcfi,a, then γ̃i,a will be alsowithout a ondition. However, in this ase, if γcfi,a onstruts a ψ edge, then

γ̃i,a will return the empty graph and vie versa. Formally, for γi,a, γ̃i,a isgiven in the following way (a ∈ Σ ∪ {∗}):1. if γi,a is without a ondition, then72



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS(i) if there is a onstrution, then
Form(γ̃i,a) is not given, Frst(γ̃i,a) = {}.(ii) If there is no onstrution, but at least one strutural funtion isalled, then

Form(γ̃i,a) = ¬FoForm(γi,a), F rst(γ̃i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(iii) If there is neither onstrution, nor strutural funtions are alled,then
Form(γ̃i,a) is not given, Frst(γ̃i,a) = {ψ : {}}.2. If γi,a is with a ondition, then(i) if there is a onstrution, then

Form(γ̃i,a) = ¬Form(γi,a), F rst(γ̃i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(ii) If there is no onstrution, but at least one strutural funtion isalled, then
Form(γ̃i,a) = ¬Form(γi,a) ∨ ¬FoForm(γi,a), F rst(γ̃i,a) = {ψ : {}}.(iii) If there is neither onstrution, nor strutural funtions are alled,then

Form(γ̃i,a) is not given, Frst(γ̃i,a) = {ψ : {}}.The following proposition trivially holds.Proposition 5.7. Let f be a strutural reursion in CNF and in SR(n.i., i.),whose single initial strutural funtion is fi. If ˜̃fi is substituted with fi in ˜̃f ,then ˜̃f beomes syntatially the same as f .Proposition 5.8. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be a strutural reursionin SR(n.i., i.) and I root-edged instane, then f(I) is not empty ⇔ f̃(I) isempty. 73



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSProof. We may assume that the root edge of I is labelled with a. We provethe statement by using indution on the number of steps k in the onditionevaluation over Ufcf ⊓ I. (Here, if f is already in onditional form, then f cfis the same as f .) Suppose that k = 1. This means that in the onstrutionof γcfi,a (f cf
i is the initial strutural funtion of f cf) either rule 1.(i) or 1.(iii)or 2.(iii) was used. (Otherwise, there would be a ondition in γcfi,a, and theondition evaluation ould not be exeuted in one step.) If f(I) is not empty,then rule 1.(i) was used. In this ase there is no ondition in γ̃i,a and no otherstrutural funtion is alled, hene f̃(I) is trivially empty. On the other hand,if f(I) is empty, then either rule 1.(iii) or 2.(iii) was applied. In both ases

f̃(I) is obviously non-empty.Suppose that the statement holds for k ≤ m and k := m+1. In this ase1.(ii), 2.(i) or 2.(ii) ould have been applied in the onstrution of γcfi,a. In eahases Form(γ̃i,a) is the negation of Form(γcfi,a). Hene, if n.i.fj(t) (i.(fj(t)))ours in Form(γcfi,a), then i.fj(t) (n.i.(fj(t))) appears in Form(γ̃i,a) in theorresponding position (1 ≤ j ≤ n). Straightforwardly, if n.i.fj(t) beomes
true, then i.fj(t) beomes false and vie versa. Note that now, if an inter-pretation I makes proposition formula P true, then interpretation Ĩ, whihassigns the opposite truth value to eah propositional variable that I has as-signed, makes ¬P false. From this observation it follows that if Form(γcfi,a)beomes true (f(I) is not empty), then Form(γ̃i,a) beomes false, (f̃(I) isempty) and vie versa.The reverse diretion of the statement is a straightforward onsequeneof Proposition 5.7. �Remark 5.9. The following example shows that if I is not root-edged, thenboth f(I) and f̃(I) an be non-empty. Let f = ({f1},Σ, {f1},Γ) be a stru-tural reursion, whose transformation rules are as follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}} f2 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t})= {} ({∗ : t})= {}.
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5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSNote that f onstruts on instane I if and only if its root has an outgoing
a edge followed by a b edge.On the other hand, f̃ = ({f̃1, f1, f2},Σ, {f̃1}, Γ̃), where the transformationrules of f̃1 are as follows:
f̃1 : ({a : t})= if i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t})= {ψ : {}}Let I be {a : {b : {}}} ∪ {b : {}}. Clearly, both f(I) and f̃(I) are notempty.5.1.2 Complement of strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i., el).As in the previous ase the onditional form is de�ned �rst. For transfor-mation rules without else-branhes the onstrution works in the same way.Let γi,a be a transformation rule with an else-branh. Then γcfi,a is de�ned asfollows:
Form(γcfi,a)= (Form(γi,a) ∧ FoFormth(γi,a))∨

(¬Form(γi,a) ∧ FoFormel(γi,a))

Frst(γcfi,a) = {ψ : {}}Here, FoFormth(γi,a), FoFormel(γi,a) respetively denote the forest formulabelonging to the then- and else-branh. The rationale behind this rewritingrule is again obvious, in Form(γcfi,a) the possible ways of onstrution areenumerated. A onstrution is done, if either the ondition is satis�ed and inthe then-branh a non-empty graph is onstruted, or the ondition beomes
false and the else-branh results a non-empty output.Note that in the previous subsetion the forest of a formula was notde�ned for that ase when no strutural funtion is alled in the then- orelse-branh. Thus, in order to be able to interpret the preeding formula inthese ases, this de�nition should be extended. If no strutural struturalfuntion is alled in Frst(γi,a), then,75



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS(i) if there is a onstrution in Frst(γi,a), then FoForm(γi,a) is true,(ii) otherwise FoForm(γi,a) is false.From Proposition 5.1. and 5.8. the subsequent statement straightfor-wardly follows.Proposition 5.10. Let f be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i., el) and Ian instane. Then f(I) is not empty ⇔ f cf(I) is not empty.Corollary 5.11. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f in SR(n.i., i., el)there is a strutural reursion g in SR(n.i., i.) s.t. L(f) = L(g).Here, remember that L(f) denotes the set of instanes for whih f returnsa non-empty output.Corollary 5.12. Every strutural reursion an be rewritten into CCNF.Proof. Note that the onditional form is without else-branhes. Hene usingthe result of Proposition 5.4. it an be transform into a strutural reursionwith a single initial strutural funtion. �Thus, when the omplement of a strutural reursion with else-branhesis to be onstruted, �rst it should be transformed into CCNF form. Thisis without else-branhes, hene the rules for onstruting the omplement ofstrutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.) an be applied.5.2 Intersetion, unionFirst, the intersetion and union of transformation rules should be intro-dued. Let γi,ϑ1
, γj,ϑ2

be transformation rules belonging to strutural reur-sions in onditional forms, where ϑ1, ϑ2 ∈ Σ∪ {∗}. If ϑ1 and ϑ2 are di�erentsymbols from Σ, then neither the intersetion γi⊓j,ϑ nor the union γi⊔j,ϑ isde�ned. Otherwise the onstrution rules of γi⊓j,ϑ and γi⊔j,ϑ are as follows:
Form(γi⊓j,ϑ) = Form(γi,ϑ1

) ∧ Form(γj,ϑ2
), F rst(γi⊓j,ϑ) = Frst(γi,ϑ1

) ⊓ Frst(γj,ϑ2
)

Form(γi⊔j,ϑ) = Form(γi,ϑ1
) ∨ Form(γj,ϑ2

), F rst(γi⊔j,ϑ) = Frst(γi,ϑ1
) ⊔ Frst(γj,ϑ2

).76



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSHere, as before, if Form(γ) is not given, then it is taken to be true. Sineboth γi,ϑ1
, γj,ϑ2

belong to strutural reursions in onditional forms, Frst(γi,ϑ1
)and Frst(γj,ϑ2

) either onsist of a single ψ edge or it is the empty graph.
Frst(γi,ϑ1

) ⊓ Frst(γj,ϑ2
)is a ψ edge, if both Frst(γi,ϑ1

) and Frst(γj,ϑ2
) are ψ edges, and it is theempty graph otherwise. On the other hand

Frst(γi,ϑ1
) ⊔ Frst(γj,ϑ2

)is a ψ edge, if Frst(γi,ϑ1
) or Frst(γj,ϑ2

) is a ψ edge, and it is the emptygraph otherwise. ϑ is taken to be a, if ϑ1 or ϑ2 stand for a, and ∗ otherwise(remember that if both ϑ1 and ϑ2 are di�erent from ∗, then in this ase theydenote the same symbol).Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γf) and g = ({g1, . . . , gm},Σ, {gj},Γg) bestrutural reursions in CCNF and in SR(n.i., i., el). The intersetion of fand g is as follows:
f ⊓ g = ({fi⊓j, f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm,Σ, {fi⊓j},Γ}).As the notation reveals all strutural funtions of f and g are kept andonly one strutural funtion fi⊓j is added, whih is de�ned to be the onlyinitial strutural funtion. The transformation rules belonging to fi⊓j areonstruted by taking the intersetions of the transformation rules of theinitial strutural funtions of f and g, fi and gj. First, we onsider thetransformation rules γfi,ϑ of fi one after the other (ϑ ∈ Σ ∪ {∗}). If ϑ =

a, then if there exists transformation rule γgj,a, then γi⊓j,a is taken to bethe intersetion of these two transformation rules. Otherwise γfi,a shouldbe interseted with γgj,∗. If ϑ = ∗, then γfi,∗ should be interseted with γgj,∗.Remember that both f and g are in CCNF, hene γfi,∗, γgi,∗ surely exist. Next,we onsider those transformation rules γgj,b of gj that have not been oupledwith any of the transformation rules belonging to fi yet (b ∈ Σ). Eah ofthese transformation rules should be interseted with γfi,∗.77



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSExample 5.13. Suppose that the transformation rules belonging to fi are γfi,a,
γfi,∗, while the transformation rules belonging to gj are γgj,a, γgj,b, γgj,∗. Thenthe transformation rules of fi⊓j are: γi⊓j,a, γi⊓j,b, γi⊓j,∗.The union of f and g

f ⊔ g = ({fi⊔j, f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm,Σ, {fi⊔j},Γ})is de�ned in a similar way. Here, however, instead of the intersetions of thetransformation rules of fi and gj the unions should be onsidered.Proposition 5.14. Let f and g be two strutural reursions and I an arbi-trary instane, then(i) (f ⊔ g)(I) is not empty ⇔ f(I) or g(I) is not empty.(ii) (f ⊓ g)(I) is not empty ⇒ f(I) and g(I) are not empty.(iii) If I is root-edged, then f(I) and g(I) are not empty ⇔ (f ⊓g)(I) is notempty.Proof. The statements an be proven by using a straightforward indution onthe number of steps of the ondition evaluation in Uf⊔I ⊓ I and Uf⊓I ⊓ I. �Denote DΣ
root the lass of root-edged instanes, whose edge labels are from

Σ. A sublass H of DΣ
root is alled strutural reursion reognizable, if thereis a strutural reursion f s.t. L(f) is equal to H.Corollary 5.15. Let H1,H2 be two sublasses of DΣ

root that are struturalreursion reognizable. Then the omplement of Hi over DΣ
root, H1 ∪H2 and

H1 ∪ H2 are also strutural reursion reognizable (i = 1, 2).Remark 5.16. Note that in the general ase (I is not neessarily root-edged)the non-emptiness of f(I) and g(I) does not neessarily entail the non-emptiness of (f ⊓ g)(I). Namely, it may happen that for I = t1 ∪ t2, f(t1) isnon-empty, f(t2) is empty, while g(t1) is empty and g(t2) is not empty. In thisase (f ⊓ g)(I) is obviously empty. In fat, there are ases, when there does78



5 OPERATIONS ON STRUCTURAL RECURSIONSnot exist any instane on whih f ⊓ g would return a non-empty result. Asan example onsider f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1},Γ) and g = ({g1, g2},Σ, {g1},Γ),where the transformation rules are the following:
f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}} f2 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}

({b : t})= if i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}} ({∗ : t})= {}

({∗ : t})= {}

g1 : ({a : t})= if i.(g2(t)) then {ψ : {}} g2 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}

({b : t})= if n.i.(g2(t)) then {ψ : {}} ({∗ : t})= {}

({∗ : t})= {}.It is easy to see f onstruts on instane I i� its root has an outgoing a edgefollowed by a b edge, or it has an outgoing b edge without any b labelledhildren. On the other hand, g onstruts on I i� its root has an outgoing
a edge without any b labelled hildren or it has an outgoing b edge with a blabelled hildren.The transformation rules of f1⊓1 are:
f1⊓1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t))∧ i.(g2(t)) then {ψ : {}}

(b : t}) = if i.(f2(t))∨ n.i.(g2(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t})= {}.Clearly, sine f2 and g2 are the same, there is not any instane that wouldresult a non-empty output for f ⊓ g. On the other hand, for instane I =

{a : {b : {}}} ∪ {b : {b : {}}}, f(I) and g(I) are both non-empty.We onlude this setion by formulating the De Morgan's laws for stru-tural reursions.Proposition 5.17. Let
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γf) and g = ({g1, . . . , gm},Σ, GI ,Γg)be two strutural reursions. Then 79



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATA(i) f̃ ⊔ g is equivalent to f̃ ⊓ g̃.(ii) f̃ ⊓ g is equivalent to f̃ ⊔ g̃.A stronger result will be proven. Namely, it will be shown that the appro-priate strutural reursions are not only equivalent but they are essentiallythe same syntatially. The proof an be found in the Appendix (A 5.2.).6 Strutural reursions and automataIn this setion strutural reursions are ompared with two di�erent types ofautomata. Firstly, the relationship between NDFSA-s and strutural reur-sions in SR() are examined in Setion 6.1. In [9℄ it has been already shownhow simple strutural reursions an be simulated by NDFSA-s. Neverthe-less, sine the reverse diretion of the simulation works in a very similar way,it is useful to give this rewriting here as well. It will turn out that NDFSA-sannot be simulated by simple strutural reursions, however, if we allow theappliation of a speial strutural funtion in whose transformation rules asingle i. ondition is used, then the simulation an be aomplished. Thereason of this failure is that the aeptane by an NDFSA is not neessarilya monotonous property. Namely, it may happen that an NDFSA aepts aword w whereas it does not aept another word ontaining w as a pre�x.On the other hand, as it has been shown in Proposition 4.27. resulting anon-empty output for a given strutural reursion is a monotonous property,when the strutural reursion in question is in SR().Seondly, strutural reursions will be represented by alternating treeautomata and vie versa. In this ase the simulations are less trivial.6.1 Strutural reursions in SR() and NDFSA6.1.1 Rewriting of a strutural reursion in SR() into an NDFSAStrutural reursions proess data graphs, while NDFSA-s work on strings,thus it may seem illegitimate to try to simulate the �rst with the seond.80



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAHowever, Lemma 4.18. shows that eah instane that results a non-emptyoutput for a strutural reursion in SR() ontains a path as a pregraphwhih also returns a non-empty result. In other words, a simple struturalreursion an be haraterized by paths in terms of aeptane. Clearly, thereis a straightforward orrespondene between paths and strings. For path
pa = (u1, a1, v1) . . . (un, an, vn), wpa := a1 . . . an, reversely, for a word
w = b1 . . . bm, paw := (u1, b1, v1) . . . (um, bm, vm),where (ui, ai, vi) ∈ E.pa, (uj, bj , vj) ∈ E.paw (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m). Thisjusti�es at least the raison d'être of suh a representation. In fat as it wasindiated the method of simulation is quite simple.Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be a simple strutural reursion. Theorresponding string automaton is as follows:

Af = (Qf ,Σf ∪ {§}, Qf
I , Q

f
f ,Φ

f).Here, remember that
Σf = {a | a ∈ Σ, ∃i s.t. γi,a ∈ Γ},in other words Σf onsists of those symbols of Σ for whih at least onetransformation rule is given in f . Besides, § is a symbol that is di�erentfrom all elements of Σ.

Qf = {q1, . . . qn, qdeny, qaccept} and Qf
f = qaccept, whereas the notation reveals qaccept is the only aeptor state of Af , while qdeny isa speial state s.t. whenever Af gets into this state the proessed input willbe surely rejeted. Besides, to eah fi state qi is assigned (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Qf

I isde�ned as follows:
Qf

I := {qi | fi ∈ FI , 1 ≤ i ≤ n}.81



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAFor the de�nition of the transition rules of Af the transformation rules of fshould be onsidered one after the other. For transformation rule
fi : ({θ : t}) = frst, frst ∈ F∆∪{∗}(L), θ ∈ {a, ∗}we add transition rule ϑ(qi) → qj to Φf , if fj ours among the leaf labelsof frst (1 ≤ i, j ≤ n). If θ = ∗ (the default ase), then ϑ = §. Otherwise θand ϑ denotes the same symbol of Σ. Here i, j are not neessarily di�erentfrom eah other. If frst ontains a onstrutor edge, then we extend Φf with

ϑ(qi) → qaccept. On the other hand, if there is no onstrutor edge in frstand none of its leaves are labelled, ϑ(qi) → qdeny should be added to Φf . Thetransition rules for qaccept and qdeny are as follows:
a(qaccept) → qaccept, a(qdeny) → qdeny (a ∈ Σf ∪ {§}).Example 6.1. For strutural reursion f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1},Γ) whose trans-formation rules are:

f1 : ({a : t})= {a : f1(t)} f2 : ({b : t})= {}

({∗ : t})= f2(t) ({∗ : t})= f1(t)the transition rules of Af are as follows:
a(q1) → qaccept a(q1) → q1 §(q1) → q2

b(q2) → qdeny §(q2) → q1.Proposition 6.2. For given strutural reursion in SR() f and instane I,
f(I) is not empty ⇔ I ontains a path pa as a pregraph s.t. Af aepts wpa.The proof of the proposition are to be found in the Appendix (A 6.1.1.).6.1.2 Rewriting of an NDFSA into a strutural reursionsThe simulation of a string automata with a simple strutural reursion worksin a similar way. Let A = (Q,ΣA, QI , Qf ,Φ) be an arbitrary string automa-ton, where Q = {q1, . . . qn}. Note that ΣA is a �nite alphabet here. Then82



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATA
fA = (FA,Σ, FA

I ,Γ
A) is de�ned in the following way. For eah state qi weadd fi to FA. If qi is an initial state, then fi will also be an initial funtion.For a given state qi and a symbol a in Σ, denote qi1 , . . . qim the set of thosestates that appear on the right side of the transition rules for a(qi). Thetransformation rule belonging to fi and a is de�ned as follows:

fi : ({a : t}) = fi1(t) ∪ . . . ∪ fim(t) or ({a : t}) = {Ψ : {}}.In the �rst ase, there is not any aeptor state among qi1 , . . . qim , in theseond ase there is at least one.Lemma 6.3. Keeping the preeding notations, if for a given word w =

a1 . . . am, there exists a run λ = qk0, qk1 , . . . , qkm of A on w s.t. gkj is not anaeptor state for j < i ⇔(i) if qki is not an aeptor state, ((fki−1
, ui), ai, (fki, vi)) ∈ E.UfA ⊓ paw,(ii) if qki is an aeptor state, ((fki−1

, ui), ai, (wend, vi)) ∈ E.UfA ⊓ paw and
fA(paw) is not-empty (1 ≤ i ≤ m).Proof. We prove the statement by using indution on i. Suppose that i = 1.From the de�nition of a run of a string automation (Page 9) we know that

qk0 is an initial state, hene fk0 is an initial strutural funtion. Assume �rstthat run λ exists. Sine a1(qk0) = qk1 ∈ Φ, γk0,a1 is:
({a1 : t}) = . . . ∪ fk1 ∪ . . . or ({a1 : t}) = {Ψ : {}},depending on whether qk1 is an aeptor state or not. Straightforwardly,

((fk0 , u1), a1, (fk1, v1)) ∈ E.UfA⊓paw or ((fk0 , u1), a1, (wend, v1)) ∈ E.UfA⊓paw.In the seond ase fA(paw) is not-empty. The proof of the other diretion isagain similar and obvious. The general ase works in the same manner, thuswe omit the details of this part of the proof. �From the lemma the next proposition obviously follows.83



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAProposition 6.4. Let A be a string automaton with alphabet Σ and w ∈ Σ∗a word. If A aepts w, then fA(paw) is not empty.It is easy to see that the reverse diretion of the proposition does nothold. Namely, if during the proess of w A reahes an aeptor state, thenno matter whether this proess ontinues or not fA onstruts an edge on
paw.In order to make the simulation omplete i. onditions should be applied.First a strutural funtion fnext is de�ned, whih onstruts an edge ψ for allelements of ΣA, where remember Σ denotes the �nite alphabet over whih Aworks:

fnext : ({a : t}) = {ψ : {}}, a ∈ ΣA.By means of fnext we will test whether the edge that is being proessed iswithout outgoing edges, i.e., is it the last edge of a branh, or not. Thus,the simulating strutural reursion will only onstrut, when it reahes anaeptor state and it is proessing the last edge of the input path. Formally,the transformation rules of fA should be hanged in the following way, whenthere is an aeptor state among qi1 , . . . , qim (where qij -s are the set of statesthat our on the right side of the transition rules for a(qi)):
γfi,a : ({a : t}) = if i.(fnext(t)) then {ψ : {}}else fi1(t) ∪ . . . ∪ fim(t).Denote fA,i. the resulting strutural reursion. Using the previous reasoningsthe next proposition an be proven in a straightforward way.Proposition 6.5. Let A be a string automaton with alphabet ΣA and w ∈ Σ∗

Aa word. Then A aepts w ⇔ fA,i.(paw) is not empty.6.2 Alternating tree automata and strutural reursions6.2.1 Rewriting strutural reursion to alternating tree automataIf one is to rewrite a strutural reursion to an alternating tree automaton,roughly two main di�erenes should be taken into aount. First of all a84



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAonnetion should be established between the two types of inputs on whihthe two formalisms work. Namely, edge-labelled trees over unranked, in�nitealphabets should be represented with node-labelled trees, where the labelsare taken from a ranked �nite alphabet. Seondly, strutural funtions arealled on all branhes of a data graph, while in an alternating tree automatonstates are usually "alled" only on ertain branhes.It is not possible to o�er an appropriate ranked alphabet for a givenunranked alphabet in general. What we an do is to de�ne this orrespondentfor eah strutural reursion separately. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be astrutural reursion. Remember that Σf has been de�ned as:
Σf = {a | a ∈ Σ, ∃i s.t. γi,a ∈ Γ}.In Σext

f we extend Σf with three additional symbols eah of them is di�erentfrom all elements of Σ:
Σext

f := Σf ∪ {§, aacc, adeny}.Here, § is introdued to be able to represent the default ase. On he otherhand, aacc, adeny are added so as to represent aeptane and refusal in thesimulations by automata. In these simulations we will only onsider speialtrees, whose inner nodes that are di�erent from the root have the samenumber of outgoing edges. This numberm will depend on f . Besides, the leafedges will be labelled with aacc or adeny. The set of these trees is denoted by
T Σext

f
,m. The orresponding ranked alphabet Υf = (Σext

f , Arityf) is de�nedas follows:(i) Arityf(a) = 0, if a ∈ {aacc, adeny}.(ii) Arityf(a) = m, a ∈ Σext
f \ {aacc, adeny}.Next a transformation should be introdued from edge-labelled trees tonode-labelled ones. Mapping φedge→node : T

(Σext
f

,m)

edge → T
Υf

node is de�ned in thefollowing way: 85



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATA(i) φedge→node({a : {}}) = a, here a ∈ {aacc, adeny}, thus Arity(a) = 0,(ii) φedge→node({b : t1 ∪ . . .∪ tm}) = b(φedge→node(t1) . . . φedge→node(tm)), here
Arity(b) = m.In the following step it is desribed how an arbitrary instane resultinga non-empty output for f should be represented by a set of trees in T Σext

f
,m.Suppose that f is still of the following form: ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ). ByProposition 4.2. we may assume that f is omplete. Furthermore, let I bean arbitrary instane s.t. f(I) is not empty. Consider a path pa from theroot to a onstrutor edge in Uf ⊓ I, whose edges are kept during onditionevaluation. Apply the Tree_Simulator algorithm (Figure 14.) to pa. Thenfrom Proposition 4.45. we know that f(patree) is not empty. In the next stephange those edge labels of patree to § that are not in Σf . Clearly, sine §is not in Σf , in eah strutural funtion the default transformation rules arealled for both the original and the relabelled edges, thus f still results anon-empty output. Next, substitute eah default transformation rule γi,∗ of

f with γi,§ in whih only the ∗ symbols are hanged to § symbols (1 ≤ i ≤ n).Clearly, this new strutural reursion still results a not-empty output for therelabelled patree. In the rest of of this subsetion we will always assume thatstrutural reursions and instanes are relabelled in this way.Reall that the edges of patree are taken from Uf⊓I. Aording to Remark4.47. for eah node (fi, u) and symbol a
Out(patree, a, (fi, u)) ≤ Out(Uf , a, fi),where remember Out(G, a, u) denotes the number of outgoing a edges fromnode u of graph G. Clearly, this also holds for the relabelled versions of patreeand Uf .
Mf := max

a∈Σf∪{§}
{ max
u∈V.Uf

{Out(Uf , a, u)}}.Obviously, Out(patree, a, (fi, u)) ≤ Mf for eah node and symbol. Usingthis upper limit we omplete patree s.t. eah of its node will have the samenumber of outgoing edges exept from the root. Note that the root has only86



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAone outgoing edge now (Remark 4.46.), and no other outgoing edge shouldbe added, otherwise we ould not rewrite the resulting graph into a node-labelled tree. For eah node u of patree di�erent from the root and for eahlabel a in Σf ∪ {§} add Mf − Out(patree, a, u) number of adeny edges to u.Here, Out(patree, a, u) = 0, if u does not have any outgoing a edge. Afterthis step, straightforwardly, eah node (exept from the root), inluding theformer leaves, has mf = Mf |Σf ∪ {§}| outgoing edges. In order to able tosimulate onstrution (aeptane) by a tree automata to eah node of patree(di�erent from the root) we add an aacc edge in the (mf + 1)th position.An adeny edge is also added in the (mf + 2)th position. With these latteredge we will handle those ases, when in a transformation rule nothing isonstruted and no other strutural funtion is alled. Denote paaut thisnew tree. Obviously, paaut is in T Σext
f

,mf+2. As an example onsider Figure15.(a)-(b). Here Σf = {a, b} and Mf = 2.The following de�nition ollets those properties that are ruial for thesuessful simulation.De�nition 6.6. A root-edged tree in T Σext
f

,mf+2 is alled f simulation tree,(i) if eah of the (mf + 1)th hild edges is labelled with aacc, while the
(mf + 2)th hild edges are labelled with adeny.(ii) If a node has solely aacc and adeny labelled hild edges, then the label ofits �rst mf hild edges is adeny.To omplete this onstrution we add transformation rules γi,aacc , γi,adenyto eah strutural funtion of f , whih are de�ned as follows (1 ≤ i ≤ n):

Form(γi,ϑ) is not given, Frst(γi,ϑ) = {}, ϑ ∈ {aacc, adeny}.This means that whenever a strutural funtions of f proesses an edge aacc or
adeny the omputation stops on that branh. Denote faut this new struturalreursion. Clearly, faut(paaut) is still not empty. Now

If,I := {paaut | pa is a path in Uf ⊓ I from the root to a onstrutoredge after ondition evaluation.}87



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATANote that if there is a yle in Uf ⊓ I, then If,I is not neessarily a �nite set.The following lemma summarizes our results up till now.Lemma 6.7. Let f be a strutural reursion and I an instane. Then f(I)is not empty ⇔ there exists a tree paaut in If,I s.t. f(paaut) is not empty.Reall again that by Remark 4.46. the results of Tree_Simulator algo-rithm are always root-edged. Thus, eah element of If,I is root-edge, so itan be transformed into a node-labelled tree. For paaut, φedge→node(paaut) isdenoted by panodeaut .Constrution of the simulating automata. For strutural reursion
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) the orresponding alternating tree automatonwill be denoted by Af = (Qf ,Υf , Q

f
I ,Ψf). Here, ranked alphabet Υf =

(Σext
f , Arityf) has been already de�ned at the beginning of this subsetion.Remember that(i) Arityf(a) = 0, if a ∈ {aacc, adeny},(ii) Arityf(a) = mf + 2, a ∈ Σf \ {aacc, adeny}.In the onstrution we suppose that f is in CCNF. In Qf for eah stru-tural funtion fi we assign two states qi and q̃i (1 ≤ i ≤ n). They will rep-resent fi, when it is alled in a not-isempty, isempty ondition respetively.Aordingly, the �rst set of states will be referred as not-isempty, while theseond as isempty states. Furthermore, qi is in Qf

I , if fi is in FI . For the def-inition of transitional rules of Ψf , onsider a transformation rule γi,a with aondition. For Form(γi,a) the orresponding formula Formaut(γi,a) is de�nedas follows (1 ≤ j ≤ n):(i) eah ourrene of a strutural funtion in a not-isempty ondition, i.e,n.i.(fj(t)), should be substituted with (qj , 1) ∨ . . . ∨ (qj , mf).(ii) On the other hand, i.(fj(t)) should be substituted with (q̃j , 1) ∧ . . . ∧

(q̃j, mf ). 88



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAThis means that in the simulation of a (not-)isempty ondition, the appro-priate state will be alled on all branhes exept from the last two edges:
aacc and adeny. The negation of Formaut(γi,a) is onstruted in a similarway. The former rewriting rules should be applied to ¬Form(γi,a). As anexample, suppose that Form(γi,a) isn.i.(f1(t)) ∧ (i.(f2(t)) ∨ n.i.(f3(t)))and mf = 2, then
Formaut(γi,a) = ((q1, 1) ∨ (q1, 2)) ∧ (((q̃2, 1) ∧ (q̃2, 2)) ∨ ((q3, 1) ∨ (q3, 2)))

¬Formaut(γi,a) = ((q̃1, 1) ∧ (q̃1, 2)) ∨ (((q2, 1) ∨ (q2, 2)) ∧ ((q̃3, 1) ∧ (q̃3, 2)))Now, for transformation rule γi,a the orresponding transitional rules arede�ned in the following way (a ∈ Σf ∪ {§}):(i) if there is a ondition in γi,a, then (qi, a) → Formaut(γi,a) and (q̃i, a) →

¬Formaut(γi,a).(ii) If there is no ondition in γi,a and a ψ edge is onstruted, then (qi, a) →

(qi, mf + 1), (q̃i, a) → (q̃i, mf + 1).(iii) If there is no ondition in γi,a and nothing is onstruted, then (qi, a) →

(qi, mf + 2), (q̃i, a) → (q̃i, mf + 2) (1 ≤ i ≤ n).Note that in ase (ii), where a onstrution without ondition is to berepresented both qi and q̃i are alled on the mf + 1 branh, whih is a single
aacc edge. Obviously, qi, sine it represents the non-emptiness of fi should"aept" this branh, while q̃i should refuse it. In ase (iii), where an emptyresult is returned, the aforementioned states are alled on an adeny edge. Itgoes without saying that here qi should refuse and q̃i should aept. Fur-thermore, remember that if a node of paaut has solely aacc and adeny labellededges, then the label of the �rst mf of edges is adeny. If a proess reahessuh an adeny edge, then it means that nothing is to be onstruted on the89



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAorresponding branh. However, this just �ts to our previous observationthat q̃i should aept adeny, whereas qi should refuse it. Hene, for aacc and
adeny the transitional rules are as follows (1 ≤ i ≤ n):

(qi, aacc) → true, (qi, adeny) → false,

(q̃i, aacc) → false, (q̃i, adeny) → true.For Af = (Qf ,Υf , {qi},Ψf) de�ne Ãf to be (Qf ,Υf , {q̃i},Ψf), i.e., only theset of initial states is hanged. The following two lemmas are only formulatedhere, owing to their intriay the proofs are moved to the Appendix (A 6.2.1.).Lemma 6.8. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f Ãf is the omplementof Af .Lemma 6.9. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be a strutural reursionand t an f simulation tree, then f(t) is not empty ⇔ Af aepts tnode =

φedge→node(t).Theorem 6.10. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be a strutural reursionand I an instane. Then f(I) is not empty ⇔ for eah tree t in If,I Afaepts tnode.Proof. The theorem is a straightforward onsequene of Lemma 6.7. and 6.9.and the fat that eah element of If,I is an f simulation tree. �6.2.2 Rewriting alternating tree automata to strutural reursionTransformation of the input trees. If we are to simulate an alternatingtree automaton with a strutural reursion, the �rst di�ulty we shouldope with is that node-labelled trees over a �nite ranked alphabet should betransformed into edge-labelled tree over an unranked alphabet. Contrary tothe reverse transformation this an be ahieved in a quite similar manner.To a given ranked alphabet Υ = (Ω, Arity) we assign Ω as an unrankedalphabet. Then mapping φnode→edge : T
Υ
node → TΩ

edge is reursively de�ned asfollows: 90



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATA
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(i)Figure 15: (a) A data graph. (b) The f -simulation tree onstruted from the datagraph of (a). Here ade abbreviates adeny, Σf = {a, b},Mf = 3, hene mf = 6. ()A node-labelled tree. (d) The result of applying φnode→edge to the tree of (). (e)The result of applying transformation Tr to the tree of (). (f) A root-edge tree in
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6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATA(i) φnode→edge(a) = {a : {}}, where Arity(a) = 0,(ii) φnode→edge(a(t1 . . . tn)) = {a : φnode→edge(t1)∪. . .∪φnode→edge(tn)}, where
Arity(a) = n.Seondly, in transitional rules the states are alled on branhes given withtheir numbers whih indiate their positions in the order given among thehildren of a node. This number should be represented in an understandableway for a strutural reursion. Informally, the ith branh will be enoded byadding i− 1 ♯ edges before the �rst edge of this branh.Formally, let t be a tree in T Υ

node (Υ = (Ω, Arity)). First apply φnode→edgeto t. Denote tedge the result. Then de�ne an order ≺ on the neighbouringedges of tedge s.t. if node u of t is represented by edge eu in tedge and v is the
jth hild of u, then ev (the representation of v) should be the jth aordingto ≺ among the outgoing edges of eu. Consider then the nodes of tedgeonseutively. For node u onsider the outgoing edges one after the other.For the ith edge (u, a, v) take a new node w, add an a edge from w to v andthen delete (u, a, v). Next onstrut a path pa of i−1 ♯ edges, add an ε edgefrom u to the starting node of pa and another ε edge from the end node of pato w. In the last step eliminate these ε edges. With this onstrution a pathof i−1 ♯ edges has been added between u and its ith outgoing edge. Here weassume that ♯ is not in Ω. As an example onsider Figure 15.()-(e). Here
Ω = {a, b, c}, Arity(a) = 3, Arity(b) = 2, Arity(c) = 0. In the rest of thissubsetion with Tr(t) (transformation for strutural reursion simulation) wedenote the result of the desribed transformation.De�nition 6.11. A tree in T

Ω∪{♯}
edge is alled Υ simulation tree (Υ = (Ω, Arity)),if for an arbitrary symbol a of Ω, where Arity(a) = m, eah a-labelled edgesof this tree has m outgoing edges. Besides, for all i eah of these edges hasan outgoing path of i− 1 ♯ edges followed by a non-♯ edge (1 ≤ i ≤ m).Remark 6.12. Clearly, Tr(t) is an Υ simulation tree, where t ∈ T Υ

node. Whatis more, sine the results of mapping φnode→edge are always root-edged, Tr(t)is root-edged. 92



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAConstrution of the simulating strutural reursion. Let
A = (Q = {q1, . . . , qn},Υ, QI ,Ψ)be an alternating tree automaton (Υ = (Ω, Arity)). We may assume that foreah state qi and symbol a ∈ Ω there is at least one transitional rule with

(qi, a) left-hand side (1 ≤ i ≤ n). If there is more than one suh rule, then wetake the disjuntion of the formulas on the right sides. On the other hand,if there is no suh rule, then we add (qi, a) → false to Ψ. Additionally, wemay also assume that A has only a single initial state [12℄. Suppose on theontrary that qi, qj are both initial states. Let q be a new state, whih isde�ned to be the initial state instead of qi and qj . Eah pair of transitionrules (qi, a) → φi, (qj , a) → φj should be substituted with (q, a) → φi ∨ φj.When there are more than two initial states, the onstrution works in asimilar way [12℄.In the rewriting �rst the strutural funtions traversing the paths of ♯edges are de�ned. Denote f 1
♯,j,i, . . . , f

j
♯,j,i the set of strutural funtions thatwill traverse a path of j ♯ edges and then all fi. Their transformation rulesan be given in an obvious way:

fk
♯,j,i : ({♯ : t})= fk+1

♯,j,i (t) f j
♯,j,i : ({♯ : t})= fi(t)

({∗ : t})= {} ({∗ : t})= {} (1 ≤ k ≤ j − 1).Next, for eah state qi strutural funtion fi is assigned (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Inthe simulation of transitional rules belonging to qi onsider �rst a transitionalrule (qi, a) → φ, where Arity(a) > 0. In the rewriting of φ, substitute eah
(qk, s) with n.i.(f 1

♯,s−1,k(t)), and denote Form(φ) this new formula (1 ≤ k ≤

n, 1 ≤ s ≤ Arity(a)). In other words, fk is alled after traversing a path of
s−1 ♯ edges, whih, remember, represents the sth branh. Note that if a pathontains more or less ♯ edges onseutively than s − 1, then n.i.(f 1

♯,s−1,k(t))returns false. Here, f♯,0,k is taken to be fk (fk should be alled after 0 ♯edges). Afterwards γi,a is de�ned as follows:
Form(γi,a) := Form(φ), F rst(γi,a) := {ψ : {}}.93



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAOn the other hand, if Arity(a) = 0, then
Form(γi,a) is not given, Frst(γi,a) := ϑ,where ϑ is a ψ edge, when φ is true, and it is the empty graph, if φ is false.For the formal de�nition of the semi-simulating strutural reursion, f sem

A ,yet an additional notation should be introdued. (In Example 6.14. it willbeome lear why this strutural reursion is alled only semi-simulatinginstead of simulating.) With F♯ we denote the set of strutural funtionsthat are used to traverse the paths of ♯ edges.
F♯ := {fk

♯,j,i | 1 ≤ j ≤M − 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ k ≤ j, }where M denotes the maximal arity of Υ. Now
f sem
A is de�ned to be (F♯ ∪ {f1, . . . , fn},Ω ∪ {♯}, FI ,Γ).As it is usual fi will be in FI , if qi is in QI (1 ≤ i ≤ n). This ompletes thede�nition of f sem

A . Note that f sem
A is in CNF, what is more, it is without i.onditions.Lemma 6.13. For alternating tree automaton A = ({q1, . . . , qn},Υ, {qi},Φ)and tree t in T Υ

node, A aepts t ⇔ f sem
A (Tr(t)) is not empty.Proof. Assume that Tr(t) is of the form {a : t1 ∪ . . . ∪ ts} (Arity(a) = s).Again, we use indution on the number of steps k in the ondition evaluationover Ufsem

A
⊓ Tr(t). In the base ase (k = 1) suppose �rst that f sem

A (Tr(t))is not empty. Then, there is no ondition in γi,a and a ψ edge is onstruted(fi is the initial strutural funtion of f sem
A , sine qi is the initial state of

A). This means that γi,a represents transition rule (qi, a) → true. Sine qiis the single initial state of A and the root of t is labelled with a, A learlyaepts t. On the other hand, if f sem
A (Tr(t)) is empty, then γi,a orrespondsto transition rule (qi, a) → false. In this ase, obviously, A refuses t.Assume now that the statement holds for k ≤ m and k := m+ 1. In therun λ of A on t, transition rule (qi, a) → φ is used to onstrut the hildren of94



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAthe root. In what follows we show that n.i.f 1
♯,j−1,k(t) beomes true (false) in

Form(γi,a) if and only if (qk, j) in φ beomes true (false) in the evaluationof λ (1 ≤ k ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ Arity(a)). From this observation the lemma willobviously follow. However, the statement in question is a straightforwardonsequene of the indution hypothesis. Namely, it is easy to see that fk,whih is de�ned to be the same strutural reursion as f sem
A , exept thathere fk is taken to be the only initial strutural funtion, is the rewritingof Ak, whih, again, is onstruted by hanging the initial state of A to qk.From the indution hypothesis it follows that Ak aepts tjnode, if and only if

fk(Tr(tj)) is not empty. Here, tjnode denotes the reahable subtree from the
jth hild of the root of t. From this, the statement, whih we are to prove,learly follows. �The next example reveals the shortomings of our simulation at this stage.Example 6.14. Consider ranked alphabetΥ = ({a, b, c}, Arity), where Arity(a) =
Arity(b) = 1 and Arity(c) = 0. Thus, eah tree in T Υ

node is a path. The tran-sition rules of alternating tree automaton
A = ({q1, q2, q3, q4, q5},Υ, {q1},Φ)are de�ned as follows:

(q1, a) → (q2, 1) ∧ (q3, 1), (q1, b) → (q2, 1) ∧ (q3, 1), (q1, c) → false

(q2, a) → (q4, 1), (q2, b) → (q2, 1), (q2, c) → false

(q3, a) → (q5, 1), (q3, b) → (q3, 1), (q3, c) → true

(q4, a) → (q4, 1), (q4, b) → (q4, 1), (q4, c) → true

(q5, a) → (q5, 1), (q5, b) → (q5, 1), (q5, c) → false.
A learly refuses the single node labelled with c. For the rest of theinputs (their roots are either labelled with a or b) it alls both states q2 and

q3 on the subtree under the root and both thread should be evaluated to
true. However, it is easy to see that in the �rst ase this subpath is onlyaepted, if it ontains an a node, while in the seond ase subtrees with an a95



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAnode are refused. Hene A does not aept anything. Consider on the otherhand f sem
A = ({f1, f2, f3, f4, f5},Ω, {f1},Γ}), whose transformation rules areas follows:

f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t))∧n.i.(f3(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({b : t})= if n.i.(f2(t))∧n.i.(f3(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({c : t})= {}

f2 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f4(t)) then {ψ : {}} f3 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f5(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({b : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {ψ : {}} ({b : t})= if n.i.(f3(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({c : t})= {} ({c : t})= {ψ : {}}

f4 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f4(t)) then {ψ : {}} f5 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f5(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({b : t})= if n.i.(f4(t)) then {ψ : {}} ({b : t})= if n.i.(f5(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({c : t})= {ψ : {}} ({c : t})= {}.Clearly, f sem
A aepts I = {b : {a : {c : {}}} ∪ {b : {c : {}}}}, whih is a bedge followed by paths a.c and b.c.Note that in the example A works solely on paths, while for f sem

A no suhrestrition is imposed. In general, f sem
A may be alled on arbitrary trees thatare not neessarily Υ-simulation trees. For example a node may have moreoutgoing paths of i−1 ♯ edges followed by a non-♯ edge, in our understandingall of them should represent the ith branh. Even if for a tree t in T

Ω∪{♯}
edge

f sem
A (t) is not empty, still it annot be deided whether A will aept theorrespondene of t or not. Nevertheless, as it will turn out, if f sem

A (t) isempty, then the orresponding node-labelled trees of t are all refused by A.This observation will enable us to solve the problem presented in Example6.14.Let A = ({q1, . . . , qn},Υ, QI ,Φ) be an alternating tree automaton and t aroot-edged tree in T
Ω∪{♯}
edge (Υ = (Ω, Arity)). Informally, t will be transformedinto an Υ-simulation tree (or rather set of Υ-simulation trees) and this treewill be rewritten to its orrespondene in T Υ

node.96



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAFormally, �rst we show that we may assume that there is a symbol in Υthat is rejeted by all of the states of A. We denote this symbol ♭. If thisis not the ase add ♭ to Υ s.t. Arity(♭) = 0. Φ should also be extendedwith transition rules: (qi, ♭) → false (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Denote A′ the resultingalternating tree automaton. Trivially, if A aepts a tree, then A′ also aeptsthis tree. On the other hand, if A′ aepts a tree, then by hanging the ♭ labelsto any other symbols in Υ with zero Arity, the resulting tree is aepted by
A. Seondly, onsider the non-leaf edges of t (their endnodes have at leeastone outgoing edge) that are di�erent from the root one after the other. Let
(u, a, v) be suh an edge. If for an i there does not exist an outgoing path of
i ♯-edges followed by a non-♯ edge, then add a path of i ♯ edges followed bya ♭ edge to v (0 ≤ i ≤ Arity(a)− 1).

(†) In the next step the unneessary edges should be deleted. If there isan outgoing path of k ♯ edges from v, where Arity(a) ≤ k, then leave the�rst edge of this path. The remaining edges of this path will not be reahablefrom the root, thus with this deletion e�etively the whole path is removed.Similarly, if for a k, 0 ≤ k ≤ Arity(a) − 1, there are more outgoing pathsfrom v with k ♯ edges followed by a non-♯ edge, then exept one path leavethe �rst edges of the rest of the paths. It goes without saying that this isa non-deterministi step. If k = 0, then the last rule says that if there aremore outgoing edges with a non-♯ label, then apart from one of these edgesthe rest should be deleted. Denote t′ the result of this onstrution (thereahable subtree from the root). Obviously, t′ is an Υ-simulation tree. Asan example onsider Figure 15.(f)-(g). Here, Υ = {a, c, d, ♯, ♭}, Arity(a) = 3,
Arity(d) = 2, Arity(♯) = 1, Arity(c) = Arity(♭) = 0.In the next step the order of the neighbouring edges in t′ should be de�ned.The outgoing edges with the non-♯ label preedes all of their neighbours.Otherwise, for edges e1, e2, e1 preedes e2, if the path beginning with e1ontains less ♯ edges before the non-♯ labelled edge, than the path beginningwith e2. 97



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATANow, to be able to transform an Υ-simulation tree to a tree in T Υ
nodethe paths of ♯-edges should be deleted. Let pa be suh a path, whose �rstedge is (u, ♯, v) and the endnode of its last edge is w. To remove pa deleteedge (u, ♯, v), add an ε edge from u to w and then eliminate this edge. Thepreeding example ontinues in Figure 15.(h).Before transforming this tree into a node-labelled one in T Υ

node an ordershould be de�ned among its neighbouring edges, whih preserves the intendedmeaning of the order introdued among the neighbouring edges of t′. Let
e1, e2 be neighbouring edges. Then e1 preedes e2, if it was preeded by ashorter path of ♯ edges in t′ than e2. Now mapping φedge→node an be appliedto this tree, denote t′′ the result. Clearly, t′′ is in T Υ

node. Consider Figure15.(i) for the �nal result of our example.It is easy to see that Tr(t′′) is t′, i.e., if t′′ is transformed into an Υ-simulation tree, then the result is t′. In what follows with ReTr we refer tothe previous method, whih transforms a root-edged tree in T
Ω∪{♯}
edge to a set oftrees in T Υ

node. Note that if t was not root-edged, then we would not be ableto apply transformation φedge→node to the appropriate intermediary trees.Lemma 6.15. Let A = ({q1, . . . , qn},Υ, QI ,Φ) be an alternating tree au-tomaton and t a root-edged tree in T
Ω∪{♯}
edge (Υ = (Ω, Arity)). Then, if f sem

A (t)is empty, then A refuses all elements of ReTr(t).Proof. Suppose that on the ontrary there is an element t′′ in ReTr(t) s.t.
A aepts t′′. Aording to Lemma 6.13. f sem

A (Tr(t′′)) is not empty. Denote
t′ the tree what we get from t after adding the paths of i ♯ edges followedby a ♭ edge to those (u, a, v) edges that had not got any outgoing pathsof ♯ edges of length i (0 ≤ i ≤ Arity(a) − 1). Note that this is the �rststep of the onstrution of the elements of ReTr(t). Reall that Tr(t′′) isamong the results of the next step of this onstrution (step (†)). Sine inthis step only edges are deleted Tr(t′′) is a pregraph of t′. From Proposition4.27. it follows then that f sem

A (t′) is also not empty. (Remember that f sem
Ais in SR(n.i.).) Reall that t′ is onstruted from t by adding ♯ and ♭ edges.The transformation rules of f sem

A belonging to ♯, ♭ edges always return the98



6 STRUCTURAL RECURSIONS AND AUTOMATAempty graph, hene f sem
A (t) should also be non-emtpy, whih ontradits toour previous supposition. �Now, onsider the omplement of the semi-simulating strutural reursionof the omplement of A, in notation f̃ sem

Ã
. The simulating strutural reursionof A is de�ned as follows:

fA := f sem
A ⊓ f̃ sem

Ã
.Theorem 6.16. Let A = (Q,Υ, QI ,Φ) be an alternating tree automaton

(Υ = (Ω, Arity)). Then,(i) for tree t in T Υ
node, A aepts t ⇔ fA(Tr(t)) is not empty.(ii) For a root-edged tree t in T

Ω∪{♯}
edge , fA(t) is not empty ⇔ A aepts allelements of ReTr(t).Proof. (i) If A aepts t, then aording to Lemma 6.13. f sem

A (Tr(t)) isnot empty. On the other hand, Ã refuses t, hene f sem
Ã

(Tr(t)) is empty(Lemma 6.13. again), onsequently, sine Tr(t) is root-edged (Remark 6.12.)Proposition 5.8. implies that f̃ sem
Ã

(Tr(t)) is not empty. This proves thenon-emptiness of fA(Tr(t)).For the reverse diretion it is enough to note that the non-emptiness of
fA(Tr(t)) entails the non-emptiness of f sem

A (Tr(t)), from whih using theresult of Lemma 6.13. again the aeptane of t by A follows.(ii) Suppose �rst that fA(t) is not empty. This means that by de�nition
f̃ sem
Ã

(t) is also not empty, onsequently, sine t is root-edged f sem
Ã

is empty(Proposition 5.8). Hene by Lemma 6.15. Ã refuses all elements of ReTr(t),whih implies that A has to aept these elements.On the other hand, ifA aepts the elements ofReTr(t), then f sem
A (Tr(t′))is not empty, where t′ denotes an arbitrary element of ReTr(t). With thesame reasoning as that of used in Lemma 6.15. it an be shown that fromthis the non-emptiness of f sem

A (t) follows. If we assumed that f̃ sem
Ã

(Tr(t′))is empty, then, sine Tr(t′) is root-edged (Remark 6.12.) this would entail99



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSthe non-emptiness of f sem
Ã

(Tr(t′)), whih in turn would mean the aeptaneof t′ by Ã resulting a ontradition. Thus f̃ sem
Ã

(Tr(t′)) is not empty, fromwhih, in the same way as for f sem
A , the non-emptiness of f̃ sem

Ã
(t) follows. Alltogether we get that fA(t) is not empty. �7 The problem of emptinessIn this setion the omplexity of the emptiness problem for the di�erentlasses of strutural reursions is examined. It will be shown that the questionremains pratially tratable even for strutural reursions in SR(n.i.). Onthe other hand, the introdution of isempty onditions indues a surprisinglylarge inrease in the omplexity. Namely, using a similar result proven foralternating tree automata [12℄ it will be proven that the emptiness problemin SR(n.i., i.) as well as the ontainment problem is DEXPTIME-omplete ingeneral. Besides, an interesting lass of strutural reursion whose onditionsmay be embedded up to a ertain level will be introdued. We onjeturethat both the emptiness and ontainment problems are omplete for theappropriate lass of the polynomial hierarhy [26℄ in aordane with thelevel of the embedding of the onditions, nevertheless, unfortunately, wehave been only able to prove these questions are hard with respet to theaforementioned omplexity lass.In [20℄ we have already examined a fragment of strutural reursionsin whih the onditions onsisted of a single not-isempty ondition. Twoases were distinguished on the basis that whether the appliation of theelse-branhes is permitted or not. We found that in the seond ase theemptiness question an be answered in quadrati time. In the �rst ase weshowed how the two problems an be redued to eah other in polynomialtime and proved that both questions are PSPACE-hard in general.Before going into the details of the new results we prove a propositionwhih rather belongs to the topi of the ontainment problem, however, itsorollary will play an important role in this setion100



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSProposition 7.1. Let f and g be arbitrary strutural reursions. Then fdoes not ontain g ⇔ there is a tree t s.t. f(t) is empty, while g(t) is notempty.Proof. If f does not ontain g, then there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is emptyand g(I) is not empty. If I is a tree, then there is nothing left to prove.Otherwise, we may suppose that I is root-edged. Namely, if I = I1∪ . . .∪ Ik,then for all i, f(Ii) is still empty, while there is at least one Ij to whih
g(Ij) is not empty (1 ≤ i, j ≤ k). Sine I is root-edged, f̃(I) is not empty(Proposition 5.8.) and from Proposition 5.14. it follows that (f̃ ⊓ g)(I) isalso not empty. By Theorem 4.38. there is a tree Itree s.t. (f̃ ⊓ g)(Itree) isnot empty. From Remark 4.39. we know that Itree is also root-edged. Now,Proposition 5.14. and 5.8. imply that f(Itree) is empty whereas g(Itree) isnot empty. �In the proof of Proposition 7.1. the following statements have been alreadyproven.Corollary 7.2. For arbitrary strutural reursions f and g,(i) if there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty, then there is a root-edgedinstane I ′ s.t. f(I ′) is also not empty.(ii) If there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is empty and g(I) is not empty, thenthere is a root-edged instane I ′ to whih f(I ′) is empty and g(I ′) is notempty.Note that the �rst statement is the speial ase of the seond.In some ases instead of the emptiness (ontainment) problem, it is betterto examine a variant of the question.De�nition 7.3. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f and a symbol b in
Σ the question that whether there is a root-edged instane I, whose root-edgeis labelled with b, s.t. f(I) is not empty is alled the emptiness problem for�xed b root-edged instanes. 101



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSThe problem of ontainment with �xed b root-edged instanes an bede�ned in a similar way.Proposition 7.4. The emptiness and ontainment problems of strutural re-ursions in Θ and the orresponding problems for �xed b root-edged instanesan be redued to eah other in polynomial time
Θ ∈ {SR(), SR(n.i.), SR(n.i., i.)}.Proof. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be an arbitrary strutural reursionin CCNF. From Corollary 7.2. it follows that for f it is enough to solve theemptiness problem for �xed b root-edged instanes for all b in Σf ∪{§}. Here,reall that Σf ontains those a symbols ofΣ to whih there is a transformationrule γj,a in Γ (1 ≤ j ≤ n). Besides, § is a symbol di�erent from the elementsof Σf . For reduing the ontainment problem to the problem for �xed broot-edged instanes the same reasoning an be applied.To prove the reverse diretion, exept from γi,b delete all transformationrules of fi (here as the notation shows fi is the only initial strutural funtionof f). Then in order to solve the emptiness (ontainment) problem for �xed broot-edged instanes for f it is enough to solve the emptiness (ontainment)problem for this new strutural reursion. �7.1 Strutural reursions in SR(n.i.)As it has been already noted in Remark 3.9. the steps of ondition evalua-tion an also be applied on operational graphs. The emptiness problem forstrutural reursions in SR(n.i.) will be solved by means of this algorithm.In order to prove its appliability it should be shown that the ondition eval-uation over an operational graph enompasses all important aspets of theonditions evaluations over the intersetion of the operational graph in ques-tion and an arbitrary instane. This property an be formulated properly byusing operational homomorphism. 102



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSLemma 7.5. Let f be an arbitrary strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i) and Ian instane. Then there is an operational homomorphism ρ from Uf ⊓ I to
Uf .Proof. For node (fi, uI) in Uf ⊓ I, ρ((fi, uI)) := fi. Trivially, requirements(i)-(iv) of De�nition 4.22. are ful�lled by ρ. �Note that the strutural reursion of the preeding lemma may ontainisempty onditions.De�nition 7.6. Let S be a shema graph. We say that I mathes S, if thereexists a one-to-one mapping µ : V.I → V.S s.t. for all edges (u, a, v) of I,
(µ(u), p, µ(v)) ∈ E.S and p(a) is true.For an operational graph Uf , if we substitute eah prediate labels witha satisfying onstant, then learly the result is a mathing instane of Uf .Lemma 7.7. For strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) in SR(n.i., i.)and mathing instane I, there is an operational homomorphism ρ from Ufto Uf ⊓ I.Proof. Denote µ the one-to-one mapping from I to Uf given in De�nition7.6. It is easy to prove by using a straightforward indution on the numberof the edges of I that (µ(u), u) is in V.Uf ⊓ I for all u, where u is a node of
I. Using this observation ρ(fi) is de�ned to be (µ(u), u), where µ(u) = fi

(1 ≤ i ≤ n). Sine µ is a one-to-one mapping ρ(fi) is unique. Again, it isstraightforward that ρ ful�lls the requirements of De�nition 4.22. �We say that strutural reursion f is onstruting, if there is at least onepath from a root to a onstrutor edge in Uf after the ondition evaluation.Theorem 7.8. Let f be a strutural reursion SR(n.i.). Then f is on-struting ⇔ there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty.Proof. Suppose �rst that f is onstruting and let I be a mathing instane.By Lemma 7.7. there is an operational homomorphism from Uf to Uf ⊓ I.The non-emptiness of f(I) follows then from Lemma 4.24.103



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSFor the reverse diretion, onsider an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty.By Lemma 7.5. there is an operational homomorphism from Uf ⊓ I to Uf .Sine f(I) is not empty there is a path from a root to a onditional edge in
Uf ⊓ I after ondition evaluation. Again, Lemma 4.24. implies that there isalso a path to a onstrutor edge in Uf after ondition evaluation. �Corollary 7.9. Let f be a strutural reursion in SR(n.i.).(i) Then, f is onstruting ⇔ for an arbitrary mathing instane I of f ,

f(I) is not empty.(ii) The emptiness problem an be deided in O(|f |2) time.(iii) If f is in SR(), then the emptiness problem an be solved in linear time.Proof. Statement (i) has been already proven in the proof of Theorem 7.8.(ii) Applying the reasoning about the number of steps neessary to on-strut f(I) on Page 36 it is easy to see that ondition evaluation an be a-omplished in O(|f |2) time over f . Afterwards, it is enough to hek whethera onstrutor edge is still reahable from the root of the remaining graph,whih an be aomplished in linear time. This observation also proves state-ment (iii), beause if f is without ondition, then it is enough to hek thelatter property. �7.2 Strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.)First we prove that the emptiness and ontainment problem an be reduedto eah other in this ase.Lemma 7.10. Let f and g be arbitrary strutural reursions, then f ontains
g ⇔ for all instanes I, (f̃ ⊓ g)(I) is empty.Proof. Suppose that f ontains g and still, there is an instane I to whih
(f̃ ⊓ g)(I) is not empty. Using the result of Corollary 7.2. we may assumethat I is root-edged. From Proposition 5.14. it follows that neither f̃(I)104



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSnor g(I) is empty. However, Proposition 5.8. shows that in this ase f(I)is empty, whih is a ontradition. The reverse diretion an be proven in asimilar way. �Proposition 7.11. In ase of strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.) the prob-lems of emptiness and ontainment an be redued to eah other in polynomialtime.Proof. In Lemma 7.10. we have just shown how the ontainment problem anbe redued to the question of emptiness. For the reverse diretion onsiderstrutural reursion f empty = ({f1},Σ, {f1},Γ
empty), whose single transfor-mation rule is as follows:

f1 : ({∗ : t})= {}.Then, learly, for an arbitrary strutural reursion f , there is an instae Is.t. f(I) is not empty i� f empty does not ontain f . �Theorem 7.12. The emptiness and ontainment problem of strutural re-ursions in SR(n.i., i.) are DEXPTIME-omplete in general.Proof. The emptiness problem of alternating tree automata is known to beDEXPTIME-omplete [12℄. From Theorem 6.10. and 6.16. the statement ofthis theorem immediately follows. �Corollary 7.13. The emptiness and ontainment problem of strutural re-ursions in SR(n.i., i., el) are DEXPTIME-omplete in general.Proof. The statement is a straightforward onsequene of Corollary 5.11. �In the rest of this subsetion a Turing mahine will be onstruted, whihwill deides the emptiness problem of strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.).We believe that Claim 7.19. and 8.15. ould be proven by means of thisTuring mahine. The details will be given after the aforementioned laims.First, we give a haraterization of the ase, when an instane returnsa non-empty output. This haraterization will be used to onstrut a tree105



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSthat shows whih n.i. and i. onditions are satis�ed during a proess of aninput. The aforementioned Turing mahine will be built upon the idea ofthese trees.Lemma 7.14. For strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) in CCNFand in SR(n.i., i.), there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty ⇔ there isa transformation rule γi,ϑ s.t. in γi,ϑ a ψ edge is onstruted (ϑ ∈ Σf ∪ {∗}).Besides,(i) either γi,ϑ is without a ondition.(ii) Or γi,ϑ is with a ondition, and there are strutural funtions fi1 , . . . , fikand fj1, . . . , fjs in Form(γi,ϑ) ({i1, . . . , ik}, {j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {1, . . . , n})s.t.a) if eah ondition n.i.(fio(t)), i.(fjp(t)) beomes true, then Form(γi,ϑ)beomes true (1 ≤ o ≤ k, 1 ≤ p ≤ s).b) For eah o there is an instane Î s.t. (f io ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs))(Î) isnot empty.Proof. Suppose �rst there is an instane I s.t. f(I) is not empty. By Corol-lary 7.2. we may assume that I is root-edged, and this root-edge is labelledwith a, i.e., I = {a : I ′}. The statement will be proven by using indutionon the steps m of the ondition evaluation in Uf ⊓ I.Assume that m is 0. Then, trivially γi,a must be without any ondi-tion and a ψ-edge must be onstruted there, in other words it ful�lls therequirement of ondition (i).Suppose now that the statement holds for m < M + 1 and let m be
M + 1. Then γi,a surely ontains a ondition. We show that the struturalfuntions alled in n.i. onditions resulting a non-empty output for I ′ an betaken as fi1 , . . . , fik , while the strutural funtions of i. onditions returningan empty output for I ′ an be taken as fj1, . . . , fjs. In this ase ondition(ii) a) is learly satis�ed. Suppose that I ′ = I1 ∪ . . . ∪ Iq, where all Il-s are106



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSroot-edged (1 ≤ l ≤ q). For eah o, there is an index l s.t. fio(Il) is non-empty (1 ≤ o ≤ k, 1 ≤ l ≤ q). Trivially, fjp(Il) is still empty for all p, thusby Proposition 5.8. and 5.14. ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs)(Il) is non-empty. Sine Il isroot-edged Proposition 5.14. also implies that (f io ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs))(Il) isnot empty.On the other hand, if there is transformation rule γi,ϑ without a ondition,in whih a ψ edge is onstruted (requirement (i)), then for a ϑ-labelled edge
f learly returns a non-empty output.Finally, if γi,ϑ meets the requirements of ondition (ii), then denote Iiothe instane for whih (f io ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs))(Iio) is non-empty (1 ≤ o ≤ k).We may assume again that Iio is root-edged. Then, for instane

I = Ii1 ∪ . . . ∪ Iik ,

fio(I) remains non-empty. Sine ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs)(Iio) is non-empty and Iio isroot-edged, (fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs)(Iio) is empty for all o (Proposition 5.8.), hene
(fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs)(I) is also empty. Suppose that ϑ is a, where a is in Σ.From ondition (ii) a) it follows now that when {a : I} is proessed by f ,
Form(γi,ϑ) is satis�ed and a ψ edge is onstruted. Note that if ϑ is ∗ (γi,ϑ isthe transformation rule for the default ase), then {b : I} results a non-emptyoutput for f , where b is in Σ and fi does not have any transformation rulefor b. This onludes the proof. �Note that in ondition (ii) both set {i1, . . . , ik} and {j1, . . . , js} an beempty (not at the same time).For an arbitrary strutural reursion f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) inCCNF for whih there is an instane returning a non-empty result, onsidera root-edged tree I s.t. f(I) is not empty (Theorem 4.38. and Corollary7.2.). Suppose that I is of the form {a : I ′}. A tree PossRun(f) (a pos-sible run of f) will be onstruted whih shows that when a ondition of atransformation rule is satis�ed in the ondition evaluation of Uf ⊓ I, whihn.i.(fj(t)), i.(fk(t)) onditions beomes true in this ondition (1 ≤ j, k ≤ n).107



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSA node u of PossRun(f) will be labelled with either true or two setsof strutural funtions N.I.(u) and I.(u). For the root u0 of PossRun(f)
N.I.(u0) is fi, while I.(u0) is the empty set. Consider then γi,a. Sine
f(I) is not empty, it must satisfy either ondition (i) or (ii) of Lemma 7.14.If the requirements of ondition (i) are ful�lled, then an edge a should beadded to u0, whose endnode is labelled with true. Otherwise assume thatin those n.i. onditions that beome true in the formula of γi,a struturalfuntions fi1 , . . . , fik are alled, while in the i. onditions that also beome
true fj1, . . . , fjs are invoked. Then an edge (u0, a, u) should be added to
u0. In addition N.I.(u) should be {fi1 , . . . , fik}, whereas I.(u) should be
{fj1 , . . . , fjs}. Obviously, there is no strutural funtion that would be anelement of both sets. Furthermore, we may assume that no subtree I ′′of I ′satis�es all of these n.i. and i. onditions, otherwise we would onsider {a :

I ′′} instead of I. Clearly, this new tree would also return a non-empty outputfor f . This supposition guarantees that u does not have any desendant u′s.t. N.I.(u) ⊆ N.I.(u′) and I.(u) ⊆ I.(u′) would hold.In the general onstrution step suppose that for node u N.I.(u) is fi1 , . . . , fikand I.(u) is fj1 , . . . , fjs. We know that there is a subtree I ′′ = I1 ∪ . . .∪ Iq of
I s.t. for all j there is a p, where

(fij ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs))(Ip)is not empty. Here, Ip is root-edged (1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ p ≤ q). We may supposeagain that there is no subtree I ′p of Ip s.t.
(fij ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs))(I

′
p)would also be non-empty. Otherwise, we may take I ′′∪I ′p instead of I ′′ and wemay assume that fij ⊓( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs) returns a non-empty result through I ′p.Again, this supposition guarantees that u does not have any desendant u′s.t. N.I.(u) ⊆ N.I.(u′) and I.(u) ⊆ I.(u′) would hold. Furthermore, supposethat the root-edge of Ip is labelled with a. Denote γa the transformationrule of fij ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs) for a. If γa is without a ondition (a ψ edge is108



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSsurely onstruted in its then branh), then an edge a should be added from
u whose endnode is labelled with true. Otherwise, assume that in thosen.i. onditions that beome true in the formula of γa strutural funtions
fo1 , . . . , fom are alled, while in the i. onditions that also beome true
fp1 , . . . , fpr are invoked. Then an edge (u, a, v) with label a should be addedto u, where N.I.(v) is fo1 , . . . , fom, whereas I.(v) is fp1, . . . , fpr .The next de�nition summarizes the properties of PossRun(f).De�nition 7.15. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be an arbitrary struturalreursion in CCNF and in SR(n.i., i.). Then a tree t, whose inner nodes arelabelled with two sets of strutural funtions and the leaves with value truealled possible run of f , if for an arbitrary node u of t with N.I.(u) =

{fi1 , . . . , fik}, I.(u) = {fj1, . . . , fjs} the following requirements are ful�lled.(i) There is not any strutural funtion fk s.t. fk belongs to both N.I.(u)and I.(u).(ii) There is not any desendant v of u s.t. N.I.(u) ⊆ N.I.(v) and I.(u) ⊆
I.(v).(iii) u has k outgoing edges. Consider the mth outgoing edge. Denote vits endnode and suppose that its label is a. Furthermore denote fim ⊓

( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs) with h.(a) If v is a leaf, then γh,a is without a ondition and it onstruts anedge ψ.(b) Otherwise, for eah element fo, fp of N.I.(v) and I.(v) respetivelyn.i.(fo(t)), i.(fp(t)) is a ondition of the formula of γh,a. What ismore, if all of these onditions beome true, then this formula isalso satis�ed.Note that for strutural reursion f with strutural funtions f1, . . . , fneah possible run is �nite, sine a path from the root to a leaf may ontain109



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSless than
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)))nodes, furthermore eah node has at most n outgoing edges.Proposition 7.16. For an arbitrary strutural reursion
f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ)in CCNF and in SR(n.i., i.), there is an instane resulting a non-empty out-put for f ⇔ there is also a possible run of f .Proof. Let t be a possible run of f . Delete all of its node labels. Obviously,the result after this deletion is an instane in T Σ (data trees whose edgesare labelled by elements of Σ). Furthermore, it an be proven by a straight-forward indution on the number of edges of t that this instane returns anon-empty output for f . The reverse diretion of the proposition has beenalready proven in the desription of PossRun(f). �Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be a strutural reursion in CCNF. TheTuring mahine that deides the ontainment problem is non-deterministiand it ontains a single tape. In the �rst step it writes

♯fi♭§fito its tape. Symbol ♯ will always be followed by two sets of strutural fun-tions, symbol ♭ funtions as a delimiter between these sets. The elements ofthese sets will belong to those n.i. and i. onditions respetively that shouldbeome true in the orresponding transformation rule. This enumerationwill be losed by symbol §. Suppose that the preeding two sets onsistsof elements fi1, . . . , fik and fj1, . . . , fjs. Then symbol fio after § will meanthat in the rest of the tape the emptiness problem of strutural funtion
fio ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs) is to be deided (1 ≤ o ≤ k). In this ase the orre-sponding setion of the tape ontains the following sequene of symbols

♯fi1 . . . fik♭fj1 . . . fjs§fio .110



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSIn the desription of the general step suppose that the emptiness problemof the preeding strutural funtion fio ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs) is to be deided.Non-deterministially hoose one of its transformation rule γ.Suppose �rst that γ ontains a ondition. Denote N.I.(γ), I.(γ) the twosets of strutural funtions that are alled in the n.i. and i. onditions in theformula of γ respetively. Non-deterministially hoose two subsets N.I.′(γ)and I.′(γ) of the preeding sets. If there is a ommon element of these sub-sets, then the omputation should stop and the input should be rejeted.Seondly, if all of the orresponding n.i. and i. onditions beome true andthe formula of γ is still not satis�ed, then the input should be rejeted aswell. Thirdly, if in the preeding part of the tape there is symbol sequene
♯fl1 , . . . , flp♭fo1 , . . . , for§ s.t. N.I.(γ) ontains {fl1, . . . , flp} and I.(γ) on-tains fo1 , . . . , for , then the input should be rejeted again. Otherwise, writea symbol ♯ and afterwards enumerate the elements of N.I.′(γ) and I.′(γ)separated by symbol ♭. Write symbols § and fp then and start to deidethe emptiness problem for fp ⊓ ( ˜. ⊔ . . . ⊔ .), where fp is the �rst element of
N.I.′(γ), while the dots represent the elements of I.′(γ).If γ is without any ondition and it onstruts the empty graph, then theomputation should stop and the input should be rejeted.Finally, if γ is without a ondition, but an edge ψ is onstruted, then thisobviously means that there is an instane returning a non-empty output for
fio ⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs). Thus, if fio is not the last element of set {fi1, . . . , fik},then substitute fio with fio+1

after symbol § and start to deide the emptinessproblem for fio+1
⊓ ( ˜fj1 ⊔ . . . ⊔ fjs). On the other hand, if fio is the lastelement, then the ondition of the orresponding transformation rule an besatis�ed, hene the elements of the aforementioned two sets, i.e., sequene

fi1, . . . , fik♭fj1 , . . . , fjsshould be deleted. Remember that this sequene is preeded by a symbol ♯.If this symbol is not preeded by any other symbol, whih means that
♯fi1 . . . fik♭fj1 . . . fjs§fio is ♯fi♭§fi,111



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSthen the omputation should stop and the Turing mahine should aept itsinput. Otherwise, it is preeded by a strutural funtion symbol supposethat this is fp (1 ≤ p ≤ n). This means that the transformation rule,from whih it has just been shown that it is satis�able, belongs to struturalfuntion fp ⊓ ( ˜. ⊔ . . . ⊔ .). Here the dots represent strutural funtions thatbelongs to i. onditions that should be satis�ed in the ondition of theappropriate transformation rule. Again, if fp is not the last among thosestrutural funtions that are alled in the n.i. onditions of the preedingtransformation rule, then the omputation should ontinue with substituting
fp with the next element of this set. If it is the last element, then again bothsets of strutural funtions should be deleted and the deletion of elementsshould be ontinued in the same way until the input is aepted or a struturalfuntion is found that is not the last among those strutural funtions thatare alled in the n.i. onditions of a transformation rule. Denote Mf thisTuring mahine.Proposition 7.17. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f in CCNF, thereis a run of Mf in whih the input is aepted ⇔ there is an instane I s.t.
f(I) is not empty.Proof. It an be shown by using a straightforward indution on the numberof steps of the omputation that at eah moment the ontent of the tape of
Mf represents a path whose endnode is not neessarily labelled with true butotherwise satis�es the requirements of De�nition 7.15. Hene by followingthe steps of the omputation suessively, if the input is aepted, a possiblerun of f an be built. Reversely, if f has a possible run, then using this treean aepting run ofMf an be onstruted. To sum up Mf has an aeptingrun i� f has a possible run. On the other hand, by Proposition 7.16. f hasa possible run i� there is an input returning a non-empty output for f . �

112



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESS7.3 Strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k).De�nition 7.18. Let f be a strutural reursion in CNF. Then f belongs to
SR(n.i., i.,≤ k), if all paths not traversing any looping edge in Uf ontain atmost k premises (k ≥ 0).Note that the operational graphs of strutural reursion in SR(n.i., i.,≤
k) may ontain looping edges that are premises, but annot ontain any otherdireted yles ontaining one or more premises. Thus, in suh struturalreursions the onditions may be embedded at most to the kth level. Astrutural reursion is in SR(n.i., i.,= k), if there is a path in its operationalgraph, whih traverses eah looping edge at most one, moreover, it ontains
k di�erent premises, in other words the onditions are embedded to the
kth level. Similarly, a strutural funtion of this strutural reursion is in
SR(n.i., i.,= k), if it is the starting node of suh a path. Furthermore, if fora strutural reursion f there is a k s.t. f belongs to SR(n.i., i.,≤ k), thenwe say that f is restritively embedded.Claim 7.19. Let f 1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm be strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.,≤
k). Then the question that whether there exists an instane I s.t. for all i and
j f i(I) is not empty, while gj(I) is empty, is in ΣkP (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ j ≤ m).Note that the proof of Proposition 7.11., whih was based on Lemma7.10. and Corollary 7.2., an be applied to restritively embedded struturalreursions without any hanges, hene if Claim 7.19. would proven to betrue, then this result would also show that the ontainment problem belongsto ΠkP in this ase.It is not di�ult to see that the onstrution of a possible run an beextended to the ase of Claim 7.19. Simply, for the root u0 of suh a tree
N.I.(u0) should be hosen to be f 1

k1
, . . . , fn

kn
, while I.(u0) to g1r1, . . . , g

m
rm
,where f i

ki
, gjrj denote an initial funtion of f i, gj respetively (1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤

j ≤ m). Now, it is also not di�ult to see that Claim 7.19. is a onsequeneof the following statement. 113



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESS
(†) Keeping the notations of Claim 7.19. there is a possible run t of

f 1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm s.t. the number of those nodes u of t, whose labels
N.I.(u), I(u) ontain at least one strutural funtion in SR(n.i., i,= k) ispolynomial in the size of f 1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm.However, unfortunately, up to now we have not been able to prove (†).The emptiness problem is ΣkP -hard. Next, we onsider the prob-lem of quanti�ed satis�ability with i alternations of quanti�ers, QSATi innotation, whih is known to be a ΣiP -omplete problem [26℄. Here, for agiven propositional formula φ, whose logial variables are divided into dis-junt sets Y1, . . . , Yn, the question is whether it is true that there is a partialtruth assignment of the variables of Y1 s.t. for all partial truth assignmentsof the variables in Y2 there is a partial truth assignment of the variables of
Y3 and so on up to Yi, φ is satis�ed by the overall truth assignment. In otherwords the truth value of formula

∃Y1∀Y2∃Y3 . . . QYiφshould be deided, where ∃Yj (∀Yj) denotes ∃Xj1 . . .∃Xjk (∀Xj1 . . .∀Xjk),
Yj = {Xj1, . . . , Xjk}. Furthermore, Q is the existential quanti�er, if i is oddand the universal quanti�er otherwise. In what follows, apitals X , Y with apossible subindex will denote a logial variable and a set of logial variablesrespetively, whereas x with a possible subindex will denote an edge labelrepresenting variable X .This problem will be redued to the emptiness problem for �xed b root-edged instanes. Note that the proof of Proposition 7.4. an be applied with-out any hanges for strutural reursions in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k), hene the empti-ness problem and the emptiness problem for �xed b root-edged instanes anbe redued to eah other in polynomial time in this ase as well.First, for formula φ we de�ne a orresponding ondition, in notation
Form(φ), whih an be used in the ondition of a transformation rule. In
Form(φ), simply, every instane ofXi (¬Xi) should be hanged to n.i.(f ch

xi
(t))114



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESS(n.i.(f ch
¬xi

(t))) (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Here the single transformation rule belonging to
f ch
xi

is as follows:
f ch
xi
: ({xi : t})= {ψ : {}},

ch in upper index abbreviates hild and it indiates that the edge rightunder the edge being proessed should have label xi. The de�nition of f ch
¬xiis similar. Then φ is simulated with the following strutural reursion

fφ = ({fφ, f
ch
x1
, f ch

¬x1
, . . . , f ch

xn
, f ch

¬xn
},Σ, {fφ},Γ),where the single transformation rule belonging to fφ is as follows:

fφ : ({♭ : t})= if Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}.Next the representations of truth assignments are introdued. A star,i.e., a node with outgoing edges that have no further outgoing edges, isalled truth assignment star, if the outgoing edges are labelled with xi, ¬xi.Furthermore, if an edge is labelled with xi (¬xi), then none of the edges islabelled with ¬xi (xi). We say that a truth assignment star enodes a truthassignment Θ, if for eah variable Xi, if Θ(Xi) = true, then it ontains a
xi-labelled edge, otherwise a ¬xi-labelled edge. An example an be found inFigure 16.(a). The following lemma is straightforward.Lemma 7.20. Let I be {♭ : t}, where t is an truth assignment star. Then
fφ(I) is not empty ⇔ t enodes an a truth assignment that satis�es φ.Next, the quanti�ers is to be simulated. A literal Li is either Xi or ¬Xi.Aordingly, li will denote either an xi- or an ¬xi-labelled edge. We say thatpath l1 . . . ln enodes a truth assignment Θ, if for eah variable Xi, where
Θ(Xi) = true (Θ(Xi) = false) li is xi (¬xi). These paths will be alled truthassignment paths. Furthermore, we say that a truth assignment star mathesa truth assignment path, if they enode the same truth assignment. In a
Θ-assignment instane a truth assignment path enoding Θ and a mathingtruth assignment star is joined, i.e, from the endnode of the truth assignment115



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSpath an edge ε should be added to the root of the truth assignment star andit should be eliminated afterwards. For expression ∀Y the ∀Y -assignment in-stane ontains eah possible Θ-assignment instane as a pregraph and apartfrom the edges of these instanes it does not ontain any other edges. Here
Θ is a truth assignment over the variables of Y . Similarly, an ∃Y -assignmentinstane is a Θ-assignment instane s.t. Θ is again a truth assignment overthe variables of Y . Moreover, an ∃Y1∀Y2-assignment instane onsists of atruth assignment path enoding a truth assignment Θ over the variables of
Y1 followed by the ∀Y2-assignment instane, in whih the the truth assign-ment stars are extended to enode Θ as well. Finally, a ∀Y1∃Y2-assignmentinstane begins with the ∀Y1-assignment instane, however here, eah truthassignment star is substituted with an arbitrary ∃Y2-assignment instane.Obviously, a path from the root to a root of a truth assignment star of an
∃Y2-assignment instane enodes a truth assignment over the variables of Y1and Y2. The assignment star should be extended to enode this truth as-signment. In general the onstrution of an ∃Y1∀Y2∃Y3 . . . QYn-assignmentinstane an be given along the same line. Examples an be found in Figure16.(b)-(e).We begin the simulation with the base ases. Suppose �rst that P isof the form: ∀Y φ, where Y = {X1, . . . , Xn}. The orresponding struturalreursion

f∀Y
φ = {(f∀Y , . . . },Σ, {f∀Y },Γ)has the following transformation rules:

f∀Y : ({♭ : t}) = if n.i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∧ i.(fnot_ch

x1,¬x1 (t))∧ i.(f∀Y (t))then {ψ : {}}

({xi : t}) = if i.(fall(t))∨ i.(f ch
xi+1

(t))∨ i.(f ch
¬xi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f desc
¬xi

(t))∨n.i.(fnot_ch
xi+1,¬xi+1(t))∨ n.i.f∀Y (t) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xi : t})= if i.(fall(t))∨ i.(f ch
xi+1

(t))∨ i.(f ch
¬xi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f desc
xi

(t))∨n.i.(fnot_ch
xi+1,¬xi+1(t))∨ n.i.f∀Y (t) then {ψ : {}}

({xn : t}) = if i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t)) ∨ . . .∨ i.(f ch

xn−1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬xn−1
(t))∨i.(f ch

xn
(t))∨n.i.(f ch

¬xn
(t)) ∨ Form(¬φ) then {ψ : {}}116
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Figure 16: (a) A truth assignment star, whih enodes Θ, where Θ(X1) =

true, Θ(X2) = true, Θ(X3) = false. (b) A Θ-assignment instane for the truthassignment of (a). () The ∀X1∀X2-instane. (d) An ∃X1∀X2∀X3-instane. (e) A
∀X1∀X2∃X3-instane.
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7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESS
({¬xn : t})= if i.(f ch

x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t)) ∨ . . .∨ i.(f ch

xn−1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬xn−1
(t))∨i.(f ch

¬xn
(t))∨n.i.(f ch

xn
(t)) ∨ Form(¬φ) then {ψ : {}}

(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1), where
f desc
xi

: ({xi : t}) = {ψ : {}} f desc
¬xi

: ({¬xi : t})= {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t}) = f desc
xi

(t) ({∗ : t}) = f desc
¬xi

(t)

f
not_ch
xi,¬xi : ({xi : t}) = {} fall : ({∗ : t}) = {ψ : {}}

({¬xi : t})= {}

({∗ : t}) = {ψ : {}}.Here, fall returns a ψ-edge for all input that is di�erent from the emptygraph, f desc
ϑ returns a ψ-edge, if the root-edge of its input has a ϑ-labelleddesendant ϑ ∈ {xi,¬xi}, while fnot_ch

xi,¬xi returns a ψ-edge, if there is notany outgoing edge xi or ¬xi from the root of its input. Trivially, f∀X
φ is in

SR(n.i., i.,≤ 1).Lemma 7.21. Let P be a formula of the form ∀Y φ. Then, P is true ⇔there is a ♭ root-edged instane for whih f∀Y
φ returns a non-empty output.Proof. Suppose that Y = {X1, . . . , Xn} and there is a ♭ root-edged instane

I s.t. f∀Y
φ (I) is not empty. Clearly this root edge must have both x1- and

¬x1-labelled hildren, but it annot have any hildren with a di�erent label,moreover f∀Y must return an empty output for the subgraph under the rootedge.It is easy to see that f∀Y returns an empty result for subgraph {xi : t}

({¬xi : t}), if t is not the empty graph, and the xi- (¬xi)-labelled edge havean xi+1- and a ¬xi+1-labelled hild, and it does not have an ¬xi- (xi)-labelleddesendant, and it does not have any hildren whose label is di�erent fromboth xi+1 and ¬xi+1, and f∀Y returns an empty output for t (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).Moreover, f∀Y returns an empty result for subgraph {xn : t} ({¬xn : t}), if the
xn- (¬xn)-labelled edge have an xi- or a ¬xi-labelled hild (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1),it also has an xn- (¬xn)-labelled hild, but it does not have a ¬xn- (xn)-labelled hild, �nally Form(¬φ) is not satis�ed by t (1 ≤ i ≤ n). From118



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSthis explanation it follows that eah xn- or ¬xn-labelled edge of I has an xior ¬xi labelled anestor, but it annot have both. On the subgraph underthis anestor strutural funtion f desc
¬xi

or f desc
xi

was invoked whih ensuresthat this xn or ¬xn edge annot have an xi- and an ¬xi-labelled hildrenat the same time. In other words, the xn- or ¬xn-labelled edge is followedby a truth assignment star, furthermore this edge is preeded by a truthassignment path whih this truth assignment star mathes. In addition thistruth assignment star returns a non-empty output for Form(φ).To sum up, sine f∀Y returns a non-empty result for I the root edge of
I must be followed by the ∀X-assignment instane, whose truth assignmentstars all return a non-empty output for Form(φ). By Lemma 7.20. thisimplies that all truth assignment over the variables of Y satisfy φ, i.e., ∀Y φis true.The previous explanation also shows that if ∀Y φ is true, then instane
{♭ : I} returns a non-empty output for f∀Y

φ , where I is the ∀Y -assignmentinstane. This onludes the proof. �Next, suppose that P is ∃Y φ, where Y is still {X1, . . . , Xn}, then itssimulation
f∃Y
φ = {(f∃Y , . . . },Σ, {f∃Y },Γ)has the following transformation rules:

f∃Y : ({♭ : t}) = if (n.i.(f ch
x1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t)))∧ i.(fnot_ch

x1,¬x1 (t))∧ n.i.(f∃Y (t))then {ψ : {}}

({xi : t}) = if (n.i.(f ch
xi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f ch
¬xi+1

(t)))∧ i.(f desc
¬xi

(t))∧i.(fnot_ch
xi+1,¬xi+1(t))∧ n.i.f∃Y (t) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xi : t})= if (n.i.(f ch
xi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f ch
¬xi+1

(t)))∧ i.(f desc
xi

(t))∧i.(fnot_ch
xi+1,¬xi+1(t))∧ n.i.f∃Y (t) then {ψ : {}}

({xn : t}) = if (n.i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

x1
(t))) ∧ . . .∧

(n.i.(f ch
xn−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
¬xn−1

(t))∨ n.i.(f ch
¬xn−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
xn−1

(t)))∧n.i.(f ch
xn
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬xn
(t))) ∧ Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xn : t})= if (n.i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

x1
(t))) ∧ . . .∧119



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESS
(n.i.(f ch

xn−1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬xn−1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬xn−1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

xn−1
(t)))∧n.i.(f ch

¬xn
(t))∧ i.(f ch

xn
(t))) ∧ Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}

(1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).As in the previous ase, f∃Y
φ is trivially in SR(n.i., i.,≤ 1).Lemma 7.22. Let P be a formula of the form ∃Y φ. Then, P is true ⇔there is a ♭-labelled root-edged instane for whih f∃Y

φ returns a non-emptyoutput.Proof. Suppose that Y = {Y1, . . . , Yn} and there is a ♭-labelled root-edgedinstane I s.t. f∃Y
φ is not empty. Then this root-edge must have an x1 ora ¬x1 hild, but it annot have any hildren with a di�erent label and f∃Ymust return a non-empty output for the subgraph under this root edge. f∃Yreturns a non-empty result for subgraph {xi : t} ({¬xi : t}), if the xi (¬xi)labelled root edge has an xi+1- or ¬xi+1-labelled hild, but it does not haveany hildren with a di�erent label, and it does not have any ¬xi- (xi)-labelleddesendant, �nally f∃Y returns a non-empty output for t. f∃Y returns a non-empty result for subgraph {xn : t} ({¬xn : t}), if the xn- (¬xi)-labelled edgehas either an xi- or a ¬xi-labelled hild (1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1), it also has an xn-(¬xn)-labelled hild, but it does not have a ¬xn- (xn)-labelled hild, and treturns a non-empty output for Form(φ). All in all, sine f∃Y returns a non-empty output for I, the root-edge of I must be followed by an ∃Y -assignmentinstane, where the enoded truth assignment satis�es φ. By Lemma 7.20.this implies that ∃Y φ is true.The previous explanation also shows that if ∃Y φ is true, then instane

{♭ : I} returns a non-empty output for f∀Y
φ , where I is an ∃Y -assignmentinstane s.t. the enoded truth assignment satis�es ∃Y φ. �After the base ases, we explain how the onstrution ontinues for

∃Y1∀Y2φ and ∀Y1∃Y2φ.
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7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSSuppose that Y1 is {X1, . . . , Xn} and Y2 is {Xn+1, . . . , Xm}. Consider �rst
∃Y1∀Y2φ. Then in the simulation

f∃Y1∀Y2

φ = ({f∃Y1
, f∀Y2

. . . },Σ, {f∃Y1
},Γ).The transformation rules of f∃Y1

are the same as were the transformationrules of f∃Y . The only di�erene is that in the transformation rules for xnand ¬xn the formula should be the same as in the transformation rule for
♭ in f∀Y2

. This transformation rule should be omitted from f∀Y2
, otherwisethe transformations rules of f∀Y2

are the same as the transformation rules of
f∀Y . The only di�erene in this ase is that in the transformation rules for
xm and ¬xm all variables of Y1 and Y2 should be taken into aount. Moreonretely, these transformation rules are of the following form:

({xm : t}) = if i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t)) ∨ . . .∨ i.(f ch

xm−1
(t))∧i.(f ch

¬xm−1
(t))∨i.(f ch

xm
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬xm
(t)) ∨ Form(¬φ) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xm : t})= if i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t)) ∨ . . .∨ i.(f ch

xm−1
(t))∧i.(f ch

¬xm−1
(t))∨i.(f ch

¬xm
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

xm
(t)) ∨ Form(¬φ) then {ψ : {}}Obviously, f∃Y1∀Y2

φ is in SR(n.i., i.,≤ 2).Lemma 7.23. Let P be a formula of the form ∃Y1∀Y2φ. Then, P is true
⇔ there is a ♭-labelled root-edged instane I for whih f∃Y1∀Y2

φ returns a non-empty output.Proof. Suppose �rst that f∃Y1∀Y2

φ returns a non-empty output for I, where Iis a ♭-labelled root-edged instane. Then in a similar way as in the proof ofLemma 7.21. and 7.22. one an show that the root edge must be followed bya truth assignment path enoding a truth assignment Θ over the variables of
Y1. In turn this path must be followed by the ∀Y2-assignment instane, butin this ase the truth assignment stars must also math Θ, i.e., they shouldbe extended with xi-, ¬xi-labelled edges appropriately (1 ≤ i ≤ n). Whatis more, all of these truth assignment stars must return a non-empty outputfor Form(φ). From Lemma 7.20. it follows now that ∃Y1∀Y2φ is true.121



7 THE PROBLEM OF EMPTINESSAgain, the previous explanation shows that if ∃Y1∀Y2φ is true, theninstane {♭ : I} returns a non-empty output for f∃Y1∀Y2

φ , where I is an
∃Y1∀Y2-assignment instane s.t. the enoded truth assignment over Y1 makes
∃Y1∀Y2φ true. �The onstrution for ∀Y1∃Y2φ works in a similar way. In

f∀Y1∃Y2

φ = ({f∀Y1
, f∃Y2

. . . },Σ, {f∀Y1
},Γ).The transformation rules of f∀Y1

are the same as were the transformationrules of f∀Y . The only di�erene is that in the transformation rules for xnand ¬xn the formula should be the same as in the transformation rule for
♭ in f∃Y2

. This latter transformation rule should be omitted, otherwise thetransformations rules of f∃Y2
are the same as the transformation rules of f∃Y .The only di�erene in this ase is that in the transformation rules for xm and

¬xm all variables of Y1 and Y2 should be taken into aount. More onretely,these transformation rules are of the following form:
({xm : t}) = if (n.i.(f ch

x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

x1
(t))) ∧ . . .∧

(n.i.(f ch
xm−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
¬xm−1

(t))∨ n.i.(f ch
¬xm−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
xm−1

(t)))∧n.i.(f ch
xm

(t))∧ i.(f ch
¬xm

(t))) ∧ Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xm : t})= if (n.i.(f ch
x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∨ n.i.(f ch

¬x1
(t))∧ i.(f ch

x1
(t))) ∧ . . .∧

(n.i.(f ch
xm−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
¬xm−1

(t))∨ n.i.(f ch
¬xm−1

(t))∧ i.(f ch
xm−1

(t)))∧n.i.(f ch
¬xm

(t))∧ i.(f ch
xm

(t))) ∧ Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}.Clearly, f∀Y1∃Y2

φ is in SR(n.i., i.,≤ 2).Lemma 7.24. Let P be a formula of the form ∀Y1∃Y2φ. Then, P is true ⇔there is a ♭-labelled root-edged instane for whih f∀Y1∃Y2

φ returns a non-emptyoutput.Proof. Suppose �rst that f∀Y1∃Y2

φ returns a non-empty output for I, where Iis a ♭-labelled root-edged instane. Then in a similar way as in the proof ofLemma 7.21. and 7.22. one an show that the root edge must be followed bythe ∀Y1-assignment instane whose truth assignment stars are substituted122



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTwith ∃Y2-assignment instanes. Eah truth assignment star is substitutedwith a single ∃Y2-assignment instane. Furthermore, the truth assignmentstar of suh an ∃Y2-assignment instane should be extended to enode thattruth assignment over the variables of Y1 whih the truth assignment pathover the ∃Y2-assignment instane in question enodes. In other words, theroot edge of I must be followed by a ∀Y1∃Y2-assignment instane whosetruth assignment stars all return a non-empty output for φ. Lemma 7.20.implies now that eah truth assignment over Y1 an be extended with a truthassignment over Y2 s.t. φ beomes true in the overall truth assignment.The previous explanation shows that if ∀Y1∃Y2φ is true, then instane {♭ :
I} returns a non-empty output for f∀Y1∃Y2

φ , where I is an ∀Y1∃Y2-assignmentinstane s.t. for eah enoded truth assignment over Y1 the orrespondingtruth assignment over Y2 makes φ true. �Theorem 7.25. For a given formula P of the form ∃Y1∀Y2∃Y3 . . . QYjφ, Pis true ⇔ there is a ♭-labelled root-edged instane for whih f∃Y1∀Y2∃Y3...QYj

φreturns true.Proof. The statement an be proven by using an indution on the number ofthe quanti�ers. The base ase has been already proven in Lemma 7.21. and7.22. The general ase be proven in a similar way as in Lemma 7.23. and7.24. �8 The problem of ontainmentIn the previous setion the omplexity of the ontainment problem for stru-tural reursions in SR(n.i., i.,≤ k), SR(n.i., i.) and SR(n.i., i., el) has beendetermined. Here, the same question will be addressed for the rest of thelasses of strutural reursions. However, instead of lass SR() another lass
SR(n.i.,∨) will be examined, where as the notation reveals the disjuntionof not isempty onditions is allowed to be taken in the onditions of trans-formation rules. It is easy to see that the onditional form of an arbitrarystrutural reursion in SR() is always in SR(n.i,∨). It will turn out that the123



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTontainment problem for deterministi strutural funtions an be solved inpolynomial time, while for strutural reursions in SR(n.i.,∨), SR(n.i.) theproblem is oNP-omplete and PSPACE-hard respetively.In [20℄ we have already addressed the ontainment problem for a fragmentof strutural reursions in whih the onditions onsisted of a single not-isempty logial funtion. In this ase without else-branhes the problem hasbeen proven to be oNP-omplete. With else-branhes we ould only showthe PSPACE-hardness of the question.8.1 Strutural reursions in SR()Earlier we have already seen that Corollary 4.26. provides a su�ient on-dition for the ontainment of strutural reursions in SR(n.i.). Namely, ifthere is an operational homomorphism from Ug to Uf , where f and g arestrutural reursions in SR(n.i.), then f ontains g. On the other hand, thenext example shows that this ondition is not neessary.Example 8.1. Consider f = ({f1, f2},Σ, {f1},Γf) and g = ({g1, g2},Σ, {g1},Γg),where the transformation rules are as follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= {ψ : f2(t)} f2 : ({a : t})= {}

g1 : ({a : t})= g2(t) g2 : ({a : t})= {ψ : {}}.Clearly, f ontains g. On the other hand ρ : V.Ug → V.Uf , where
ρ(g1) = f1, ρ(g2) = f2, ρ(w

g
end) = wf

end,is not an operational homomorphism, sine (g2, a, wg
end) is a onstrutor edge,whereas ρ((g2, a, wg

end)) is not. Here, the path from the root to a onstrutoredge in Uf ontains a onstrutor edge sooner as its orrespondene in Ug,hene if an instane results a onstrution for g, then it must "traverse" thisonstrutor edge, when it is proessed by f .124



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENT8.1.1 SeparatorsNow, we give another riterion with whih the ontainment problem an bedeided. Even thought it does not provide a neessary and su�ient onditionin general, it an be used to �gure out the omplexity of the ontainmentproblem of some important speial ases. Informally, as a guarantee of non-ontainment for strutural reursions f and g we will try to �nd suh apregraph of Ug that is onstruting, and it has a mathing instane I towhih f(I) is empty (Corollary 7.9.).Formally, onsider two strutural reursions f, g in SR(n.i.) and a pre-graph G of Uf ⊓Ug. An edge eg of Ug is a separator edge, if there is a symbol
aeg that satis�es the prediate of eg, while for eah ef , where (ef , eg) ∈ Uf⊓Ug,
aeg does not satisfy the prediate of ef . Clearly, if eg does not have a pair in
Uf ⊓ Ug, then it is a separator edge.By means of the subsequent algorithm using G a andidate pregraph of
Ug will be onstruted that might have the aforementioned property, i.e., it isonstruting and it has a mathing instane to whih f(I) is empty. Denote
G0 the anestor image of G in Ug.(i) In the ith step add those separator edges to Gi−1 that have a parentedge in Gi−1 (i > 0).(ii) Besides, if all of the parent edges of a non-separator edge are in Gi−1s.t. those parent edges that are in G0 are all separator edges, then this edgeshould also be added to Gi−1. Denote Gi the result of step (i) and (ii).Trivially, this onstrution should end after at most |V.Ug| steps. Denote
Gg the resulting graph. In what follows the edges of G0 will be alled primaryedges, and the anestor image of G aording to Uf will be denoted by Gf .De�nition 8.2. Keeping the preeding notation, we all G separator withrespet to g,(i) if Gg is onstruting, while Gf is not.(ii) For eah non-separator, primary edge eg of Gg and for eah edge ef of

Uf , where (ef , eg) is an edge of Uf ⊓ Ug, (ef , eg) is in E.G.125
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Figure 17: (a) The operational graph of strutural reursion f in Example 8.3.
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8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTIn requirement (ii) note that sine eg is in G0 it has at least one pair efs.t. (ef , eg) is in G by de�nition.Example 8.3. For strutural reursions f = ({f1, f2, f3},Σ, {f1},Γf), g =

({g1, g2, g3},Σ, {g1},Γg) an example for a separator w.r.t. g an be found inFigure 17.(a)-(d). The transformation rules are as follows:
f1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f2(t)) then {a : {}} f2 : ({b : t})= f3(t)

({c : t})= f3(t)

f3 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : {}}

g1 : ({a : t})= g2(t) g2 : ({d : t})= {}

({∗ : t})= g3(t)

g3 : ({∗ : t})= {∗ : {}}.Lemma 8.4. Let f, g be strutural reursions in SR(n.i.), and G1, G2 aretwo pregraphs of Uf⊓Ug s.t. G1 is also a pregraph of G2. If G1 is a separator,and the anestor image of G2 in Uf is still non-onstruting, then G2 is alsoa separator.Proof. From the method of the onstrution used for separators (Page 125)the lemma straightforwardly follows. �Lemma 8.5. Let f and g be strutural reursion in SR(n.i.). If there is aseparator w.r.t. g, then f does not ontain g.Proof. Throughout the proof the notation of De�nition 8.2. will be used. Foreah edge eg of Gg to whih there is a symbol s.t. it satis�es the prediate of
eg, but it does not satisfy any of the prediates of those edges of Uf that areoupled with eg in Uf ⊓Ug, assign this symbol. To the rest of the edges of Ggassign a symbol that satis�es their prediates. Then onstrut a mathinginstane I of Gg, where eah edge of Gg is substituted with this assignedsymbol. In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.8. one an prove that
g(I) is still not empty. 127



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTNext, we show that apart from the edges of Gf no other edge of Uf ana�et the onstrution of f(I). Suppose that there is an edge ef s.t. ef isnot in Gf , but it is in the anestor image of Uf ⊓ I aording to Uf . Denote
eI a pair of ef in Uf ⊓ I. Furthermore, denote eg the orrespondene of eIin Gg (aording to mapping µ in the de�nition of the mathing instane inDe�nition 7.6). By a straightforward indution it an be shown that (ef , eg)is in Uf ⊓ Ug. More preisely, there is a path

(ef1 , e
g
1) . . . (e

f
m, e

g
m),where (ef1 , e

g
1) is the root of Uf ⊓ Ug and (efm, e

g
m) = (ef , eg), s.t. for eah

efi there is an edge eIi to whih (efi , e
I
i ) is in Uf ⊓ I (1 ≤ i ≤ m). Clearly,

eg is a non-separator edge. If it was also a primary edge, then aordingto requirement (ii) of De�nition 8.2. (ef , eg) would be in G, thus ef wouldbe in Gf , whih would be a ontradition. Thus, from the de�nition of theseparator it follows that there is a j s.t. egj is a separator edge (1 ≤ j ≤ m).We also know that the label of eIj was hosen in suh a way that it does notsatisfy the prediate of efj . Consequently (efj , e
I
j ) annot be an edge of Uf ⊓ Iand this ontradition shows that the anestor image of Uf ⊓ I aording to

Uf is a pregraph of Gf .By Lemma 7.5. there is an operational homomorphism from Uf ⊓I to thispregraph and hene to Gf as well. Thus, if f(I) was not empty, then usingthe reasoning of Lemma 4.24. one ould show that Gf would be onstruting.Consequently, f(I) is surely empty. �Example 8.6. This example shows that existene of a separator is not a ne-essary ondition for ontainment. Consider strutural reursions
f = ({f1, . . . , f5},Σ, {f1},Γ) and g = ({g1, . . . , g7},Σ, {g1},Γ)with the following transformation rules:

f1 : ({a : t})= f2(t) f2 : ({b : t})= f3(t)

({c : t})= f3(t)128



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENT
f3 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(f4(t))∧ n.i.(f5(t)) then {ψ : {}}

f4 : ({a : t})= {ψ : {}} f5 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}

g1 : ({a : t})= if n.i.(g2(t))∧ n.i.(g5(t)) then {ψ : {}} g2 : ({b : t})= g3(t)

g3 : ({a : t})= g4(t) g4 : ({a : t})= {ψ : {}}

g5 : ({c : t})= g6(t) g6 : ({a : t})= g7(t) g7 : ({b : t})= {ψ : {}}.The operational graphs of f and g an be found in Figure 17.(e)-(f).After a thorough examination of Uf ⊓ Ug in Figure 17.(g) it turns out thereis not any separator edge in Ug. Moreover, if we left an arbitrary edge of Ug,then the remaining graph would not be onstruting. This shows that only
Uf ⊓Ug ould be a separator, however, here Gf , whih is Uf , is onstruting.Consequently, there is no separator in this ase, still the instane on Figure17.(h) results a non-empty output for g and an empty output for f . Herethe di�erene of the "struture" of the onditions is the ause of the non-ontainment.

SR(n.i.,∨). Next, we distinguish an important lass of strutural re-ursions to whih the existene of a separator will proven to be not just asu�ient but a neessary ondition as well. Denote SR(n.i.,∨) the lass ofstrutural reursions without isempty onditions and onjuntions in theironditional form. Note that the onditional forms of strutural reursions in
SR() all fall to this lass, whih underlines its importane. In the next theo-rem we show that for strutural reursions of this kind, the non-existene ofseparators guarantees ontainment. The key observation here is that in thisase even a single path from a root to a onstrutor edge in the intersetionof the operational graph and the instane ensures the non-emptiness of theresult. 129



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTTheorem 8.7. Let f and g be two strutural reursions in SR(n.i.,∨). Then
f ontains g ⇔ there is not any separator in Uf ⊓ Ug.Proof. The su�ieny has been already proven in Lemma 8.5. For the ne-essity assume that there is no separator in Uf ⊓Ug, nevertheless there is aninstane I s.t. f(I) is empty, while g(I) is not. We may suppose that the an-estor image of Ug ⊓ I aording to I is I itself, i.e., every edge of I is used inthe onstrution of the intersetion. Denote Gg the anestor image of Ug ⊓ Iaording to Ug. Again, in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 7.8. onean show that Gg is onstruting. For eah edge eg of Gg take one of its pairs
eI in Ug⊓I. Denote a the label of eI . From Uf ⊓Gg leave those (ef , eg) edges,where the prediate of ef is not satis�ed by a. Note that these eg edges are allseparator edges. Respetively denote G and Gf the remaining graph and theanestor image of this graph aording to Uf . Straightforwardly, if (ef , eg)is in G, then (ef , eI) is in Uf ⊓ I. Hene Gf is a pregraph of the anestorimage of Uf ⊓ I aording to Uf . Here, one should note that there annot beany onstrutor edge in Uf ⊓I, otherwise f(I) would not be empty. Thus Gfis also without onstrutor edges, onsequently Gf is not onstruting. Fur-thermore, from Uf ⊓Gg only suh edges were deleted, whose anestor imagesaording to Gg were separator edges. Thus, for eah non-separator edge egof Gg and an arbitrary edge ef s.t. (ef , eg) is in Uf ⊓ Gg, (ef , eg) remainsin G. All together, this reasoning shows that G is a separator, whih is aontradition. �8.1.2 Deterministi strutural reursionsFirst note that the onditional forms of deterministi strutural reursionsare all in SR(n.i.,∨), onsequently Theorem 8.7. an be applied to this ase.Seondly, for deterministi strutural reursions f and g, their operationalgraphs are also deterministi, where remember an operational graph is alleddeterministi, if for eah pair of neighbouring edges with prediates p1 and
p2, p1∧p2 is unsatis�able. Hene, for eah edge ef in Uf there is at most oneedge eg s.t. (ef , eg) is in Uf ⊓ Ug and vie versa.130



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTFor arbitrary deterministi strutural reursions f and g leave those edges
(ef , eg) of Uf ⊓ Ug, where ef is a onstrutor edge and denote G the result.Lemma 8.8. Keeping the preeding notations, f ontains g ⇔ G is not aseparator.Proof. Note that G is the maximal pregraph of Uf ⊓ Ug that an be a sepa-rator. So, if it is not a separator, then Lemma 8.4. implies that there is notany other separator in Uf ⊓ Ug. Hene, by Theorem 8.7. f ontains g. Theother diretion is a trivial onsequene of Theorem 8.7. �Theorem 8.9. For arbitrary deterministi strutural reursions f and g, theontainment problem an be deided in O(|f |2|g|2) time.Proof. Consider the method of the onstrution used in the introdution ofseparators (Page 125). Aording to Proposition 3.2. Uf ⊓ Ug an be on-struted in O(|f ||g|) time. The onstrutor edges of Uf an be found in
O(|f |) time, their orrespondenes in Uf ⊓ Ug an be deleted in O(|f ||g|)time. Denote G the result after this deletion. Remember that an edge labelof an operational graph is either a onstant prediate or it is the onjuntionof negated onstant prediates. Thus it is easy to show that for two edgelabels p1, p2 of operational graphs the question of the existene of a onstant
a satisfying p1 and not satisfying p2 an be deided at most O(|f ||g|) time.Hene the separator edges in Ug an be found in O(|f |2|g|2) time. Afterwardsthe anestor image of G in Ug an be extended to be a separator andidate(using the method explained in Page 125) in O(g2) time. Furthermore, byCorollary 7.9. the emptiness problem an be deided in linear time. Con-dition (ii) of De�nition 8.2. an also be heked in O(|f ||g|2) time. Alltogether, the question that whether G is a separator or not an be deidedin O(|f |2|g|2) time. �8.1.3 Strutural reursions in SR(n.i.,∨)Next we show that the ontainment problem is oNP-omplete for struturalreursions in SR(n.i.,∨). As it is well-known, the satis�ability problem of131



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTpropositional formulas in onjutive normal form (CNF) is NP-omplete ingeneral [14℄. Hene the non-satis�ability problem of a CNF formula is oNP-omplete, thus the question of whether a DNF formula is a tautology or notis also oNP-omplete. In the proof of oNP-hardness we will use this latterproblem.Let P = C1∨ . . .∨Cm be a DNF formula, whose variables are X1, . . . , Xn.Here Ci is a onjuntive hain (1 ≤ i ≤ m). We may suppose that in eahonjution hain Ci, if both Xj and Xk appears in Ci, then Xj preedes Xk

(1 ≤ j < k ≤ n). If it is not so, then the positions of Xj and Xk should behanged.Reall the desription of truth assignment paths on Page 115. Here, theinterpretation path terminology will be used instead. For labels x1, . . . , xnan interpretation path is of the form: l1 . . . ln, where li is either xi or ¬xi

(1 ≤ i ≤ n). An interpretation path of P is an interpretation path over thevariables of P . Furthermore, an instane is alled interpretation instane of
P , if it ontains an interpretation path of P as a pregraph.First, we onstrut a strutural reursion

f int
P = ({f♭, fx1

, . . . , fxn
},Σ, {f♭},Γ),whih returns a non-empty output if and only if its input is a ♭-labellededge followed by an interpretation instane. The transformation rules are asfollows:

fxi
: ({xi : t}) = fxi+1

(t) fxn
: ({xn : t}) = {ψ : {}}

({¬xi : t})= fxi+1
(t) ({¬xn : t})= {ψ : {}}

f♭ : ({♭ : t}) = fx1
(t) (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).The operational graph of f int

P an be found in Figure 18.(a). The next lemmatrivially holds.Lemma 8.10. Let P be a propositional formula. Then, for an arbitraryinstane I, f int
P (I) is not empty ⇔ I has an outgoing edge ♭ from its rootfollowed by an interpretation instane of P .132



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTNext, we de�ne a strutural reursion fP s.t. it returns a non-emptyresult only for those inputs whose root has an outgoing edge ♭ followed byan interpretation instane, where the represented interpretation satis�es P .In the de�nition of fP we onstrut the representations of Ci-s �rst (1 ≤ i ≤

m). Instead of enumerating the transformation rules, in this ase we ratherdesribe the transformation rules by giving the appropriate subgraph of theoperational graph. For a �xed Ci onsider nodes ui1, . . . , uin+1. If Xj does notappear in Ci, then add an xj and an ¬xj edge from uij to uij+1 (1 ≤ j ≤ n). If
Xj appears only without (with) negation, then a single xj (¬xj) edge shouldbe added. Finally, if Xj appears both with and without negation, then Ciannot be satis�ed, hene no edge is added between uij and uij+1. The edgebetween un and un+1 should be de�ned to be a onstrutor edge. Next, toeah uij a label f i

j should be assigned (1 ≤ j ≤ n).In the last step these strutural funtions representing Ci-s should beonneted. This is aomplished by means of strutural funtion f♭, whihis de�ned to be the only initial strutural funtion of fP . It has only onetransformation rule:
f♭ : ({♭ : t})= if n.i.(f 1

1 (t)) ∨ . . .∨ n.i.(fm
1 (t)) then {ψ : {}}.As an example for fP onsider Figure 18.(b). Here P = (X∧¬Z)∨(X∧Y ∧Z),and (f 1

3 ,¬z, f
1
4 ), (f

2
3 , z, f

2
4 ) are onstrutor edges.Lemma 8.11. Let P be a DNF formula and I an arbitrary instane. Then

fP (I) is not empty ⇔ I has an outgoing ♭-labelled edge from its root followedby an interpretation instane of P s.t. the enoded interpretation satis�es P .Proof. Suppose that P is of the form C1∨. . .∨Cm. Clearly, path pa = l1 . . . lnresults a non-empty output for strutural reursion ({f i
1, . . . , f

i
n},Σ, {f

i
1},Γ)(representing Ci) if and only if pa enodes an interpretation that satis�es Ci

(1 ≤ i ≤ m). From this observation the statement of the lemma straightfor-wardly follows. �Theorem 8.12. Let P be a DNF formula, then P is a tautology ⇔ fPontains f int
P . 133



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTProof. Suppose �rst that P is a tautology. Then from Lemma 8.11. itfollows that every instane whih has an outgoing ♭-labelled edge followed byan arbitrary interpretation instane of P results a non-empty output, whenit is proessed by fP . From Lemma 8.10. we know that exept from thoseinstanes that have an outgoing ♭-labelled edge from their root followed byan interpretation instane of P f int
P returns an empty output for all otherinstanes. This implies that fP ontains f int

P .Assume now that fP ontains f int
P , and suppose that P is not a tautology.Then there is an interpretation that does not satisfy P . Denote pa the pathenoding this interpretation. By Lemma 8.11. for path pa′ = ♭.pa, fP (pa′) isempty. On the other hand, sine pa is an interpretation instane of P , f int

Pis not empty. A ontradition. �With SR(i.,∧) we denote the lass of those strutural reursions, whoseonditional form is without not-isempty onditions and disjuntions.Corollary 8.13. The ontainment problem for strutural reursions in SR(n.i.,∨)is oNP-omplete. It is also oNP-omplete for strutural reursions in SR(i.,∧).Proof. Let f and g be strutural reursions in SR(n.i.,∨). From Theorem8.7. we know that f ontains g if and only if there is not any separatorin Uf ⊓ Ug. Sine a separator is a pregraph of Uf ⊓ Ug, its size is triviallypolynomial in the sizes of f and g. Moreover, for a given pregraph it anbe heked in polynomial time, whether it is a separator or not. This provesthat the ontainment problem is in oNP. The oNP-hardness has just beenproven in Theorem 8.12. For the proof of the seond statement it is enoughto note that f ontains g if and only if g̃ ontains f̃ . Furthermore, theomplement of a strutural reursion in SR(n.i.,∨) is in SR(i.,∧). �Remark 8.14. Note that f int
P is deterministi. Thus the ontainment problemis still oNP-omplete, when the ontained strutural reursion is determin-isti and the "ontainer" strutural reursion is in SR(n.i.,∨).

134



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENT
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P . (b) An example for fP (P = (X ∧ ¬Z) ∨ (X ∧ Y ∧ Z)).8.2 Strutural reursions in SR(n.i.)In this setion it will be shown that the ontainment problem of struturalreursions in SR(n.i.) is PSPACE-hard in general. However, before giving theproof we formulate our onjeture that the ontainment problem is PSPACE-omplete indeed.Claim 8.15. The ontainment problem of strutural reursions in SR(n.i.)lies in PSPACE.It is easy to see that it would be enough to show that for arbitrary stru-tural reursions f, g in SR(n.i.), if f does not ontain g, then there is a tree Is.t. f(I) is empty, whereas g(I) is not empty, moreover, eah path of I fromthe root to a leaf is no longer thanM , whereM an be expressed as a polynomof |f |. Namely, suppose that this statement is true. Denote t the possiblerun of g and f onstruted from I. Here, N.I.(u0) is g, whereas I.(u0) is f ,where u0 denotes the root of t. From the onstrution method of this possiblerun follows that the length of an arbitrary path in t from the root to a leaf135



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTis at most M . Consequently, the omplement of the ontainment probleman be solved by a Turing mahine working in NPSPACE (onsider the proofof Proposition 7.17.). However, omplexity lass NPSPACE is losed for theomplement, i.e., if a problem lies in NPSPACE, then its omplement alsolies in NPSPACE [26℄. Furthermore, it is a well-known fat that NPSPACEoinides with PSPACE [26℄.The ontainment problem is PSPACE-hard. To prove the PSPACE-hardness the quanti�ed Boolean formula problem will be redued to the on-tainment problem of strutural reursions in SR(n.i.). In this ase the ques-tion is that for a given formula
P = ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXnφ,whether there is a truth assignment of variable X1 s.t. for all truth assign-ments of variable X2 there is a truth assignment of variable X3 and so onup to Xn s.t. φ is satis�ed by the overall truth assignment. It is well-knownthat this problem is PSPACE-omplete in general [26℄.

P is represented by strutural reursion
fP = ({f♭, fx1

, f¬x1
, . . . , fxn

, f¬xn
, . . . },Σ, {f♭},Γ),whose transformation rules are as follows:

f♭ : ({♭ : t}) = if n.i.(fx1
(t))∨ n.i.(f¬x1

(t)) then {ψ : {}}

fxi
: ({xi : t}) = if n.i.(fxi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f¬xi+1
(t)) then {ψ : {}}, if i is even

f¬xi
: ({¬xi : t})= if n.i.(fxi+1

(t))∨ n.i.(f¬xi+1
(t)) then {ψ : {}}, if i is even

fxi
: ({xi : t}) = if n.i.(fxi+1

(t))∧ n.i.(f¬xi+1
(t)) then {ψ : {}}, if i is odd

f¬xi
: ({¬xi : t})= if n.i.(fxi+1

(t))∧ n.i.(f¬xi+1
(t)) then {ψ : {}}, if i is odd

fxn
: ({xn : t}) = if Form(φ) then {ψ : {}}

f¬xn
: ({¬xn : t})= if Form(φ) then {ψ : {}} (1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1).136



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENTRemember that the existential variables are indexed by odd, whereas theuniversal variables by even numbers.Remark 8.16. Suppose that there is an instane that results a non-emptyoutput for fP . Then denote I a minimal, root-edged tree instane to whih
fP (I) is still not empty. (Proposition 4.27., Corollary 7.2. and Theorem4.38. guarantees the existene of this tree.) Clearly, the root edge shouldbe labelled with ♭, whih should be followed by either an x1 or an ¬x1 edge.Furthermore, both of these edges should have outgoing edges x2,¬x2 et. Inother words eah path from the root of I to an edge xn, ¬xn of this sequeneis a truth assignment path. What is more eah of them is followed by a truthassignment star s.t. the enoded truth assignment satis�es φ. However, thesetruth assignment stars not neessarily enodes the same truth assignments asthe truth assignment paths whih preede them. If eah of them enoded thesame truth assignment, then I would be a ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXn-assignmentinstane (Page 116).This observation implies the following lemma.Lemma 8.17. For a given quanti�ed Boolean formula

P = ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXnφ,if there is a ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXn-assignment instane I for P s.t. {♭ : I}results a non-empty output for fP , then P is satis�able.Next, we onstrut a strutural reursion with whih we an enfore themathing of the aforementioned truth assignment paths and stars in Remark8.16. The strutural reursion heks whether an xi (¬xi) labelled edge hasa ¬xi (xi) desendant or not. It is of the following form:
fn = ({f♭, fx1,¬x1

, . . . , fxn,¬xn
, . . . },Σ, {f♭},Γ),where the transformation rules are:

f♭ : ({♭ : t}) = if n.i.(fx1,¬x1
(t)) ∨ . . .∨ n.i.(fxn,¬xn

(t)) then {ψ : {}}137



8 THE PROBLEM OF CONTAINMENT
fxi,¬xi

: ({xi : t}) = if n.i.(f desc
¬xi

(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({¬xi : t})= if n.i.(f desc
xi

(t)) then {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t}) = fxi,¬xi
(t) (1 ≤ i ≤ n), where

f desc
xi

: ({xi : t}) = {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t}) = f desc
xi

(t)

f desc
¬xi

: ({¬xi : t})= {ψ : {}}

({∗ : t}) = f desc
¬xi

(t)Here, obviously f desc
xi

(f desc
xi

) returns a non-empty output for an instane, if ithas an xi (¬xi) labelled desendant (1 ≤ i ≤ n). (†) Hene, it is easy to seethat fn returns a non-empty result for an instane I, if it has an outgoing
♭ edge from the root that have an xi (¬xi) desendant, whih in turn has a
¬xi (xi) desendant.Theorem 8.18. Let P be a quanti�ed Boolean formula. Then fn does notontain fP ⇔ P is satis�able.Proof. First suppose that there is an instane I s.t. fP (I) is not empty,while fn(I) is empty. As in Remark 8.16. we may assume that I is aroot-edged, tree s.t. neither of its pregraphs return a non-empty result for
fP . By Remark 8.16. I onsists of truth assignment paths followed by truthassignment stars whih do not neessarily enode the same truth assignment.However, sine fn(I) is empty, (†) implies that in this ase they do enodethe same truth assignment, hene I must be a ♭-labelled edge followed byan ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXn-assignment instane. From Lemma 8.16. it followsnow that P is satis�able.If P is satis�able, then �x the truth values of the existential variabless.t. every truth assignment whih orders these truth values to the existen-tial variables satisfy P . Denote I ′ the orresponding ∃X1∀X2∃X3 . . . QXn-assignment instane. Consider instane I of the form {♭ : I ′}. From the138



9 SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORKprevious reasoning it follows that fP (I) is not empty, while fn(I) is empty,in other words fn does not ontain fP . �9 Summary and future workIn the dissertation we have introdued and then examined some of the math-ematial properties of strutural reursions working on edge-labelled graphs.We have di�erentiated several important lasses of strutural reursions andompared their expressive power. Besides, the omplexity of the emptinessand ontainment problems for these lasses has been also determined, never-theless some details still need to be lari�ed. Containment has been hara-terized by using operational homomorphism, the developed tehniques andresults were extensively used in the foregoing reasonings.Furthermore, we have developed algorithms by means of whih for a givenstrutural reursion and data graph a data tree an be onstruted, whoseproessing by the strutural reursion in question simulates the proessingof the data graph. Among others, for a data graph returning a non-emptyoutput a data tree an be onstruted also having this property. This ob-servation enabled us to examine the relationship between alternating treeautomata and strutural reursions. It has turned out that strutural re-ursions an be simulated by alternating tree automata and vie versa. Be-side alternating tree automata strutural reursions were also ompared withnon-deterministi, �nite state automata. Finally but not lastly, the usual op-erations, i.e., omplement (̃ ), union (⊔), intersetion (⊓), have been de�ned.The most important task would be to fully determine the omplexity ofthose stati analytial questions (ontainment for SR(n.i.), emptiness andontainment for SR(n.i., i.,≤ k)), where we only have partial results. Se-ondly, the orrespondenes of the lasses of strutural reursions should bede�ned for alternating tree automata. Then, the aforementioned omplex-ity results ould also be applied to them. To the best of our knowledge upto now no similar examination of alternating automata has been published,139
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APPENDIXTo see why it is enough to prove the preeding statement �rst note thatthe disjuntive union onstrutor an be straightforwardly extended to datagraphs. Obviously, if fi1 , . . . , fik are the initial strutural funtions of f , then
Jf(t̂)Kop ould have also been de�ned as

Jf i1(t̂)Kop ⊕ . . .⊕ Jf ik(t̂)Kop.On the other hand Jf(t̂)Knat was de�ned as
εnatJfi1(t̂)K ⊕ . . .⊕ εnatJfik(t̂)K.Hene, if we show that εnatJfij (t̂)K is equivalent with Jf ij(t̂)Kop (1 ≤ j ≤ k),then the equivalene of Jf(t)Knat and Jf(t)Kop will be a trivial onsequene ofthis observation.In the proof we use strutural funtion f1 and f 1, however the statementan be proven for the rest of the strutural funtions in the same way. We useindution on the number of edges k of t̂. In the base ase suppose that k = 0.This means that t̂ is the empty graph. Then by de�nition both εnatJf1(t̂)Kand Jf 1(t̂)Kop are equal to the empty graph.Suppose that the statement holds for k = n and let k be n + 1. Assume�rst that t̂ = t1 ∪ t2. By de�nition

εnatJf1(t̂)K = εnatJf1(t1)K ∪ ε
natJf1(t2)K.From the indution hypothesis we know that εnatJf1(ti)K is equivalent with

Jf 1(ti)Kop (i = 1, 2). Now note that when the basi forests are onnetedwith ε edges in the operational semantis, the order of these onnetionsis irrelevant. Therefore Jf 1(t̂)Kop an be onstruted by �rst onstruting
Jf 1(t1)Kop and Jf 1(t2)Kop. Clearly, the roots of these trees are labelled withthe same label, hene aording to the onstrution rules, in Jf 1(t̂)Kop theirunion is taken.Assume that t̂ = {a : t}. Denote frst the forest to be onstruted inthe transformation rule of f1 aording to whih the root edge of t̂ (withlabel a) should be proessed. Obviously, this is the same transformation144



APPENDIXrule in both semantis. Suppose that the leaves of frst are labelled withlabels fj1(t), . . . , fjr(t). If the root edge were proessed by the default rule,then in both semantis the edge labels ∗ should be substituted with edgelabels a. For sake of onveniene we also denote with frst this new forest.Aording to our indution hypothesis eah εnatJfji(t)K is equivalent with
Jf ji(t)Kop (1 ≤ i ≤ r). Clearly, the set of fji(t)-labelled leaves of frst in thenatural semantis is the same as the set of (1, fji, v)-labelled leaves of frstin the operational semantis. In both semantis εnatJfji(t)K and Jf ji(t)Kopshould be onneted to eah element of this set, hene the �nal results aretrivially equivalent to eah other. �A.4.2.Proposition 4.16. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be an arbitrary stru-tural reursion in SR(). Then L(f) = L(Det(f)).Note that by Proposition 4.2. we may assume that f is omplete. Inorder to prove the proposition we formulate two lemmas. Consider struturalfuntions fi1 , . . . , fik of f . Let a1, . . . , am be onstants in Σ. Then denote
Ai1,...,ik

i the list of those indexes 〈j1, . . . , js〉 ({j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}), wherefor eah jr there is an io s.t. there is a direted path with labels p1 . . . pm from
fio to fjr in Uf for whih pl(al) is true (1 ≤ o ≤ k, 1 ≤ r ≤ s, 1 ≤ l ≤ m).Lemma 9.1. For an arbitrary, omplete strutural reursion

f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ)in SR() and onstants a1, . . . am in Σ onsider strutural funtions fi1 , . . . , fikof f . Ai1,...,ik
i = 〈j1, . . . , js〉 ⇔ fj1,...,js is reahable from fi1,...,ik in UDet(f)through a direted path with labels p1 . . . pm, where pi(ai) is true ({i1, . . . , ik},

{j1, . . . , js} ⊆ {1, . . . , n}, 1 ≤ i ≤ m).Proof. First, we formulate another statement, whih is a straightforwardonsequene of the onstrution rules ofDet(f). Consider strutural funtion
fS of Det(f), where S denotes a list of indexes.145



APPENDIX
(†) For an arbitrary index j in S, strutural funtion fr of f and symbol

ϑ in Σ∪{∗} to whih a transformation rule of fj belongs in f , fr is alled inthis transformation rule if and only if r is in the list of indexes P , where fPis alled in the transformation rule of fS belonging to ϑ.Now, the lemma an be proven by applying an indution on i. Both thebase and the general step an shown in an obvious way by using (†). �Lemma 9.2. Let fi1 , . . . , fik be the initial strutural funtions of a givenomplete strutural reursion f , and let a1, . . . , am be onstants in Σ. Thenthere is a path with labels p1 . . . pm from fij to a onstrutor edge in Uf s.t.
pr(ar) is true⇔ there is also a path with the same labels p1 . . . pm from fi1,...,ikto a onstrutor edge in UDet(f) (1 ≤ j ≤ k, 1 ≤ r ≤ m).Proof. Without the requirement that the paths must end in a onstrutoredge Lemma 9.2. would be a simple reformulation of Lemma 9.1. Therefore,in order to prove this lemma, statement (†) of the former proof should beextended to involve onstrutor edges. However, as we will see this extensionis again a straightforward onsequene of the onstrution rules of Det(f).

(‡) Let S be a list of indexes s.t. fS is a strutural funtion of Det(f) andlet ϑ be a symbol in Σ ∪ {∗} to whih a transformation rule of fS belongs.Then a ψ edge is onstruted in this transformation rule if and only if thereis a j in S s.t. in γj,ϑ a non-empty graph is onstruted, where γj,ϑ is thetransformation rule of fj for ϑ in f .Using (‡) the lemma an be proven by a straightforward indution on
m. �Returning to the proof of Proposition 4.16., let f be a strutural reursionin SR() and I an instane. Lemma 9.1. and 9.2. imply that there is a diretedpath from a root of Uf ⊓ I with labels a1 . . . am ending in a onstrutor edgeif and only if there is a direted path with the same labels from the rootof UDet(f) ⊓ I, whose last edge is also a onstrutor edge. This observationproves the proposition. 146



APPENDIXA 4.3.Lemma 4.30. For strutural reursions f1, f2 in SR(n.i., i., el), instanes
I1, I2, if there is a surjetive operational homomorphism ρ from V.Uf1 ⊓ I1 to
V.Uf2 ⊓ I2 s.t. the inverse of ρ, ρ−1, is also an operational homomorphism,then for an arbitrary then- or else-edge e ∈ E.Uf1 ⊓ I1, if e is deleted in the
nth step of ondition evaluation, then ρ(e) is also deleted in this step.Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 4.24. we use indution on n. Denote γ1, γ2the transformation rules of e and ρ(e) respetively. Suppose �rst that n = 1.Assume �rst that e is a then-edge. In this ase its deletion means thatthere are premises pr1, . . . prk in Pr(γ1) that have beome false and as a on-sequene Form(γ1) also beomes false. Let pr be a premise in {pr1, . . . , prk}.Suppose �rst that pr belongs to an i. ondition. Then there is a path pafrom pr to a onstrutor edge in Uf1 ⊓ I1 without onditional edges. Clearly,
ρ(pa) is also a path from ρ(pr) to a onstrutor edge without onditionaledges, thus the orresponding i. ondition also beomes false.Assume now pr belongs to a n.i. ondition. Remember that pr may be-ome false in two ways in this ase: (a) there is not any onstrutor edgereahable from pr, or (b) eah of the paths through whih a onstrutoredge is reahable ontains at least one then- or else-edge, to whih the orre-sponding ondition annot be evaluated, beause the truth value of some ofits premises annot be deided, i.e., property (b) also holds for these premises.Suppose that a premise pr has beome false owing to ase (a). If we as-sumed now that there exists a onstrutor edge reahable from ρ(pr) throughpath pa, then, sine ρ is surjetive and ρ−1 is also an operational homomor-phism, using indution on the number of the edges of pa and ondition (ii)of De�nition 4.22. it ould be shown that there also exists a path from pr toa onstrutor edge resulting a ontradition.In ase (b) step (iii) of ondition evaluation should be applied (Page 35).This means that pr belongs to a strongly onneted omponent in whih thetruth value of onditions mutually depends on eah other. Furthermore, this147



APPENDIXstrongly onneted omponent is a leaf of the tree representing the hierarhyof suh strongly onneted omponents. Sine both ρ and ρ−1 are operationalhomomorphisms ρ(pr) also belongs to suh a strongly onneted omponentin Uf2 ⊓ I2, hene it also beomes false in this step.All in all, we get that for all i ρ(pri) also beomes false (1 ≤ i ≤ k).From ondition (iv) of De�nition 4.22. it follows that Form(γ2) beomes
false too, thus ρ(e) should also be deleted.The ase, when e is an else-edge, an be proven using the same observa-tions. This onludes the proof of the base ase.The proof of the general ase is very similar to that of the proof of Lemma4.24. Here, however, due to the symmetri nature of the lemma statement
(†) beomes simpler.

(†) After eah step of onditional evaluation a surjetive operational ho-momorphism an be de�ned between V.G1, V.G2 s.t. its inverse is also anoperational homomorphism. Here, Gi denotes the graph that remains from
Ufi ⊓ Ii after the aforementioned step of ondition evaluation (i = 1, 2).We have just proved that if an arbitrary then- or else-edge e, is to bedeleted, then its ounterpart ρ(e) or ρ−1(e) should also be deleted in thesame step. Thus, to get the operational homomorphism of (†) simply ρshould be restrited to those nodes of V.Uf1 ⊓ I1 and V.Uf2 ⊓ I2 that arereahable from a root.With (†) the general ase an be proven exatly in the same way as the�rst step of the indution. �A 5.2.Proposition 5.17. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γf) and g = ({g1, . . . , gm},Σ, GI ,Γg)be two strutural reursions. Then(i) f̃ ⊔ g is equivalent to f̃ ⊓ g̃.(ii) f̃ ⊓ g is equivalent to f̃ ⊔ g̃. 148



APPENDIXProof. A stronger result will be proven. Namely, it will be shown that theappropriate strutural reursions are not only equivalent but they are essen-tially the same syntatially. The proof is very similar for both ases, henewe only prove statement (i). Denote f ′ ang g′ the CCNF rewriting of f and
g respetively. It is easy to see that sine both union and intersetion arede�ned over strutural reursions in CCNF exept from some notational dif-ferene of the strutural funtions f̃ ⊔ g and f̃ ⊓ g̃ is syntatially the sameas f̃ ′ ⊔ g′ and f̃ ′ ⊓ g̃′ respetively. Thus, we may assume that both f and gare in CCNF.First note that

f̃ ⊔ g = ({fi⊔j, f̃i⊔j , f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm},Σ, {f̃i⊔j},Γĩ⊔j) and
f̃ ⊓ g̃ = ({fĩ⊓j̃, f̃i, g̃j, f1, . . . , fn, g1, . . . , gm},Σ, {fĩ⊓j̃},Γĩ⊓j̃).Here fi, gj are the initial strutural funtions of f and g respetively. Notethat neither fi⊔j nor f̃i, g̃j are alled by any of the strutural funtions of

f̃ ⊔ g and f̃⊓ g̃, hene they an be deleted. Afterwards, apart from the initialstrutural funtions of f̃ ⊔ g and f̃ ⊓ g̃ the rest of the strutural funtionswill be the same.Let a be an arbitrary symbol in Σ∪{∗} s.t. both γfi,a, γgj,a exist. (We mayassume that if γfi,a is given, then γgj,a is also given and vie versa. Otherwisede�ne γgj,a to be γgj,∗, whih must exist sine g is in CCNF.)
Form(γ̃i⊔j,a) = ¬(Form(γfi,a) ∨ Form(γgj,a)) = ¬Form(γfi,a) ∧ ¬Form(γgj,a) =

Form(γ̃fi,a) ∧ Form(γ̃gj,a) = Form(γĩ⊓j̃).In other words the formulae of the initial strutural funtions are the same.In the last step it should be proven that Frst(γ̃i⊔j,a) is the same as
Frst(γĩ⊓j̃,a). Sine by de�nition f̃ ⊔ g and f̃ ⊓ g̃ are in CCNF the afore-mentioned forest are either onsist of a single edge ψ or they are the emptygraph. This depends on the form of the transformation rules γfi,a and γgj,a.Sine we have supposed that f and g are in CCNF, for both transformationrules three di�erent ases should be onsidered. Namely, no ondition has149



APPENDIXbeen given and either an edge ψ or nothing is to be onstruted, or there isa ondition (in this ase an edge ψ is surely onstruted). All together ninedi�erent ases should be onsidered. We will examine only a single possibil-ity here, the rest of the ases an be handled in a similar, straightforwardmanner.If no ondition is given in any of the two transformation rules and in γfi,aan edge ψ, while in γgj,a nothing is onstruted, then
Frst(γi⊔j,a) = Frst(γfi,a) ⊔ Form(γgj,a)is an edge ψ, γi⊔j,a does not have a ondition, hene Frst(γ̃i⊔j,a) should bethe empty graph. On the other hand, Frst(γ̃fi,a) is the empty graph, whereas

Frst(γ̃gj,a) is an edge ψ thus
Frst(γĩ⊓j̃,a) = Frst(γ̃fi,a) ⊓ Frst(γ̃

g
j,a)is the empty graph.To sum up we have shown that both the onditions and the then-branhesof the initial strutural funtions of f̃ ⊔ g and f̃⊓ g̃ are the same syntatially(by de�nition neither of them may have an else-branh), whih onludes theproof. �A 6.1.1.Proposition 6.2. For given strutural reursion in SR() f and instane I,

f(I) is not empty ⇔ I ontains a path pa as a pregraph s.t. Af aepts wpa.Lemma 9.3. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, FI ,Γ) be a strutural reursion in
SR() and pa = (u1, a1, v1) . . . (um, am, vm) a path. Then, ((fi, uk), ak, (ϑ, vk))
(ϑ ∈ {f1 . . . , fn, wend}) is an edge in Uf ⊓ pa ⇔ there exists a run qi0 , . . . , qikof Af on wpa s.t. qik−1

= qi and(i) qik = qj, if ϑ = fj (1 ≤ j ≤ n),(ii) qik = qaccept, if ϑ = wend or fj and there is a onstrution in frst, where
frst is the tree onstruted γi,ak ,150



APPENDIX(iii) qik = qdeny, if ϑ = wend and there is no onstrution in frst (1 ≤ i ≤

n, 1 ≤ k ≤ m).Proof. We prove the statement by using indution on the number of edges of
pa. Suppose �rst that this number is equal to 1. Clearly, in this ase fi ∈ FI ,onsequently qi ∈ Qf

I . Assume now that (fi, a, ϑ) is in Uf ⊓ pa. (i) If ϑ = fj,then aording to the onstrution of transition rules of Af a1(qi) → qj isin Φf . In this ase the orresponding run is qiqj . Similarly, (ii) if there is aonstrution in frst, then a1(qi) → qacc ∈ Φf , hene the orresponding runis qiqacc. Otherwise (iii) if there is no onstrution in frst and no struturalfuntion is alled, then a1(qi) → qdeny ∈ Φf . Here, the orresponding run is
qiqdeny. The reverse diretion of the base ase an be proven in a similar andstraightforward manner. All together this proves our statement for the basiase. Again, the general step of the indution an be proven in the same way,thus we omit the details. �Proposition 6.2. is a straightforward onsequene of Lemma 4.18. and9.3. Keeping the notations of the proposition, by Lemma 4.18. f(I) is notempty i� I ontains a path pa as a pregaph s.t. f(pa) is also not empty. Onthe other hand, Lemma 9.3. implies that f(pa) is not empty i� Af aepts
wpa.A 6.2.1.Lemma 6.8. For an arbitrary strutural reursion f Ãf is the omplementof Af .Proof. Let t be a node-labelled tree and λ a run of Af on t. We prove thestatement by using indution on the length k of the longest path from theroot to a leaf of λ. Here, the length of a path is the number of its edges.Reall that in the de�nition of Af , Ãf eah transitional rule (qi, a) → ψ has aounterpart (q̃i, a) → ¬ψ. Thus, to eah run λ of Af on tree t a omplementrun λ̃ of Ãf on t an be assigned in a straightforward manner. Formally,151



APPENDIXa one-to-one mapping ν an be given from V.λ to V.λ̃ s.t. (i) if labλ(u) =

(qj , w) (labλ(u) = (q̃j, w)), then labλ̃(ν(u)) = (q̃j , w) (labλ̃(ν(u)) = (qj, w))

(w ∈ N∗). (ii) If labλ(u) = true (labλ(u) = false), then labλ̃(ν(u)) = false

(labλ̃(ν(u)) = true). (iii) If there is an edge from u to v in λ, there is also anedge from ν(u) to ν(v) in λ̃. (iv) If there is an edge from ũ to ṽ in λ̃, thenthere is also an edge from ν−1(ũ) to ν−1(ṽ) in λ.Assume now that k = 1. Suppose �rst that Af aepts tree t (t ∈ T Υf ).We have to show that Ãf refuses t. Sine Af has only one initial state, labλ(ǫ)is (qi, ǫ) (onsider page 11 for the de�nition of a run of an alternating treeautomaton). Sine λ stops in one step and aepts t, labλ(1) has to be true.Remember that 1 is the hild of the root of λ here. Consequently, t has tobe a single node with label aacc. Clearly, Ãf refuses t. On the other hand, if
Ãf aepts t, then with a similar reasoning it an be shown that t is a singlenode with label adeny, whih is refused by Af .Assume now that the statement holds for k ≤ m and k := m+1. Supposethat Af aepts t, and transitional rule (qi, a) → φ has been used to getthe hildren of the root of λ. Reall that φ an have three di�erent forms:
Formaut(γi,a), (qi, mf + 1) and (qi, mf + 2). If φ is (qi, mf + 1), then in Ãftransitional rule (q̃i, a) → (q̃i, mf + 1) is used. The (mf + 1)th hild of theroot of t annot be labelled with adeny, beause in this ase Af would refuse
t. On the other hand, if it is labelled with aacc, then Af learly aepts, while
Ãf refuses t. If the label is di�erent from both aacc and adeny, then the samereasoning an be applied as that we use in the next paragraph. Besides, if
φ = (qi, mf + 2) the same train of thoughts an be applied as that of usedfor the previous ase when φ was (qi, mf + 1).Thus we may assume that φ is Formaut(γi,a). This means that in λ̃transitional rule (q̃i, a) → ¬Formaut(γi,a) is used to get the hildren of theroot. Suppose that Λ(j) = true, i.e., when the truth values are assigned tothe nodes of λ, the jth hild of the root gets value true (onsider page 12).Moreover, suppose that labλ(j) = (qr, s), whih means that state qr is alledon the sth hild of the root of t. Clearly, Ar

f := (Qf ,Υf , {qr},Ψf) aepts ts,152



APPENDIXwhere ts is the same as t, only the aforementioned sth hild is taken to bethe root. The aepting run an be obtained from λ by taking the jth hildin question as the root. In this run the length of the longest path is less thanequal to m, hene the indution hypothesis an be applied. It is easy to seethat the label of the jth hild of λ̃ is (q̃r, s), and from the indution hypothesisit follows that a false value is assigned to this hild. Remember that (qr, s)stands in a hain of disjuntions (qr, 1)∨ . . .∨(qr, mf ) in Formaut(γi,a), while
(q̃r, s) is in a onjuntion hain (q̃r, 1)∧ . . .∧ (q̃r, mf ) in ¬Formaut(γi,a). Theprevious reasoning has just showed that, if Λ(j) is true (labλ(j) = (qr, s)),then the former disjuntion hain beomes true and the onjuntion hainbeomes false.Suppose that labλ(j) = (q̃r, s) (we still assume that Λ(j) = true). Thenin the same way as before it an be shown that the jth hild of the root of
λ̃ is labelled with (qr, s) and Λ assigns a false value to this node. Fromthis train of thoughts it also follows that if a onjuntion hain (q̃r, 1)∧ . . .∧

(q̃r, mf) in Formaut(γi,a) beomes true, then the orresponding disjuntionhain (qr, 1)∨. . .∨(qr, mf) in ¬Formaut(γi,a) beomes false and vie versa. Ifin an interpretation variables X1, . . . , Xl of propositional formula P beome
true and this makes P true, then the false value of these variables impliesthat ¬P beomes false. From this observation it follows that Formaut(γi,a)is satis�ed i� ¬Formaut(γi,a) beomes false. Furthermore, if Formaut(γi,a)is satis�ed, then in Λ a true value is assigned to the root of λ. On the otherhand, if ¬Formaut(γi,a) beomes false, then a false value is assigned to thisroot. To sum up in this ase Af aepts t i� Ãf refuses it. In the other ase,when Λ(j) is false, the same reasoning an be applied. This onludes theproof. �Lemma 6.9. Let f = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fi},Γ) be a strutural reursionand t an f simulation tree, then f(t) is not empty ⇔ Af aepts tnode =

φedge→node(t).Proof. Assume that t = {a : t1 ∪ . . . ∪ tmf+2} (a ∈ Σf ∪ {§}). We provethe lemma by using indution on the number of steps k of the ondition153



APPENDIXevaluation in Uf ⊓ t. Suppose �rst that k = 1. If f(t) is not empty, thenin γi,a a ψ edge is onstruted without ondition. Thus the orrespondingtransitional rule is of the form (qi, a) → (qi, mf +1). Clearly, Af aepts tnodein this ase, sine the label of the (mf +1)th hild is aacc and (qi, aacc) → trueis in Φf . On the other hand, if f(t) is empty, then there is no ondition in γi,aand nothing is onstruted, hene in Af transitional rule (qi, a) → (qi, mf+2)is to be applied, whih entails the refusal of tnode.Suppose now that the statement holds for k ≤ m and k := m + 1. Thismeans that γi,a has a ondition and transition rule (qi, a) → Formaut(γi,a)was used to onstrut the hildren of the root in the run of Af on tnode.Denote λ this run. Assume �rst that f(t) is not empty. This entails that
Form(γi,a) is satis�ed by t1 ∪ . . . ∪ tmf+2. Suppose that n.i.(fj(t)) ours in
Form(γi,a) and it is satis�ed by to (1 ≤ j ≤ n, 1 ≤ o ≤ mf ). Reall that
γj,aacc, γj,adeny

are without any ondition and onstrution, thus fj(tmf+1) and
fj(tmf+2) are surely empty (whih explains that why o should be less than
mf +1). Reall also that n.i.(fj(t)) is substituted with (qj , 1)∨ . . .∨ (qj , mf)in Formaut(γi,a). For f j = ({f1, . . . , fn},Σ, {fj},Γ), f j(to) is obviously notempty. Sine to is an f simulation tree and in Ufj⊓to the ondition evaluationan be aomplished in at most m steps, the indution hypothesis an beapplied, whih means that Afj aepts φedge→node(to). Here Afj is the sameas Af , only the set of initial states is hanged to {qj}. Consequently, (qj , o)and hene (qj , 1) ∨ . . . ∨ (qj , mf) beomes true in Formaut(γi,a).On the other hand assume that i.(fj(t)) is in Form(γi,a) and it beomes
true. This entails that fj(to) is empty for all o (1 ≤ i ≤ mf ). From theindution hypothesis it follows that Afj refuses to in this ase. However,aording to Lemma 6.8. Ãfj aepts to. Remember that in Formaut(γi,a)i.(fj(t)) is substituted with (q̃j, 1) ∧ . . . ∧ (q̃j, mf ). Also remember that Ãfjis the same as Afj , only the set of initial states is hanged to {q̃j}. Sine Ãfjaepts to, (q̃j , o) beomes true in Formaut(γi,a). Sine o has been hosenarbitrarily and 1 ≤ o ≤ mf , from this observation it follows that the wholeonjution hain (q̃j, 1) ∧ . . . ∧ (q̃j , mf) beomes true. All in all, it has been154



APPENDIXshown that if Form(γi,a) is satis�ed by t1 ∪ . . . ∪ tmf+2, then Formaut(γi,a)beomes true in λ, whih means that true is assigned to the root of λ, heneby de�nition Af aepts t.In the same way it an be proven that if n.i.(fj(t)) (i.(fj(t))) is notsatis�ed, then (qj , 1) ∨ . . . ∨ (qj , mf) ((q̃j , 1) ∧ . . . ∧ (q̃j , mf)) also beomes
false. Consequently, if Form(γi,a) is not satis�ed by t1 ∪ . . . ∪ tmf+2, then
Formaut(γi,a) beomes false in λ. This proves that the emptiness of f(t)implies the refusal of tnode by Af .The reverse diretion an be proven in a similar way. �
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